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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
IN YOUTH
NO 8PENDING IN AGE

ESAVING

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
In

bankruptcy—Irving S Mitchell.
—Horatio D Wakefield.
New England Tel &. Tel Co—Notice.
Prank C Perkins—Real estate sale.
Mr*,<H E Davis—Housekeeper wanted.
Eastern Steamship Co—Summer schedule.
*•

older that we moot need and appreciate the comforts that
,J |t |( as WF grow
will buy. WE INVITE your eaTlnga account, large or small. Last dividend
of 4 per cent. Deposits go on Interest June I.

y

/rate

FOR
ONE COTTAGE

Joseph H RumUl—Notice of foreclosureBucksport, Me:
Bucksport Nat'l bank.

AT

IN

8CHEDULE OF MAILS.

than necessary, but th<
damage from smoke and wrater is nevertheless considerable.
on

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICB.

BAR HARBOR.-

ELLSWORTH.

In

effect Oct. 6, 1808.
MAILS BCCBIVBD.

extending from Union River bay
to Morgan’s bay. with buildings at

Cfrppf
Oircci,

Pnairlh
Oil rourin

NEWBURY NECK.

ELLSWORTH.

The Thursday club 'will meet this week
with Mrs. Arthur Shute.

After fifteen years’ service in the life and
accident insurance business, Frank L.■
Paul W. Scott, of Deer Isle, a deputy Tburber, an old Ellsworth boy, has resheriff, was the guest of Sheriff Silsby for signed from the Pacific Mutual life to
take an interest in the Western Reserve
a day or two this week.
One more case of scarlet fever has Motor Car Co., at Cleveland, Ohio, assumof the electric department.
appeared in the city, making live families ing charge
This company handles the Pierce-Arrow
now under quarantine.
and Woods electric cars.
Miss Rose Clark, who spent the winter
The many friends of John O. Whitney,
with her sister, Mrs. Dana Danforth, in
of Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., are sorry to
B’oxcroft, returned home Thursday.
know of bis serious illness, as the result
Capt. A. L. Bellatty, of the schooner
of a cut on his right forearm received on a
sailed
for
Otronto,
to-day
Jonesboro, circular saw in one of
the mills of the
where he will load laths for New York.
company two weeks ago. The wound itJames E. Parsons, John B. Redman and
was
self
slight, but recently has become
W. H. Dresser attended the session of the
greatly inflamed, and blood-poisoning is
grand masonic bodies in Portland this feared. Mr. Whitney is confined to his I

Ellsworth, Maine.

Accident and Health Insurance
The lpwest rates for the most liberal policy in
one for time lost.
The FIDELITY & CASUALTY CO., of Now York.

toindemifv

O. W. TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH,

■

v

Agent, MAINE.

Properties

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamnine, Hancock,
Sorrento, liar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber bands, liepres ptative of the National Co-operative Ilealty Company.
Also liepresentative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

ClITTnM
If. OUllUn,
SMI

Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

onice at

week.

Mrs. Annie M. Smith left for Boston
Monday night, called there by the serious illness of her daughter, Mrs.
Morey

Market

Floyd

Special.

s

Tripp.
The Calendar society of the Methodist
will meet at 7.30 next Monday
evening in the amusement-rooms of the
church

church.

Large Can of Tomatoes,

Henry Whiting arrived home from BosFriday. His many Ellsworth friends
are glad to know that his health Beeras
much improved the past few days.
The play, “Young Mrs. Winthrop,” w ill
be given by a local cast at Hancock hall
next Wednesday evening under the uuspices of the Village improvement society.
The ladies of the Unitarian society will
ton

IO CENTS.
Same sire and of

same

standard quality
15 cents.

to
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WHY DON’T YOU TRY ITV

Too Good to toe

,

Special Sale Next Saturday.

FLOYD
Water

taining from

at

three to five

half-price.

rolls,

with

get suited here. Prices on new
goods from 10c. double roll to <5c.

on

THOMPSON,
»

t

b

«
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The Eastern Steamship Co. began its
daily service between Boston and Bangor
last Monday, steamer leaving Bangor at 2
p. m*, and Boston at 5 p. no. The daily
service between Rockland and Bar Harbor and intermediate landings is also in
effect.

You

border, very cheap.
maim

the

evening

con-

J

t

The steamer

worth,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
REQUIRES

QRA88 8EED,
PLOVER

8EEP.

PHOSPHATE.
tot to mention other
things which we
“Te to offer
the farmers at this

•eason.

Have
rough?
fine

you hay enough
last
to
If not, I have some extra

PRESSED HAY.
E otter than
loose, and easier to handle

c. W. Grindal,
water street,

ELLSWORTH.
"e

MAINE.

Handsomest

Ja* Juit

WCHMl'S

been

cu.mn^e’°“U‘ny-

Giles Block,

T-;

Ei]8Worth.

on

condition.

train will leave Bar Harbor at
There
4.50 p. m., aud Ellsworth at 6.10.
will be a mail in and out on this train.

turning

W.

the

P.

Farm Implements

GIVEN FREE!
For a short time will give
a cabinet frame, glass and
mat FREE with every
dozen cabinet photos at
_

STANWOOD’S
STUDIO.
i Main Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

of recovery.

I

The annual roll-call of Nokomis Rebeksh society last evening brought out a
good number of members. About 100 responded in person, and several by letters,
among the latter being Miss Ella F. Jordan. of Jamaica Plain, Mass., who sent a

interesting

most

trip

The death on Sunday morning of Mrs.
Charles E. Sinclair, leaving a family of
twelve children, the youngest twin boys
born April 23 last, is unusually sad. Death
Mrs. Sinclair
resulted fropi peritonitis.
The huswas thirty-nine years of age.
band and family have the sincere sympathy of friends.

letter

abroad last

descriptive
There

summer.

of her
was

a

musical program and speeches, and
the degree wat exemplified. A chicken

abort

supper

was

served.

freight train wreck on the Washingcounty railroad this forenoon has delayed trains from the east. Four freight
cars left the rails five miles east of Franklin. No one was injured. A locomotive
and car were sent to the scene of the wreck
from Washington Junction this noon, and
passengers from the east will be transferred around the wreck and taken through
to bangor on a car attached to the Maine
Central freight this afternoon.
A

ton

John A. Peters has moved into his new
house on Bridge hill. The house has been
in process of erection for about a year,
and is one of the handsomest and best-

AtsoluteyYv

Made from

house

Redman

moved in

as soon as

meeting

A

to

house

the grammar

recently
Harry L. Crabtree, who

by

purchased

next

This

of

was

Mr. Peters moved out.

Sunday

school workers

Methodist jchurch this
evening at 7.30 o’clock. There will be a
general conference under the direction of
H. E. Lufkin, of Portland, State secretary
of the Sunday school work.
Charles E.
McColleyvof Madison, will speak on “The
worth of a Man’,’. Mr. McColley has had
will be held at the

signal

success

has

now

a

in

V-

COMING KVKN I'S.
ELIA'WORTH.

Thursday afternoon,
tarian

over

hold of men, and
200 enrolled. This

meeting is entirely undenominational, and
people interested in Sunday school
work are invited.

all

Charles
one

Mr.

busy places

in

Curtis frets under idleness.
does not

ness

littes,

he

to him

If

filled for the air pump built by this

com-

pany, which attracted such large attention at the motor boat and engine show at

Boston last year.
The company is just

now

fitting up the

regular

crew

of two.

She

association.

COUNTY.

Tuesday, Wednesday
July 6, 7 and 8-Meeting

dtmcitifinnnue

WATER GLASS
For Preserving Eggs.
For Sale at

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE,

in

he
as

evidenced by his putting

on

fast

about

hauled here.

NORTH

at Haines’.

ELLSWORTH.

Union sewing circle will meet with
Mrs. Mary Moore at the home of Mrs.
Howard McGown Wednesday, May 12.
The

New Proprietor
Old Market

Hiram Nason died Sunday night at the
home of his sister, Mrs. William K. McGown, after a lingering illness of consumption, in his fifty-fourth year. He
leaves besides his sister, Mrs. McGown,
two brothers—Charles Nason, of Lawrence, Mass., and Alden, of Seal Harbor.

I have

She is seventy-three
the hull,
twenty-one
feet wide and the hold is six and one-half
feet deep. She will carry 100 tons. She
could be equipped for sea in twenty days,
if necessary.
The schooners Otronto and
Rozella have been at the yard the past
week, undergoing general repairs. Work
is now being done on the David Faust,
and on the yacht Kwasind, which is being put in readiness for summer.
sooner

long

sold.

over

Clerk-of-Courts John F. Knowlton and
xutJHexiuui ooara at its regular meeting
Mrs. Knowlton leave to-night for a busi- last
evening granted the request of the
ness and pleasure trip which it is expected
class of 1909 of the high school to be
will extend over several weeks. They go excused from
the
usual
graduation
to Boston from here, and expect to go as exercises in the afternoon.
This year’s
far south as Washington, and on their re- class is
small, and only a few of the memturn w'ill probably visit their daughter bers felt that
they could be prepared at
Hazel—Mrs. Cameron—in London, Ontario. the close of the term to deliver
essays.
At the annual meeting of the woman’s The class held a meeting recently, and a
auxiliary of the Congregational church majority opposed the afternoon exercises,
last Thursday Mrs. L. A. Emery was and the request was formally presented to

mar-

new ones.

afternoon at 2 o’clock.

Best of MEATS, GROCERIES, FRUIT,
CANNED GOODS.

Kuslne»N Notices.
HAINES’ PRIZE CONTEST.

O. KIEF,

JOHN

Following i9 the standing of the competitors

Phillips Mock.

who have received 5,000 votes or over in the
prize contest at Roy C. Haines’ store, which
will close June 28:

Main

Street,

Ellsworth.

Burpee’s Sweet Pea

15,218
13.725
10,725
9,877
6,790
6.630
5,098

Seeds. 25c. collection
AT THE

Ellsworth Greenhouse
Telephone 43.

ilWjmismtiUfc

Removal Notice!

Fire and Thieves

GEORGE B. STUART,

Attorney

at Law

notice that he has removed his
offices from Giles Mock to
rooms over the
Burrlll National
Bank, Mam street, Ellsworth, Maine.

gives
Law

respecters of persons. Give
either a chance and you will regret it
are no

|

Telephone:

e$-2.

Removal Notice!
Osgood's Studio

is now located at No. 2 Franklin St.,
Manning Block.

a sixty-ton
schooner, now
nearly completed. She is a well-modeled
craft, from plans and drawings of Mr.

feet

the stock and

ket on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of

Funeral services will be held at the church

Mrs J B Holmes.
Mrs Clara Johnson, Hancock.
Mrs A I Foss, Hancock.
Mrs W F Emery.
Mrs R B Evans.
Mrs Geo Davis.
Miss Thompson.

purchased

good will of the Phillips

for himself

less

SATURDAY.

on

The launch Clarowin, owned by A. S.
Tnomas, of New York, is also being over-

the stocks

Curtis’ own, and is built “on honor”. She
will not be launched until September, un-

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

collecting herring from the weirs, and
has a tank amidships with a capacity of
350 bushels of herring. 8h will be ready
for launching in about a w eek.
The big gasolene yacht Nannn, owned by
Dr. C. Eugene Riggs,
of
Minneapolis,
which was wintered at
the company’s
yard, is being put in readiness for the season, and will go in commission
two weeks.

and Thursday,
of American In-

stitute of Instruction at Castine.

will be UBed in

city.
as

as

Uni-

Saturday evening, May 8—Dance at Society hall.
Wednesday, May 12, at Hancock hall—
•‘Young Mrs. Winthrop,” by a local cast*
under auspices of Village improvement
presentation of diplomas.
society.
At Ellsworth Fouudry.
Wednesday afternoon and evening, May
One of the busiest places in Ellsworth 26, at
Baptist church, Ellsworth—Basket
to-day is the Ellsworth Foundry & Ma- meeting of Woman's Baptist home ami
chine Works. Many orders are being
foreign missionary societies of Hancock

busi-

business for himself,

come

makes

the

at

dslivered in connection with the play, or
that a prize contest of the undergraduates
may be arranged for the afternoon in connection with the senior class parts and

H. Curtis & Co.’s shipyard is

of the few

May 6,

vestry- Cooked food sale.

getting

class of

Z

.POKE

Grape*

appointed residences in the city. During Wednesday
the building of this house Mr. Peters has
been occupying what is known as the
schoolhouse.

made
^

large new sardine boat of the Frenchman’s
Bay Packing Co., of which Arthur B.
Holt is manager, with duplicate eighteen
horse-power Ellsworth engines, with separate reverse gear and two propellers.
bouse.
The engines can be run together or indeTbe Sarah Ware skull which was pendently ;*or one can be run ahead and
to
Ellsworth
and
exhibited dur- the other reversed, turning t4ie boat in
brought
ing the Treworgy trial some years ago its own length. It is as complete a power
was placed in the custody of the county
equipment as ever installed in a boat of
officers at the time, has never been out of this size.
their possession, and is still in it, safe unThe launch is a new one, built by \\ uder lock and key at tbe court house. The bur Morse, of Frienaship, and towed here
skull found last week near the shore on last week to be equipped with engines.
South street is clearly not that of the late She is fifty-one feet long, with accommodaSarah Ware.
tions for four men, though she will have a

the

Bonsey has rebuilt his gasolene
launch, Helen May, during the past winter, lengthening her three feet. Her stern
has been remodeled to the torpedo shape.
what
If I haven't
of all kinds.
you The change improves the appearance of
want. I cau get it for you.
the boat, and, equipped with the same enas before, she is expected to showA few special sales of machinery gine
more speed.
slightly damaged by water
in the recent fire.
Gionesi Dante was brought to the county
jail here from Stonington Friday, held in
I am agent for the "NEW HOME" SEWING
default of $5,000 hail for the October grand
MACHINE.
jury, charged with shooting Marino GatV. (VI. CARTER,
24. Gattato is
MAIN ST. (under Ells, shoe factory), Hllawoith. tato on Saturday, April
I now* in the hospital at Rockland, still in
a critical condition and w ith slight chance

Installed at

and tr«shest ol trult is
wwtr ^my customers. That's
a“d*ooh 800,1

K.

Bangor-Brooksviile route. She has been
thoroughly overhauled aud put in good

Tneie are many kinds on the mark* t,
but the SHAHPI KS TUHULAK is
the one 1 reeoinmend. I deal in

EVERYTHING IN PICTURES and
Ellsworth FRAMES at very low prices.

FRUIT STORE.

by Capt. Benjamin

rechristened Anna Belle,

Arey,
and is ready for her summer’s work

Cream Separators

SODA FOUNTAIN
n

owned

A Sunday train will go on the Mt. Desert
Yes. Indeed, they are time aod money I
branch next Sunday. The train will leave
savers. The OKAY OASOLIJiE en
of
has
superiority,
many points
gine
I Bangor at 6.10 a. ui., and arrive in Ellstall and let me point them out.
worth at 7.20, and Bar Harbor at 8.40. Re-

$2.50.
i

now

Percy V., formerly of Ells-

has been

I An Engine on the Farm

Spring Planting

the

Methodist church next Sunday
will be exercises by the children of the Sunday school. The subject of
Rev. W. F. Emery’s morning sermon will
be: “How Shall I as a Christian Keep the
Sabbath?”
At

MARKET,

Latest Styles in Wall Paper. Zz r»"K':
Some last
A few bundles
ock
6

at

him.

Str»»t,-._Ellsworth

year’s

cooked

food, aprons ami
Unitarian vestry
fancy
to-morrow afternoon.'- Tea will be served
during the afternoou.
E. B. Mowry, who has been employed
in Providence, R. I., the past year, has returned to Ellsworth to work at the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works. His
wife and little daughter returned with

but the fact that the many who try it once, come
apain, proves, rather, that it is

our

sale of

a

articles

10-CEXT COFFEE,

Watch for

4.39 and 6.08 p m.
12.06, 5.55 and 10.52 p

baking powder

from Royal Crape
Cream of Tartar

more water

no

J. Clark and wife.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank Building.

m;

The only

Avery pleasant affair was the reception
m.
m;
given by the ladies’ aid society of the
mail closrs at postofficb.
Methodist church last evening to the
Goivg West—10.46,11.30 a m; 5.30 and 9 pm.
pastor, W. F. Emery and wife, and Dis- the schorl board
by the class president,
Going East—4.30 a m; 4 and 6.30 p m.
trict Superintendent H. B. Haskell and
Jordan. The class will instead j
No Sunday mail.
wife.
The reception was held at the Harry
present a short play in the evening, fol- J
church vestry.
About fifty were present.
lowed by the usual reception and ball. It |
was
an
There
Mrs. Gertrude Frost is the guest of W.
interesting musical program. is
possible that some class parts will be
Refreshments were served.

ONE FARM

ONE STORE
nn

From West—7.18 a
From East— 11.07 a

healthful and nutritious when raised with

There was a slight fire'at the home oi
Judge John B. Redman on Main streel
Monday afternoon. The fire caught fron.
a burning chimney in the roof of the ell,
and burned through the roof. The firemen used commendable care in putting

Banoor, Mb:
ERstern Trust A Banking Co.
Watervillb, Mb:
Mitchell A Co—Man wanted.

ONE RESIDENCE

Food tt

About twenty business men respondet
to the call for a meeting at R. C. Haines
store Tuesday evening, for the purpose o
forming a merchants’ association. Th
matter was
informally discussed, ah:
finally it was decided to call a specie
meeting to be held at the aldermen’*
room it) Hancock hall, to-morrow evening
at 7 o’clock.

Burrlll Nat’l Bank.
RC Haines—Undertaking and furniture.
Union Trust Co.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Tbbmont, Mb:

SALE.

president; Mrs. F. W. Uollim.
vice-president; Mrs. J. H. Brimmer,
Rev. R. J
secretary and treasurer.
Mathews spoke interestingly on the r'fc
troubles
in
cent
Turkey. Kefreshraen e
were served.

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Floyd Market— 8pecial sale.
Hancock Co Savings bank.

cock County
Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

elected

Fine

Wlien /es.s than one cent a da</ will
insure the safety of your papers, etc.,
in our fire and burglar proof vault,
why take chances? If interested
write us for particulars, or call the

BUTTONS MADE TO

ORDER~’

Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
machine-made, plain and hardrimmed, from one’s own clotli. Made

also

Burrill Nat’l Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Photographic Work of All Kinds.

at the

dressmaking rooms of

ALICE

M.

HOOPER,

7 and 8 MANNING BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH.

FOLKS ARE PARTIAL
TO MY SHREDDED WHEAT
because it is

invariably fresh and crisp—and can be had at
I buy in modest quantities, sell quickly, and
_Jhat means from factory to table in a hurry 1
OTS. PER POUND is my Shredded Wheat price.
so

bottom cost.
1

J.
"CASH

A.
DOWN”

HAYNES,
Grocer

Peters Block,

and

Marketman.

Ellsworth.

M

Beginning May 9, 1909.

Christian

left

Goodwill

and

rn

again

came

"AUNT MADGE*'.

to

communications, and It* success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Com
munlcatlone must be signed, but the name of ;
writer will not be printed except by permission ]
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

(things necessary for him to know upon
|hla journey and also interpreted them
(for him. Knowledge Is absolutely necthe Chrisessary to advancement in
tian life. Peter, the apostle, not only
(commanded us to “grow in grace,” but
also “in the knowledge of our Lord
Increased grace often
(Jesus Christ.”
adds to our knowledge, and knowledge
assists us in growing in grace.
1. Interpreter showed Christian in
another room the picture “ot a very
grave person hung up against the wall.
He had eyes lifted up to heaven, the
• * *
He stood
best books in his hands.
-as if he nteaded with men. and a
crown of gold did hang over his head."
JThis picture represented the Holy
Ghost, and Interpreter explained to
Christian that his work was to know
And guide the Master’s people through
(life and was their only true guide.
Und we may ask. Is the Holy Spirit
§n our hearts, and does lie lead us, or
Are we following false teachers?
into
led
Christian
2. Interpreter
A man
■ very large, dusty parlor.
swept It. and the dust almost choked
Christian. Then Interpreter had water sprinkled ou the floor, and the dust
The parlor signified the
was absent.
heart of a sinful man. The dust represented original sin and other defileThe law swept first and then
ments.
the gospel. The law made man to see
Bln. bnt could not remove sin from
'him.
Bnt the gospel cleanseth from
kin and makes the heart sweet and
jpure. Many hearts are still dusty.
(Men trust in personal righteousness,
and the heart is not cleansed by divine
grace. But this is a false way of seeking salvation and sanctification. Only
<3od"s Spirit can cleanse and purify
the human heart.
S. Interpreter introduced Christian
Into a little room, where sat two
children, named Passion and Patience.
Passion could not wait: Patience could.
Passion symbolizes the man who ignores eternity and liv€»s only for time.
Patience the man who serves God in
this life and lays up treasures in heaven.
He Is able and willing to wait
Until God crowns him.
! 4. Interpreter led Christian to a
place where a fire burned fiercely
■gainst a wall. One stood by pouring
.crater upon it, but the more water the
tilgher the flame became. The fire, explained Interpreter, is the grace of
Ood in the heart. Satan poured on the
jVrater, but his efforts to decrease or
^■Btroy divine grate only increased
which Is true, as God Is superior to
Batan.
f 5. Intetjretor showed Christian a
man In Sn iron cage.
This man bad
once been on the road to heaven, had
Ithonght that he was a Christian, but
(had fallen back, proving that he had
(never been truly converted, and bad so
iffeqnently repelled the invitations of
(the Spirit that he had grieved the
‘Bpirit away and w’as hopeless! “Grieve
Uot the Spirit of God.” for “the Spirit
Will not always strive with men.”
These are not all of the things which
Interpreter explained to Christian, but
(they are sufficient to teach us the
great importance of knowledge in our
religious life. Nor has God neglected
•the possibility of our Christian education.
He has given us His own
[word as oar text book. The Holy
Spirit will unfold its meaning if we
■tody It faithfully. God has also given
Be human teachers—ministers, Sabbath
achool teachers.
Christian
parents.
The supreme place to learn Is in the
church of Christ.
Here are trained
teen, educated men. whose life business is to study the word
Be faithful
In the house of God. "be swift to hear."
and you will gain in grace and knowl-

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column ere succinctly
stated in the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good. It Is f*r the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and .suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

upon his journey he
the house of Interpreter.
Inwhich he had been directed.
terpreter welcomed him and took him
Into a private room, and there by various methods he pointed out to him the
Otarteu

Motto:

Ita

Jas. i. 19-23.

When

BIT

EDITED

I

By REV. S. R. DOYLE.
I Topic.—“Pilgrim's Progress” series.—IV.
The house of the Interpreter.—Eccl. xil.

£r:

atrorrmraimu,

fllntual Benefit (Bolninn.

f— CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

all communications

to

The American.
Ellsworth, Me.

Oh.

changed but glorified

By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Bardstown. Ky.— I suffered from
ulceration and otherfemaletroublesfor
a lone tune.
I motors had failed to

NOT CHANGED. BIT GLORIFIED-

Not

MADE
WELLAND
STRONG
me. Lydia E
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was

help

beauteous

language

For those who weep.
Mourning the loss of some dear face departed.
Fallen asleep;
Hushed into silence, never more to comfort
The hearts of men.
Gone like the sunshine of another country
Beyond out ken.

Oh. dearest dead,

we

thy whit- soul shin-

s»w

recommended, and
I decided to try it.
It cured my trouble
and made me well
and strong, so that
I can do all my own
work.” Mrs.’ Jo—

j

ing
Bright
What

Behind the face.
with the beauty aiul celestial glory
Of an immortal grace.
wonder that we stumble, faint and

F.rn

Hall, Bards-

town. Kv.
Anotner woman a urea.

weeping.

And sick with fears.
Since thou hast left us—all alone with
And blind with tears?

Christiana, Tenn.—" I suffered from
sorrow.
the worst form of female trouble so
that at times I thought I could not
Gan it be possible no words shall welcome
live, and my nerves were in a dreadful
Our coming feet?
Lvdia E. Pinkham’s VegeHow will it look, that face that we have cher- condition.
table Compound cured me. and made
ished.
next
we
meet**
When
me feel like a different woman. I.ydia
Will it be changed, so glorified and saintly.
| E. Piukham’s Vegetable Compound is
That we shall know it not?
"I
worth its weight in gold to suffering
love
Will there be nothing that will say,
thee.
women ’’—Mrs. Mary Wood, R.F.D.8.
And I have not forgot?”
If yon belong to that countless army
of women who suffer from some form
Oh. faithless heart.the same loved face, traits*
figured.
of female ills, don't hesitate to try
Shall meet thee there.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable ComLess sad. less wistful* iu immortal beauty
pound. made from roots and herbs.
l»ivinely fair.
j
The mortal veil washed pure with many ;
For thirty years this famous remedy
weepings.
has been tlie'standard for all forms of
Is rent away.
female
ills, and has cured thousands of
And the great soul that sat within its prison
Hath found the day.
women who have been troubled with
such ailments as displacements, fibroid
In the clear morning of that other country.
tumors, ulceration, inflammation, irIs Paradise.
With the same face that we have loved and regularities. backache, and nervous

■

cherished
She shall ari«e;
Let us be patient, we who

prostration.

mourn

with

weep-

iug.

Some vanished face.
The Lord has taken, but to add
And a diviner grace.
And

we

shall find

once

more

beauty

i

Beyond these skies.

prayer.
1 stepped inside the door and instead of
bowing my head looked at the people and the
new bats. Narcissus sat only a few seats from
me; also H. O. B., and just beyond were Ann
and her husband, and when the prayer was
done. Aunt Madge at the organ played joyous
Easter music, so you see we only needed Aunt
Maria and a few more of the clan to make
quite an M. B. reunion.
I have read the letters from our members in
the West with much interest, and hope they
will favor us often with bits of discription of
places visited.
Before closing I must pay tribute to E. P.
W., the member, who has just passed away,for
a nobler, gentler person never lived.
She was
quiet and unassuming always, but her influence was great and far-reaching and there
were many sad hearts when

In the fair citj of the “sure foundations”.
Those heavenly eyes.
With the same welcome shining ^through
their sweetness.
That met us here:
Eyes, from whose beauty Uod has banished
And

Think of

us.
waters

wiped away
dearest

a

one.

tear.

while o’er

We seek the land.
thy voice, thy touch, and the

Missing
helping
Of

Till

thy pure band.

through the

storm

and

life’s
true

tempest, safely-

anchored.
Just on the other side
We find thy dear face looking through death's
shadows.
Not changed, but glorified.
—Selected by $. J. .Store*-.
Dear

Mutual Friends:

The poem above was selected in memory
of E. P. \Y., with the hope also, that

|

many others may find comfort in the
losses and bereavements that have come

“He folded her hands together.
And touched her evelids with balm.
And her last breath floated outward
Like the close of a solemn psalm.
With

them, when they read the beautiful
thoughts concerning those who have “falto

Wh.V^
,P

th*

con,™'
ca„,J*"'

growthT^*

j

—

cities.

kindly wishes

to

all the members,
Ford.

_

tide'

memorial resolutions.

tt'herraa.

Death has again entered

our

fra-

ternity and removed one of our oldest members. Sister Lydia Dority. we as Patr »ns of
Husbandry desire to extend our sincere sympathy to the family.
Rraoire*!. That Halcyon grange will ever
cherish a loving remembrance of her many
good qualities and her willingness to help
suppoit our order by word and deed.
Rtaotrert. That in their natural sorrow for
the loss of their loved one may they find comfort in the belief it is well with them for
whom they mourn
Rraolred, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on our records, sent to the family
and to the papers for publication, also our
charter be draped in mourning for tbirty
Mary B. Hinckirt.
day*.
Emma W. Hinckley.
Frsx>

Cake and coffee

by

BIBLE EEAPEVGS.

Gen. vi, 3: Zech. Iv, 1-6; John xii.
20-20: xiv, 12-21: xvi, 7-11: Acts xiv,
20-23: Bom. vii. 7-15; I Thess. v. 14-22:
j
1 Tim. Iv, 6-16: Jas. v, 1-6.

West Franklin. April 16.1909.
tack of bronchial pneumonia. I was taken
t>»ar Friend$ of the M. B. <?.:
the next day after I wrote my roll-call note,
1 know I am a trifle late for the E call, but and had not really gotten over the grip.”
thought 1 would call just the same. How I j
have enjoyed all your letters: I think it is a Dear Aunt Madpe and M. B
nice idea.
You know the old saying: “A i
Almost time for the G.’s to say present, so
friend in need’is a friend indeed."
Well it heje I am. what there is left of me after
certainly has been proven true in my cast having the grip. My! Isn’t the grip awful?
during thefong weeks of illness, my friends j But I'm thankfnl I'm as well as I am. Just
were so good
in sending me so many little think of it! In bed eight days, and an incutidbits to tempt mygappetite, even from out : bator down stairs with 122 eggs in it that was
of town. I am glad|to say that I am gaining, mine to look after. Well, I just didn't look
and now sit up a part of every day. It seems after them.
nice to hear the birds sing once more, and
Son is twenty next July, and never saw me
very soon all nature will put on new life.
ill in bed. so be just hustled and got a girl to
I wish to thank all who sent Easter cards come and care for me and do the housework,
and letters dunugjmy illness. Wish I could and with his, the girl's and
my John's and the
write to every one, but will you all ac- doctor’s care. I'm here to answer,
present.”
this
one
as
I
will
instead,
have
to wait
But all I could think of when I was ill. was
cept
*** little longer, till the little
limbs are “my work: what a lot of it”.
stronger".
Good-bye for this time. I’ll try and write a
I must tell you that one of my neighbors better letter n?xt time.
G.
sent me a lovely plant in full bloom for me to
Thanks to the first G. to respond as well
feast my eyes upon. Was she not thoughtful?
as to the F.
I appreciate everything so much. I expect all
the sisters are quite busy with their houseOue Way to Cure Hiccoughs.
cleaning, but I.would advise you to go slow
till the suu warms your rooms a little so you
Did you ever take nine swallows of
will not take a cold, as there is no much ill- water to cure tbe
hiccoughs? Doyoureness everywhere, and
sudden changes of »nember the time some
oue scared the hicweather are dangerous.
coughs away by telling yon of a whipping
1 wonder what has become of Aunt Maria?
Have not seen one offther cheery letters for due for some meanness?
Well, science has been studying hicsometime.
Hope she is not ill. Am very
glad to see new louts coming into our band: coughs and caught the hiccoughs by the

j

j

j

Devtlop; Don't Dynamite.
Christian Endeavor is not the cause
of religious indifference, public or private.
Then* conditions exist among
the young people not because of. but in
spite of. Christian Endeavor. It has we give themga hearty welcome. I am so “nape of tbe neck”. The nine swallows
lifted up its standard of loyalty to ! sorry for E. A. G. in the loss of her dear hus- of water had a little science in
it, and so
Christ and His church. It has rallied I band, one who had cared for her so many did the scare. The scientific
hiccough
and Is rallying a great host of earnest ! yaars. but He doeih ail things well”. We ail cure consists in
pressing down to numbextend to her our heartfelt sympathy, also to
young hearts to this standard. But it
ness the nerve that connects the stomach,
who may be ill or in trouble.
needs for its largest success more en- any
Now. I fear my call has been rather long, so heart, lungs and brain—the pneumogastric
thusiastic public support from the paswill bid you good morning, with best wishes nerve. The pressure partially and locally
tors. more sympathetic oversight and to all from
Aunt Emma.
paralyzes this nerve and of necessity the
from
the
leadership
official boards of
We are sorry tojhear of your long illness, hiccoughing must cease.
the church, more active co-operation
Have the hiccoughing patient sit down
and hope, when the warm days do corneWith the superintendent and teachers
and be at ease, with the muscles of the
as they surely will by and
by—you will
In the Sunday school and more personneck relaxed as much as possible. Grasp
faster.
al Interest on the part of parents in gain
both sides 01 tbe neck somewhat toward
the religious tmlniug of their children.
the back part and press down steadily and
Here is a hearty welcome to oor first F
Let religious training be taken out of
as hard as tbe subject
may permit for
to respond to the roll-call.
the "elective” courses and put Into the
about one minute, having the patient
we
and
snail
soon
required list,
see a
work tbe head from side to side. Within
Dear Aunt Madge.
marked improvement In the quantity
Here comes a belated F, and the worst of it about a minute the nerve will be numbed
and quality of our work.
If for one is, she has no song or story worthy of the col- and rested and the
spasmodic motion
year Christian people would pledge umn.
will cease. It may require longer presI have been waiting ever since
themselves to stop "knocking" and
April came sure in some cases, but the result is sure
give themselves to enthusiastic co-op- in for an inspiration to write something nice if patience is maintained.
for tne M. B. column. and the wind blew and
in place of destructive critieration
the snow came.but no inspiration. Bo I waited
cism. I believe that we should see such
He (angrily)—Was there any fool sweet
till Easter
the bright flowers
results in all departments of Christian aud new Bunday. hoping
hats might stimulate my sluggish on you before I married you? Sue—Yee;
work as would make glad the hearts wits, but Easter
Sunday was cold and bleak one. He—I’m sorry you rejected him. She
of all who pray and work for the com—But 1 didn’t reject him; 1 married him.
the
kingdom of God upon the
ing of
Many weak, nervous women have been restored
to
health
earth.
by Foley's Kidney Remedy,
as it stimulates the
“I suffered habitually from constipation.
kidneys so they will
Don't dynamite!
eliminate the waste matter from the
blood. Doan's Regulets relieved and strengthened
1 mpurtties depress the
Do develop!—General Secretary Wil- vous
nerves, causing ner- the
bowels, so that they have been regular
exhaustion and other
Comliam Shaw in Christian Endeavor mence to-day and yon will ailments.
soon
be well. ever since.”—A. E. Davis, grocer, sulphur
Peasant
to
take.
G.
A.
Pakchbs.
World.
Springs, Tex.—Adrt.

large

commercial and

trial centres would be
line within three
new

■««*.
Fresh

M

Fowl.*.»«•
**»

Bay.

Bert loose, per ton.
Baled...
..
Straw.
Loom..
..

..v..;;;;.>«s#

'Ill
Baled.
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II

men

••niuiM.
25 Onion*, 5.
if2 Par.nlpc. It,
08 Carrot*. It,
Utlur®. h®a<l
10 Cabbser.lt>
2S Squaah, It,
lnarh, pk
12 Celery, uunch
Tomntoc*, !t.
05 Cucumber*, nan,
R»i1l*be», ■ unch
Rhubarb. k
12 Damlellon 1gr»
•*
12
Siring beau*, ut

Potato®., pk
Turnip*, k
B*®t».

indus-

unable

be

show

nine

were

out or

savings

their

Fruit.
orange*. i1og

them.
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364, NORTH

HIGHLAND,

PENOBSCOT.

Highland grange met Friday evening.
April 30, with forty-eight members and
four visitors present. The final degrees
were

conferred

cess

all

At

two candidates.

on

repaired

the

to

1

dining-room,

who responded
pleasing way.

to

an encore

in

acres

her usual

_

158, NORTH BCCKSPORT.
notwithstanding mud
and bad traveling, has held its regular
j sessions every Tuesday, the members not
being easily discouraged by unfavorable
conditions. The session of April 27 held
much of interest and was of unusual
merit. After the usual business, the lecbers to

an

earnest

appeal

to the

themselves

interest

in

mem-

church
1

for

A vote

was

extended to

and those who assisted

the treat furnished.

Topic for
it

of thanks

lady officers

the

is better for the farmer to raise his
at

of

buying

new

454, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
Meeting Friday evening, April 30, with
sixty-one patrons present. The first and
second degrees were conferred on seven
sisters and three brothers. There will be
work in the third and fourth degrees at
the next meeting. Mountain View grauge
will entertain Green Mountain Pomona
Friday, May 14, and w ill also dedicate the
new grange hall.

helped to

a

goodly

number of

there is business

ing.

members

to come

present, as
before the meet-

_________

He—Before Jones got married he used
to command a large salary. She—And
now? He—Now he only earns it. His
wife commands it!

more

the

man

j

2

gal—

Llnsee-J,
Kerosene,
Prorlalona.
Pork, !t
Chop.
Ham, per a

Is

Shoulder,
Bacon,

«4-»

n,,.

]5,ia

t«J f

gS
jv={

San

Lard,

**

Fresh Fish.
06 Clam*, qt
35
06 Scallop#, qt
*o
12 MIS Orster*, jt
Halibut.
»
15 Flounders, do*
Smelts, lb
30
Floor, drain and Feed.
Oata, bu
Flour—per bbl—
55
6 50 * 7 50 Short*—ba*—] .'fa 155
1 to Mix.feed,bagItfaltt
Corn, 100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
1 60 Middling#, baa JOsi75
Cracked corn,
1 60

Cod,
Haddock,

the

answer

PENOBSCOT.

traffic.

Hence

in

these

who would

Leon Littlefield and wife, of Caatina,
spent Sunday in town with Moses Littlefield and wife.
Maynard Grindle, of Bluehill. was tie

be-

comparatively

showed that land could

guest of his aunt, Mrs,

The

:

fact

that

land could be

bought

so

few

a

days

Celia

Littlefield,

last week.

Mrs. Ida Ward well has returned from
five-weeks’ stay in Castim*. where *be

a

was

employed

as nurse.

The condition of Mrs. Oscar Leach rej mains about the same. Her many friend*

cheaply was a revelation to most of the hope to see her out soon.
city men. Near their home places, they
Mrs. Mary Bowden, who spent the
knew, the acre price usually was several j ter with Mrs. Sarah Ward well, has re*
times that asked in the new regions.
turned to her home in Orland.
They began to figure on cost and result,
Miss Lila Dunbar has returned from bef
and the movement began.
Hundreds de- j
school in Bluehill on account of ill health.

they could make both ends meet j
She will not return to school thisyear.
new home was paid tor, and I
Carlton G. Poole, of Booth bay Harbor, j
then they could pile up something for the j
was in town last week the ggestofbi*;
rainy day. Their experiences have tended
and
to stiffen the back-bones of the weaker wife’s parents, Freeman R. Leach
cided

until the

ones, and

now

the tide is grow

ing greater

*

day.

every

Not alt ot the city men were attracted
by the cheaper lands. Irrigated lands that
sell for foil to fl50 an acre have proved the
greater magnet to many. This isaccounted 1
for in several ways. Foremost is the fact
that

they give quick

these lands that

returns.

On

practically

are

in

some

get money very
first payment.
The

A

soon

wife.

Rev. E. A. Carter, the newly-appoint
pastor of the Methodist Episcopal church*
Hi*
preached his first sermon here May 2.
ti*
family has not yet arrived, owing to
illness ai Mrs. Carter.
WOOD LOCKS*
May 3.

of

tropical

climes products of the soil growl every
month in the year.

363, EA9TBROOK.
Owing to stormy weather, Greenwood
grange has not had a regular meeting for
four weeks. At the next regular meeting
night. May 15, it is hoped there will be a
GREENWOOD,

j

That didn't sound so very big, even to the j
city chap without much savings. Surely, j
he could make both ends meet and pay for !
it.

203, NORTH BROOKSVIIXE.

_

he

!

be had all the way from the cost of tiling
on a government homestead to flio an acre.

Rainbow grange met Thursday evening,
After busiwith fifty members present.
and second degrees were
ness the first

MOUNTAIN VIEW,

awaiting
pion-er
spots. They

come

are

conferred on one candidate. One applicaRecition for membership was received.
tations, readings, songs and remarks were
It is
listened to with much interest.
hoped that a large number will attend the
Hancock Pomona meeting at South Bluehill May 6.

and

;

extensively the oppor-

advertised

tunities

cows

them.”

the next session

RAINBOW.

such disclosures

they

The officers’
to be filled
chairs
by the ladies, Mrs. Annie M. Parker to fill
the master’s chair and to open the question.
A song by the choir closed a program
j
which was much enjoyed,
instead

yielding bountifully

were

meant the creation of

“Resolved, that

next session:

<*#10

Oil—t*t?r

5

city man’s question: “Where can 1 find a j Mrs. R. F. Smith spent Wednesday in
place that will make the later years of life Bucksport on business.
easy?” He needed only to know where he
Ralph W. Emerson, of Blu hill, was a
could get a farm at low enough price and
town Sunday calling on friends.
on easy enough terms to make it possible
Fred Perkins has gone to Cara bridge,
for him to join the ranks of the producers
from the soil. As is indicated by the re- Mass., where he has employment.
Mrs. Annie Davis and children are :n
ports referred to, few city men have
enough to go very far in the line of real Bluehill visiting her sister, Mrs. Hattie
B. Emerson.
estate buying.
Railroad systems that run through ’
Edwin S. Leach has gone t » Bangor,
thickly-settled sections of the country ! where he will be employed as painter tie
wanted all the land occupied, for that
coming season.

profitable crop for the farmer to raise the
coming season?” opened by Joshua Chandler.

Corned,
Tongues,

Graham,
Rye meal,
Granule meal.*

getting big prices for his products,
j
He was paying off the mortgage and fast
bank
accounts.
He
seemed
be
to
|
treating
on “easy street ’.
LAW REGARDING WRIGHTS ABU MKASl'RU.
Kansas-poor, “bleeding Kansas'’-was
A bushel of Liverpool
salt #*all weigh (0
ami a bushel of Turk's island sail »h*D
w
pounds,
about
to
hat
meant,
just
forget
mortgage
j weigh 10 pounds.
used
to
have
them
in
great piles out
They
The standard weight of a bushel of potato**
there, but the stacks were dwindling to in good order an** Ot for shipping, is fie pound*,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The
nothing.
panic late in 1907 showed ! Tbe standard weight of a busbei of bean*!o
some things about Kansas and her neigh- * good order and lit for shipping, ia w ponad»;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnip* and peas.B
boring states. It uncovered the fact that ! pounds; of corn. 56 poon l- >f onions 51
they could furnish the necessary money j pounds; of carrots, Fngl*sh turnips, rye *:d
Indian meal, 5© pounds; of parsnips, *5 pound*;
to run the nation's business if the eastern j of barley and buckwheat.
,'unds: of oats
men couldn't.
The farmer's money came I 33 pounds, or even measure as or agreement.
to the front.

grange,

turer made

lining.

was

FLORAL,

Floral

.50
Porto Rico,
Meats and
Beef, ft:
15 §30
Steak.
Roasts.
10*25

per a

RurkwbMt, *pkg

admit that he was in the category, too.! Veal:
Steak,
20*25
Where was his secure resting-place?
Boasts,
10#.] 5
About the time when these sad stories Lamb
Limb,
12*25
began to circulate there came the rift in
Tongues, each
the clouds that showed the silver

a

j

*5

Crackril wlitat

Oatmeal,

.««4I8
Japan,
Oolong,
.20# 66
Sugar-ixsr ftGranulate !,
f«0C
Yellow, C
I*o wde re« 1,
w*lu
Molaasea—per gal
.35
Havana,

also had to !

man

The fanner—he who had been cancatared,
and worse yet, had been struggling under
a mortgage on tbe home place—was becoming tbe envied of all his fellows, ills

re-

bountiful supper was served.
After recess an interesting program was
presented by the lecturer, consisting of
recitations, vocal solos by Misses Caro
and Sarah Lowell, humorous readings %nd
stories, and a song by Mrs. Millie Ames,
where

factory

Tbe

|

>-

Vinegar,,.!

35
30

Mocha,
Jara,
Tea—|®r k-

1

) discharge.

2S050 Lemon* Ooc
15*16
OroetrlM.
Rice, per k

Cranberries, qt

Literary prolooked things squarely in the face and
gram: Song. “When We Parted by the
found that the conditions fitted his case,
diaMarian
recitation,
Tracy;
River;”
and he wanted to know- w here he could
Celeste
in
Lesson
“A
Cookery,”
logue,
^ turn and make himself more secure. The
Hendrick, Clara Stinson, Miriam Tracy;
and the clerk in the store
recitation,
and
“Friendless
Sad;”
j bookkeeper
song,
found that they were living from hand to
Celeste Hendrick; dialogue, “An Abanmouth, as the saying goes, and they could
doned Habv,” Celeste Hendrick, Winfred;
see no bright ray of hope in the case of
Bye, Mary Bye, Clara Stinaon, Miriam
made and served

,?
?

JJ
v-S
Jt *£

to

that

every ten would exhaust
within thirty days after
losing their positions, that they would
exhaust their borrowing (tower within
another thirty days, and that still another
month would place them face to face w ith
absolute starvation or in tbe beggar class.
Doubtless the publication of findings
like these caused thousands of city men
to lake an inventory.
The bank clerk
this

“W

.J*»

laid, per dos...
..
Poultry.
Chicken*...

for the bread
if they should

Statistics

ones.

Creamery per*..
Hairy.

ready

months

their positions and

lose

obtain

_I SEAGIRT, 471, SOUTH DFKR ISLE.
t The regular meeting of Seagirt grange
After business, the
was held April 24.
grange was given over to the children as
it was children’s night. They furnished a
tine entertainment.

in the

Conatry Prodace,

Batltr.

from

reports say that nine out of ten

living

Hinckley,
Committee.

S.

cause

emigration
of city life to

of

such

asleep”.

j

I

of this growing
the hum and
the restful repose of
bustle
the farm, find several reasons assigned.
Perhaps the one tiling most prominent before those seeking the new mode of life is
the assertion which has come from several
investigators of labor conditions, that
more than 90 per cent, of the inhabitants
of the largest cities are just three mouths
from starvation.
To make clearer this last statement,
the

Seekers after

345, NORTH BLUER ILL.

HALCYON,

During recess the lady officers
G. has sent me a nice personal letter, I work.
which no doubt yon will all like to read, served ice-cream and cake. After recess
a
fine program:
E. A. G. appreciates the Easter remem- but I will only
give you the very first of it the lecturer presented
j
branees* letters of sympathy and cards ; now. She and Aunt Emma can sympa- Heading. Miss Florence A. Pease; song,
choir; reading, “How Joey Took the
that have been sent her. In a valued per- \ thize with each other and with
many
Mrs.
Clara E.
sonal letter she says: “Please give my other M. B.’b, so
Arey; recital,
many have been ill. G. Prize,”
“Look Out, this Means You,” Miss Ethel
best regards to all waom you know that writes:
Boarders
speak of me. I am so glad to be remem“1 have thought for a long time I would Thompson; reading, “Finicky
for Good Butter,” M. W.
bered by so many of the M. B.*s.”
write you a personal letter.
Now 1 have who Struggled
plenty of time, as 1 am getting up from au at- Lowell; topic: “What will be the most
len

edge.

_

worat

Tracy._

and I was late to church, and as I tiptoed in
beyond earth’s |
the minister was just in the midst of the long

more,

sorrows.

weeping

If you want special advice write
forittoMrs. Pinkhaui.Lynn.Mass.
It is free and always helpful.

pane, without really leaving,
it can do U to hold baelt th. c
b*»k
Men Going—Regarded aa the account a little.
This column is devoted to the Orange, es- City
How much better thl, look, .a
Hoad to Independence.
pecially to the granges of Hancock county.
The city man is deserting his old idle veer
the city,
The column is open to all grangers for the
“
discussion of topics of general interest, snd haunts for the farm. From the bank, lack ol employment every bit
ot i
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters the store, the factory, there comes the etope. There ia no tend
yielding
short and concise. All communications must demand for lands in the open country. thing, needed for the
Uble, there
he signed, but names will not be printed ex- The
immigration and colonisation de- chicken* and cow, to help tneet * D<>
cept by permission of the writer. All comin
The
interested
railroads
of
the
pen»*.
wvinge dwindle •„
partments
munications will be subject to approval by
settling up the great Southwest prove ing in a little while. There
the editor, but none will be rejected without
last non, ere the thing* that have
one
of the
Each
assertion.
this
good reason.
twelve months has brought an increased ! hegira to the farm. It,
number of inquries from the commer- plainly that there i, to be a
T**
DATES.
pi'
cial and industrial centers of the United | ment of forcea in the country.
Thursday, May 6 Meeting of Hancock
901
more
than
Where
States.
formerly
Pomona grange with Massapaqua grange.
per cent, of the inquiries regarding land
South Bluebill.
KLLSWORTH
MARKETS.
came from the village poatofflces aud the
Green
of
Meeting
Friday, May 14
rural free delivery routes, now nearly
The
Viewbelow
quotation*
Mountain Pomona with Mountain
give the r«n
one-third are from men in the larger retail
prices in Ellsworth.
grange, West Eden.
BACK TO THU FARM.

3mong tl)t ©rangers.

To rule one's anger is ’veil;
it is better.—Edvards.

buyer may begin to
after he makes his

with w hich
for a tract in

t

prevea*

'dtbrrt xmunift.

year's crop*
a
region
appeals strongly to the city man. Seeing
vegetables and fruits growing in midwinter recalls to his mind what the grocer
ease

will pay

back borne
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The C. S. Government in its “Pure Food
Greater than the merits of any one secLaw” docs not “endorse” or “guarantee” any !
preparation, as some manufacturers in their tion, however, is the strong conviction in
advertisements would make it appear. In the heart ot the city man that the farm is
the ease of medicines the law provides that the
only sure road to independence for
certain drugs shall be mentioned on the labels,
him. He realizes that even in the lean
if they are ingredients of the preparations.
years the farm will yield up practically
Ely’s Cream Balm, the well-known familyarticle of food that is required. He
remedy for cold in the head, hay fever and every
naaal catarrh, doesn't contain a single in- can get through without going into debt.
jurious drug, so the makers have simply to The chickens tnd cows wifi bring in
print the fact that it complies fully with all j enough income to pay for the staples t hat
the requirements of the law.
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The Beet
Worm Medicine

For children and
adults. Purely
vegetable. In use
since 18P1. Reliable stomach
remedy and
laxative.
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Governor Fernald has appointed Col.
Elliot C. Dill, of Portland, adjutant-gen*
oral on his staff to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of Gen. Augustas B.
j
\

;

Farnham,

of

Bangor,

who

resigned

health. He served
staffs of Governors Hill and Cobb.
count of

ill

on acon

the

anniversary of the founding
congress at The Hague, is to
be observed by the public schools of the
manager kindly offered to show me how
the meat was cooked. There were twelve
states.
Stale Supt. of Schools Payson
beeves and fifteen mutton, cooked in quar- ! Smith has officially approved of the efforts
ters. Long trenches were dug, where the to have the day observed in Maine. Helptires were kindled. Across these ditches ! ful literature can be obtained upon receipt
were put iron cart-wheels on which the
J of a two-eent stamp of Alice May Dougmeat was placed for broiling, and when
j las, Bath.
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Governor Fern Aid left Thursday for a
business and pleasure trip to Kansas City.
He will be gone a boat eighteen days. During his absence 8ecretary-of-8tae Arthur
I. Brown is in charge of the State’s affairs.

from the
hotels, and many were glad to do so. I
had the honor of entertaining the secretary of the Cattle-raisers' association, of
Fort Worth—a typical cowboy, but h gentleman, withal, who did not come to his
room noisy, even after a
club dinner,
which I thought truly remarkable.
The barbecue was a great thing to me,
and something that I should not have
cared to mis9. It was held on a large
ranch, in a cottonwood grove. 7 went
early, and as I was a “teflderfoot” the
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Quicksteps Through Mexico—II.
ArrKiN. Minn., April l, i»j9.
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Justice Cornish has issued

ordering

a

peremptory

a y

;eeial elec-

for city marshal in the city of Gardiner to settle the vote for that office at
the March election should the board of aldermen of that city tail to cull one before
Thursday of this week, li was stated at
the hearing that an election probably
would be called for May 17.
tion

bread and coffee

in

their hands.

tory

the

writ of mandamus

m.

meat,

May 18,

of the ■Peace

They j

and dinner

There were long tables on which were
placed the meat, bread and pickles, and
each stepped up to the table, helped himself
w’ith
both hands.
Boys went
through the crowd with pails of steaming
black coffee, and tin mugs were provided.
There were at least 1,000 people present,
yet not an officer did 1 see, and the most
perfect order prevailed throughout the
day. On all sides were people going

AN ILLUSTRIOUS FAMILY OF SHIPMASTERS.
From left to right in the upper row of six are seated
Captains William. Robert, ( Mr.'
Simeon, Abram, Thomas and John, while on the lower row are Captains
Jerome and George Tapley.
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John F. Robinson, a prom iuent attorney
of Bangor, died Friday, after an illness of
tw'o years, of braiu trouble. He was a
native of Sebec, and studied at Foxcroft
academy and Bowdoin, leaving college
after two years to begin the study of law
in his father’s office.
He began practice in
Lincoln, and moved to Bangor upon hia
election as register of probate in 1880. Ho
attained prominence as a criminal lawyer.
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The lather of these strenuous sons, regreted
The cathedrals hers are, as you know, pdiic?man attached himself to our comand has a height rarely reached by Mexbeen
so
Mr.
manner, having
disposed by
Bobert Tapley, was a self-educated ship's
the greatest feature for the tourist. They pany and saw us safely through to the
ican houses. Electric lights suspended
Smith’s only daughter, Zelma, who was
caulker, and in the properons days of shipare of amazing magnificence, and many of
exit.
from
the
roof
to
its
of
the
the prime factor
give
shadowy corrivery pleasant aLd
building in Caatine, just across the river
them hive be°n closely identified with
The Thieves m irket, the National palextremely well-ordered affair.
from w here they lived, he and hia brother dors the effect of moonlight. Our names great historical events of three
the
American consulate, our shopping
centuries.
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on
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and
written
an
After
treat
candy, ice-cream and
Job, winter and summer, would row those
the first one visited was the expeditions and other interesting things cake
immense blackboard in the office as well Naturally
(including Mr. Smith's birthday
two miles to their work in the morning
must important, the capital’s cathedral, must he 16ft. When we meet again I
as in the hotel register, and we were soon
be
had
to cut and pass to his
cake, which
and back at night, blow high or low, in
built on the exact site of the great Aztec promise to attempt to convince you that
ea ii with its
guests) one of the guests read an original ;
storm or in sunshine, leaving home before shown to large, airy rooms,
The corner-stone of the present what another enthusiast writes is true:
double door-window opening on to an temple.
poem about Mr. Smith from babyhood to
daylight in winter and returning after
Never Fails to Restore
cathedral was laid in 1573 and the first ser“It’s a dream of a place, this Mexico. \ the
iron-railed
balcony overlooking the
present time, which called forth great
dark.
vice held in 1828. The building is more dream that only Latin skies and Latiu beauty
Hair to its Natural
court below.
cheering.
Gray
Those were the days in which New Eng
than 40) feet lon» and 177 feet widrt. can induce! We have our dirt, but tbe roses
the reading of this poem Mr.
Next morning, bright and early, we
During
Color
land's sons of toil loved work, not only
and Beauty.
There are magnificent arches and facades hide it. We have our odors, but tbe oral ge Smith was
presented with a largo and
No matter how long it has been gray
for its money compensation, but to sat- were ready for our first real Mexican with fourteen
For all blossoms obliterate their memory. We have
beautiful
chapels.
beautiful American flag which, in the
When we had
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant
our misery, but tbe laugbter brightens it.
isfy the natural desire that existed in meal and sight seeing.
growth
much of the material and the labor w is
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
You’ll remember the visit many years, in
meantime, hart been hoisted and was
simple breakfast at Gamthem to be continually employed. Any- finished our
the
cost was |2,0X),00D. Its doors
donated,
and positively removes Danbrinus
years ahead you may pluck the rosemary of boating in the calm air of the night from
restaurant, tbe Mexican waiter
one who has had
experience in the trade
are always open to saint and sinner.
the Aztec garden iuexbaustively.”
druff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Rethe front balcony of the house, over the
of caulking knowa that it is one of the brought a slip of paper to each gentleman,
But
the cathedral with the greatest atfuse all substitutes. 2% times as mucb
Susie Haynes DeLaitteb.
lawn, to which all repaired aud sang “The
stoat hack-breaking jobs of any in con- on which was written:
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
traction for tourists is at Guadeloupe, the
Star Spangled Banner”.
aection with ship construction and repair.
Costilla. fl.20
most sacred shrine of Mexico.
It was
$1 and Me. bottles, nt druggists
The White Plague.
After returning to the reception room,
Send 2c foe free book The Care of the Hsir.
Hueras.60
Notwithstanding this fact, if it was necthe poem was nnisbed.
Mr. Smith re- »
here that Juan Diego's plain zarape was,
Roswell, N. M., April 19, ’09
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
ceived many other presents. He rose to
oessarv, after “Uncle Robert” or “Uncle
9
Cafe. 1.00
on Dec. 12,1523, converted by the Virgin
To the Editor of The American:
his appreciation, but his heart
Job” had returned home from their hard
speak
Hay's Harllna Soap cures pimplee.
(who met the humble shepherd at this
sort chapped hand., and all skin din.
I noticed' in a recent isjue an item on | was too full t )T his lips to give utterance.
red,
rough
^80
day's labor over the river, they would
skin fins and soft. 25c. drugarieta.
place) into a beautiful tllmi bearing h^r tuberculosis by H. E. Moore, of Chicago, About all he could say was, -kl think eaare- Keeps
turn to and saw and
j
Bead 2c for tres bank "Tbs CMS id tbs Wan."
I thank you!” And that "'as ep.r
We recognixed “cafe”, took the rest for image, still preserved in a frame of
b.
split enough wood to
pure and while it is trie chat this climate cer- you,
last the ever-busy housewife the next day, granted,
W
j
_•
,
paid the bills and went out into gold, surrounded by a solid silver alter
tainly works wonders m restoring to health !
and before
retiring thank the Lord for the bright sunlight, resolved to have our railing weighing twenty-six tons. Above
To Remain Well, Eat Heartily.
wrho are suffering from the great
people
these blessings, w hich would be consid- next meal where
things were a little more the framed tilma is a diadem which, with- white
Statistics have shown the great \&lui of
plague, yet the principal trouble is I
ered hardships by the wage-earner of the like home. The coffee was never
good, but out the g*ms, costs $3),())). Th; morning that
abundant food. Ur. I. Robertson, anei*
they coma here (many of them) to
present day.
we found a little French cafe, presided
inent surgeon of Manchester, Eng mu a
of our visit special services were being j
—
late.
ioc
baa remarked that tne lanmies of woittin*
writer, then a schoolboy in the over by two charming sisters, where toast, held and the floral decurations were truly
in this city, perhaps more than any I
when well fed, maintained their
eame village, can remember
people,
envying these chicken, strawberries,
vegetables and magnificent.
other in New Mexico, there are hundreds health surprisingly, even while living in
townsmen the brawn, muscle, energy and chocolate were always of the best. Here
cellars.
And he observed that during
Oae of the must interesting buildings in
of strangers every year, and many of these four
ability they possessed with which to earn also we tried the hot tamales and frijoles the
years of prosperity the number of
city is tb-u National museum with its are brought to health and
Gives Vim!
sufficient means to provide for the needs [Mexican kidney beans]. The bread used
strength simply fever cases admitted to the Manchester
valuable relics of the Aztec race. Hero are
Makes Blood!
of their
by living out of doors in this beautiful House of Recovery was 421 per annum,
large and growing families. The I at the cafes is largely the French loaf.
while in two pinching years, 1,207 cases
gods and idols of every size and descrip- : sunshine which we have with us
Acts on the Kidneys!
full measure of their reward for their innearly
At this place we eujoyed the people and | tion, hundreds of Toltee and Aztec
annum were admitted.
j
legi- ! always. But if the physicians in the per
Puts oa flesh. Makes him look
The ultimate effect of curtailing the
dustry and frugality came afterward, j studying contrasts. Here a Mexican famcies, Montezuma’s shield, Maximilian’s ; East do not have a
and feel as fine as Silk.
food supply is to we&k,en the stomach so
*'hen tpese sous named above became
proper fear of the disily in for chocolate and cakes, nearby a coronation coach and the sacrificial and j
that it cannot digest what it once could
Blue Box
White Comen.
prosperous toilers of the sea. The caulking plain New Englander and a ruddy young calendar stones. The latter is remarkable ! ease, the people here realize the danger easily. Thus the source from w hich our
At any Dealers.
fully, and try to keep it down in every energy is derived is weakened, to our great
irons and mallet were relegated to the
and
the
students
painters;
Englishman;
—a circular stone of porphyry three feet
j way posssible. A law has been recently detriment. Now, as man is really no
1 Wwfcs' Treatient 50 Cwts
•ttu\ obsolete house furnishings con- gaudily rich and the respectable poor-all
thick, twelve feet in height and weighing I
passed in this city that no one shall take stronger than his stomach, and as “good
demned, a new outfit purchased, the merry but never noisy.
tons. Four hundred years ago l a
waits on appetite, and health on
twenty-sixdigestion
tuberculosis
iarder kept filled, and the old folks had
patient into bis home for both”, should we not rather seek to
Our first forenoon was spent iu ratnb- : it was
brought from the quarry to the
nothing to do in their reclining years but ling about tbe city, studying quaint ! Aztec capital. On this circular stone a treatment, but just outside of tbe city strengthen the stomach by giving it exer- A
Ihlia&to Remadv
limits
is
what is known as “tent city’’, cise than enfeeble it by dieting. 1 think
watch and wait for the
homecoming of signs, shopping a little and visiting the figure, carved in the center, indicated the
we should, and I think that persons with
FOR
the
“boys”, whose inheritance from them old torture-ground of inquisition days, sun, while those which encircle it repre- where one can go, hire a tent and be common sense will agree with
me; Chittreated by the resident physician and
rich iu bright minds and sound now the Alameda, or concert park. It is a sented
Horace Fletcher and other dietartenden,
the months and days of the Aztec
|
ians notwithstanding. Loss of weight is
bodies, aud in return they gave loyal ser- beautiful *lace, with tropical plants and j year, which was divided into eighteen nurses.
| It certainly is a pity that more care is the first sympton of failing health; and
vice and
affectionate care to their parents ferns and most exquisite fountains.
j cutting the food invariably causes loss of
months of twenty days each, with five
Cream Balm
not taken when the disease first shows I
until their
As this was Shrove Tuesday a feast day |
long, useful lives were ended.
is quickly a b sc rued.
complimentary days to make the 365, and ; itself. I have in mind a gentleman who weight.
The editor of the Ala ine Journal re- —we found it a most
To develop strong muscles w’e train
time
to
(
|
Gives
elief at Once.
opportune
once in fifty years they allowed for the
travelled on the same train with me when I them gradually to do strong work. In the
^ived his early sea traintug from four of visit
It changes, soothes,
Chapultepec park. Extending west- loss of minutes in their reckoning.
same way we can, by judicious care, acI cam? to the Southwest. He was from
the brothers
heals htmI protect**
Thomas. George, ward from tbe city is the ruaguificeut
custom even a weak stomach to digest
Tapley
The National School of Fine Arks was a
Abram and Jerome— in different vessels avenue Pasco de la Reforma—a boulevard
Chicago, and with his young sin, was hearty meals. But we cannot do this
by the diseased meinrevelation to us, with its beautiful picto Roswell to be cured.
He was,
under their
forcing into the stomach more food than brane resulting from Catarrh and drive*
command, aud whatever suc- of the Maximilian days, nearly a blortk [ tures and hundreds of precious treasures. coming
it calls for; we must first create the need
as one could see, eien then at death’s door,
cess he
uw.iy aColJ in the Head quickly. Restores
may have had as a seaman and wide, three miles long and as level as a One day, out in the suburbs, while wait[>f a greater quantity by a proper amount
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
and I have since learned thit he died soon
master was to no small
due
the
widens
into
i>f
to
floor.
it
exercise.
cures
for
circles, ; ing for our car, we had our first
Of all
degree
bodily
Occasionally
dys- 50 eta. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
glimpse after hts arrival. Now, why was he
with its accompanying languor, Cream Balm
teachings and example set him by these and in some of these are statues ranked of a tram-car funeral. The front
pepsia,
fur use in u: muz ra 75 eta.
was
exercise is the best cure I know of.—G.
°ur
to wait? Surely the physicians
El\ Brothers 50 Wn-ren Street, New York
shipmates, whose courage, ability, among the world's greatest works of art. j adorned with wreaths of dowers and a tall allowed
Eliot Flint, in Outing.
tnd
must bo at fault in many instances.
tt°P®rior seamanship made such an This avenue terminates at a rocky, isolated black
j
cross, and on a platform in the cen•
•
•
*
•
impression upon his youthful mind that hill about *J00 feet in height-the world- ter was the coffin. The
great objection to j
1
was
Now, may 1 tell you of a barbecue that
Scott
impossible to do otherwise than renowned Chapultepec—where Geu.
these tram-car funerals is not their pub- |
I attended
the cittlemen’s convenemulate it. And it is a sense of
deep grat- and the American soldiers had such a licity (for the blinds and doors of the cars tion that during
* u 8
has just been held here.
This
has caused him to pen this hum- lively time in '47.
can be tightly closed) but the speed with \
0
convention, by the way, is one of the
tribute
gem of

a

For Headaches

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

'ZZrHe’r
Health

j
j

—

1

DR. A. C. DANIELS
horse

I

RENOVATOR

|

—

QATARRH
Ely’s

—

KINEO

their memory, which has
since been
kept green.
to

*Ver

8
■cc

Wilmington

woman

conclusion that

recently reached

the attachment

ol

a

»m

policeman for her coolc must be
lest it prove disastrous to
discipline. “Do you think he
business, Mary?" she asked. “I
’“k so,
mum," said Mary, “rle’a begun
coin plain about
my cookin ,mum.’,

V8*ti*ated,
u
*c

k

A

ViM
—■

OAEU.

£C?Lr.,i,JJ.tk8t»"

druggists

are

au-

money if Foley's
ev»«ssi?,^n?.'®0“r
*elii to sure your cough or
0,8
heals
the lungs and
ints^P*
?°,,®k'
conaumption. ConndoP,32“0"i£“d
nooplate.
Th8 genuine isln a
O. A.

Psacnna.

yellow

President Diaz I which the trains are run in order to clear
It is the summer
events of the year iu New Mexico and
and the West Point of Mexico's cadets.
the tracks for regular traffic.
Texas.
The wealthy ranch-owners ami
While listening to the military band aud i
We visited many suburbs out in the stockmen
from all over, meet for three
watching the parade of Mexico’s wealth beautiful valley of Mexico, and found ;
days to buy and sell stock and transact all
and aristocracy, our attention was called
something new and interesting in each the yearly business of thar. nature. All i
to the President pacing back and forth on
one.
Ban Angel, with its church three their friends
and the prominent people of
the balcony of the palace on the heights, centuries old; Mixcoac, “village of flowj the territory were here, and it was like one
in
ail
Mexview
enjoying the grandest
?rs and brick;” Churubnsco, hiatoric batof our fairs at home. The usual crowd of
ico-some say, in all the world.
street men and fakirs were on the spot,
Stretching away from the base of the
and Main street resembled the midway at
hill lies an almost circular valley forty1
the Bangor fair grounds. It all seemed so
Mothers who value their own comfort and the
five miles in length and thirty-five in
natural to me that I was decidedly home- :
welfare of their children, should never be without a
box sf Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children, sick.
for use throughout the season. They Break up Cold*,
If you want to feel well, look well and be
It was estimated that there were 6,000
Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Diswell, take Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It tones
orders, Headache and Stomach Troubles. THESE
up tbe kidneys and bladder, purifies the
POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drugstores,
blood and restores health and strength.
i»r. Daniels— Horse Colic
Cure— !
96c. Don't accopt any oubatitute. A trial package
Pleasant to take and contains no harmful
cures or
drugs. Why not commence to-day? Q. A. will be sent FREE to any mother who will address
money back—at any dealers; !
Pa SOH HA.
Allen S. (Hasted, Le Boy, N. Y.
Insure your horse against Colic.
I

RANGES

home of

j

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY

—

will satisfy the most
critical.

They

are

bakers and

con-

sume

but

fuel.

They

are, in

quick

little

fact, the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN,

Agt.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.
*

COUNTY

llsumtl) 'American.

®l)f

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL
PUBLISHED

■VERY WEDNESDAY

usual

as

Arbor

J. Drummey, of the Green Lake
hatchery, claims the important disin
covery of the eel spawn as reported
The American last week. Mr. Drummey
was the one who caught and opened the
eel containing the spawn, and afterward
called the attention of others of the force

BY TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING COF. W. Roll ins. Editor snd Manager.
W. II. TITUS, Associate Editor.

edition

American is 12,400

to ir.

of The

handsome ar*d convenient new
home of their own. The structure is to be
43x85 feet in size, three stories high, and
will have a piazza 10x25 feet on the front.
soon

2,528

WEDNESDAY MAY 5, 1909.

have

a

On the tirst-floor there

w

ill be the

dining-

and
club-room
Jressing-rooms,
kitchen; on the second floor a dance hall
and stage and on the third floor the loogehall,

STATE OF MAINE.

The

rooms.

in

building

is to be

completed

|

mile

To replace the losses of trees from decay
and destruction: to beautify waste places: to
foster a love and respect for beautiful trees:
to augment public Appreciation of the matchless endowment of Maine in her natural resources. and to bring us generally face to face
with nature at least once a year. I. Bert M.
Fernald, governor of Maine, in furtherance
«f these purposes, and by authority of law.
do hereby issue this, my proclamation, de-

|

some

row

to

Eagle

ar-

Maine

new

at the rate of

one

instances to ascertain whether

some

additional amendments, favoring industries in which they are engaged, cannot be
put upon the bill in the Senate. Silas
Adams, of Portland, has been one of these
recent visitors in the interest of some provision for reciprocity with Canada, but
the work of the finance committee had
been so far advanced that Senator Hale
had to tell Mr. Adams the reciprocity
features of the bill would have to

be

looking

care

after

a

privilege

is

g'.anted

proposi-

of the

apart by law “for the plant-

and shrubs and the adornment of

issues of
36rtional and State conservation of natural
aesources: for civic improvement societies to
develop their principles into practice by the
systematic planting of shade trees: for lovers
f the forest uomaiu of our State to enforce
Iheir appeals for the protection of forests
from fire and from their enemies; and for
the advocates of reforestation te emphasize
tts value for industrial, commercial and all j
•ther purpo*es.
Let the day be devoted to
teaching the younger generation in particular the best methods of tree planting, the
proper cultivation and protection of trees.the
s ue relation of trees to public health and
comfort; the exact dependence of society
upon the forests in respect to rain fall and
the flow of rivers, and. finally, the inculcalion of a fitting sentiment of respect and love !
tor the tree as a thing of beauty and as
manifestation of the perfect handiwork
f
the Creator.
tliven at the Executive Chamber at Augusta
this twenty-seventh day of April, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine, and of the Independence of |
the United States of America the one hundred and thirty-third.
BERT M. FERNALD.
Governor.
By the Governor, with the advice
and consent of the Council.
A. I. Brown.
Secretary of State.

The tax is

|

2.50

COLDEST

bathing

clip.

APRIL

himself almost

EVER?

NOT

PRICE

daily

in the

sun-

»

QUITE.

pegging away
departments.

People who speak of the month of April
just closed as “the coldest ever”, have
short memories. April this year was decidedly warm beside April of 1874. Mrs.
A. F. Greely. of Ellsworth, who has kept

debate.

about

He

a

few errands

Proposed Tariff Bureau.
The republican m-tubers of the finance committee have completed the
draft of the section creating the new
The

tariff bureau. This bureau is to be
formed by consolidating the existing
bureaus of statistics and manufac-
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14
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29

33

36

15

35

35
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32

34

examinations.
And then there

service

!

“kick up at the
department of commerce and labor over
the amount of authority bestowed upon
the director ot the census, and it looked
for

a

few

days

was a

though Secretary Nagle,
Director North, of the cen-

as

Missouri, or
Presisus bureau, would have to resign.
dent Taft raised a question as to whether
of

the terms of the

census

bill could

not

be

779 1,068 modified so that the question of authority
j
turers, now under the supervision of! The
be
more
satisfactorily fixed for
average temperature for April, 1874, j would
the secretary of commerce and labor; | was 22
degrees, while the average for April ! Secretary Nagle.
the bureau of trade relations, now a this
Meantime members of the House have
year was 35 degrees-a difference of 13
part of the department of state, and degrees to the credit (or discredit) of 1874. been sliding away to their homes on leaves
the division of customs, of the treas- It will be noticed that on only four morn- of absence, as tne House is meeting but
The new bureau ings during April, 1874, was the ther- twice a week, and then only for a few
ury department.
minutes. There is now no quorum in
■will be made a part of the treasury I mometer above freezing, while in April of
town, and accordingly it is impossible to
-department, and an additional assis- thiB year it was above freezing all except j take up the census bill for considering
tant secretary of the treasury will be eight mornings. The lowest temperature
for the mouth in 1874 was zero, on April 1, any amendments the Senate and House
provided for who will have immediate while the lowest for the month this
conferees might agree upon. For that
year
over
it.
jurisdiction
was 25 degrees, also on April 1.
All of reason the census bill must wait till the
A second section of the Senate sub- j
which goes to show how short are the end of the extra session, and all the con1
ferees are so much *‘bet up” about it, every
statute provides for special agents, to memories of
people who say: “This is the
man of them would like to get out of town
be appointed by the President, to col- J coldest April ever.”
for good and forget about the enumeration
lect information here and abroad conof the population on the mainland and
CHURCH NOTES.
cerning foreign customs duties for the
dependencies.
use of the President in administering
CONGREGATIONAL.
the maximum-minimum clause of the !
Her. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
!
Wants Bucksport Branch.
tariff bill. They will, of course, work
Sunday, May 9
Morning service at
Although every effort has been made to
in conjunction with the new tariff 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
keep it quiet, it has become known that
bureau.
service at 7.30.
President John K. Graham, of the Bangor
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
The advocates of the tariff commisRailway <Jfc Electric Co., is very anxious
sion plan threaten to make a vigorous
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
to lease the Bucksport branch of the
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
attack on the bureau plan if it does
Maine Central. He made the propoeition
Sunday, May 9
Morning service at about a month ago, and it was brought up
not meet their expectations.
They
have no objection to the investigat- 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening at the April meeting of the Maine Central
service at 7.
directors, which Mr. Graham attended.
ing body being known as a bureau in- I
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
The matter has been taicen under constead of a commission, but they will
METHODIST PPISCOPAL.
sideration, and will be reported upon at
insist that it sball have both the abilithe May meeting.
/<er. IV'. F. Emery, pastor.
ty) snd th» power *o 8nd out tariff
Sunday, May 9— Morning service at ; It i§ understood that the Bucksport
facts, here and abroad, and to make 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Subject: “How j branch as it is now operated i3 just about
.public its findings
Shall I as a Christian Keep the Sabbath?” holding its own. President Graham beSunday school at 11.45. Junior league at lieves that with an electric system, and
with service every hour betwten Bangor
3. Sunday school exercises at 7.30.
The state department Is in receipt
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday and Bucksport, the road cou'd be made to
of reassuring dispatches from Ampay a most satisfactory rate of interest on
evening at 7.30.
Leishman at Constan i
bassador
the investment, besides giving vastly betBAPTIST.
ter service than is now afforded.
nople, which have added to their
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
confidence that there is no longer
The rolling stock would be the same as
Sunday, May 9- Morning service at j
is now used between Winslow and Lewiscause for apprehension as to the wel- 10.30. Sermon
by pastor. Sunday schoo
in
Americans
fare
of
Tnrkey. at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at ton, on the longest and fastest electric

Hr. Leishman expresses himself as 7. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
greatly pleased with the way in which
the new constitutional government
Howard DuBois, the noted mining enhas taken hold of the eitnatlon, and he
told a
illuspredicts that there will be no neces- gineer, the good story recently
“art” of salting a diamond
trating
for
martial
another
law
after
sity
mine. The story was told of a South Afweek or two. The trials of offenders rican
who, while walking one day over his
disare
being conducted with
property, suggested that they assay some
patch, be say, the merchants have be- of the soil. In the search that ensuod eight
gun to do their usual buaineea, and in rough diamonds were found and offers bea short time
conditions will gan to fly through the air at a rapid rate
for the land, when the boat’s wife called
.prevail.
out to her husband, “Why, John, where
Ish is not to short bat there it always are the other two?” The sequel of the
time tut ucuxteeyAmeson.
story was left to the imagination.

formal

1

ruu

in the State.

Passengers, mail,

h/IE.

With out-of-town accounts,

we

acknowledge receipt

Eastern Trust &
BANGOR,

Banking Co.

MAINE.
Branches at Old Town and Machias, Me.

livening
Keith's Theatre, Boston.
The week of May 10 at Keith’s will be
noteble for another star bill. One of the
best features will be Bert Williams, negro
delineator.
The dramatic feature will be Valerie
Bergere and company, presenting an entirely new company in “Hia Japanese
Wife”. Miss Bergere has made a great
hit in her portrayal of “His Japanese
Wife”.

Still another feature will be Clan
Belie Jerome and company in a musical
entitled “Joyland”.
For
production

comedy
nothing
surpaaees
Howard and Howard, the messenger boy
and the actor. Others on the bill are the
Sutcliffe troupe; Netta Ve»u, the tinging comedienne; Ben Beyer and brother
and others.

“Discipline in the common
Miss Mary E. Griffin, of Bar
schools.
Harbor; “Our Schools,” Supt. Seth W.
Norwood, of Southwest Harbor; “Schoolroom
problems,” Miss Josephine B.
Bunker, of Northeast Harbor; “Ethics of
H. Carver, of Bar
Promotions,” Prin.
Harbor; address, Payson Smith, State
superintendent of schools.
Afternoon, 1.31) p. m., “English in the
Primary Schools,’ Miss Annie S. Holmes
of Southwest Harbor; “The Reading Lesson,” Prin. W. H. Lord, of Northeast Harbor; “Local Geology,” Prin. W. H. Crafts
of Somesville; “The value of Story-Telling
in the primary Grades,” Grace
Alice
Hayues, of Bar Harbor; address, “What
Constitutes a Good School,” Supt. H. H.
Randall, of Auburn; question box, con-

if you wonld be happy, elminate your
needless wants.

McKinley

west

Harbor.

gists.

Take Hall's

NOTICK.

Mew

Mayor
City
Ellsworth. Maine, for a location for it's
poles and wires thereon, and the necessary
supporting and strengthening fixtures and
wires, in the following named streets and
of said city.
highways
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at the lop of all the above
poles
for telephone, fire siarm and police signal
wires, owned by the city and used for municiSaid
to
be erected under
pal purposes.
poles
me supervision of such officers as said city
may designate.
are
the
streets and highways
Following
of

just

was

| sent

|

to shore

motor

boats

was
to

anchored and

summon

from

a

above referred to:
County road (Ellsworth-Bluebill road; from
Union river bridge through West Main street
to the Surry town line.
The aoove permit to cover the rebuilding
snd relocation of the present existing line be
tweeu tbe shove

April 17. 1x09

boat

help. Several

Manset

towed

the

steamer in.
Summer Schools tor Touchers.
Announcement is made at the office of
the State superintendent of the public

sessions of the State
for teachers, which will
be held during the coming season at the
normal and training schools of the State.
The session at Caetine, with Principal
Kichardson as director, will be held July
12 to 31.
The instructors will be as
follows:

schools of the annual
summer

ex-

press and freight would be carried.
Incidentally it would give the Bangor
Railway & Electric Co. its opportunity to

schools

School management.A F Richardson
Arithmetic I and II.Jennie C Sweetaer
Geography I and II.Dr E B Philbrook
History I...Gertrude L McDonald

the river into Brewer, an opportunity which the directors have been endeavoring to locate for a long time.

cross

History II.JennieC Sweetaer
English I and II.Gertrude L MacDonald
Public school music.Dr B B Philbrook
Public school drawing. Nellie F Harvey
Manual Training I and II....Hattie A Wiggin

—

“Father," said the miniatera little da ugh-

ter, “the paper says you ‘officiated at the Elementary agriculture.JE McClIntock
wedding clad in the traditional garb of School library management (week of July »j,
the clergy.’ What doea traditional maan 1”
Mary H Richardson
1
“Traditional, my dear," answered the good
Sixteen ounces of performance to
man, aa he looked at his cheap auit, with a
every
sigh, “refers to something that has bean pound of promise in the advertisements
handed down.”
THE
AMEBIC
AN.
j Of

|

I

Family Pills for constipation.

England Telephone and TeleTHEgraphandCompany
respectfully petitions
the
Board of Aldermen of the

room with steam.
It was considered a
; wonder that none of the crew was scalded
the
before
steam was shut off.

The steamer

STORaOB

around SO to look after oar business
in tbit county. Write to dav for info-mation
Permanent
C. R. Busa A Co.,
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn

MAN

faz 5au.
I

/■

POTATOES-• bushels of Knowles
big cropper-long, white potato. K*i*ed
iO onshels from 10 pounds' planting.
Price tl
per bushel. A Iso 4 bushels of Surprise potatoes. seed from Gerard Aroostook. Price HJfl
per bushel, a. P. Rrocaaaioos. Ellsworth.

SEED

|

point?.

Nxw England Telephone and
TclkokaA Company.
By Francis A. Houston,
General M*n»ger.
Cfrv op Ellsworth, Maine.
In Board op Aldermen.
;
May 3. 1909. )
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing a
copy of ssid petition and this order thereon
in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the city of Ellsworth. Maine, and
that a hearing thereof be given at the
Mayor
and Aldermen’s Boom on the twentieth of
May, at 7M o’clock p. m., at which tiffie and
residents
and Owners of property upon
piece
the highway* to be affected by the granting of
the permit applied for. and all other persons
in erested. shall have full
opportunity to
show cause why such permit should not be
the last publication of said notice to
e at least fourteen
(H) days before said hearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest:—Thomas E Hale,
City Clerk.

Eranted,

SPECIAL NOTICE.
To Owners of Lott in B'oodMae
Cemetery:
services of John B. Dean, a competent
man, have been secured for bunding,
grading and caring for lots. All owners who
‘k*lr lots built, graded or cared
c*n
or communicate with
the subscriber for specifications and terms.
A. W. OnnaLV.
No. S Main street.

TUB

12 wtd'

1

notice.
HEREBY forbid all persons harboring or
trusting m; wife, Josephine E. Bennett,

Ulh
Mill

After thiadAte.

l>et
*•» 00 more
‘MS!
Cbablii A. Biwerr

Bncksport. Maine, April

last.
\\TATCH

Open face gold watch, with

—

ff
Will finder leave
monogram J N. R
Thb Am a at caw office and be rewarded4

at

Jfelp KUnUu
”\1TORKING
▼

T
adults.
Ellsworth

of
HOU8EKEErEi?T^fairilj
Mon. H E.

Apply

to

Spinal jXotutfc

coupling on the shaft broke and the engine ran wild. Before it could be shut
down the main steam pipe and the exj haust pipe were broken, filling the engine

I

a

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known F- J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligatiooa made by his firm.
Waldixg, Kinsan A Marvin.
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo. O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

made the landing
leaving for SouthOpposite Long ledge the

and

better off than

gloomy philosopher.

imperilled Thursday night, until the engineer, William Hall, of Brewer, succeeded
at considerable risk in reaching and closing the main valve. There were no pas-

.at

idiot is

A cheerful

Steamer Tremont in Distress.
With the engine running wild and the
main steam pipe broken a few minutes
later, the lives of the crew of eight men on
the paasenger steamer Treinont, which
runs between Bangor and
Manset, were

sengers aboard.
The steamer had

CSantcB.
ROOM in Ellsworth for house*
hold furniture. Address, J., care of Tas
AMtaicas.

genuine

Harbor;

—

—

Company,

of all monte* by return mail, rendering further to
each depositor a monthly statement of account, accompanied by cancelled checks. Our hundreds of
out-of-town patrons tlnd this a most convenient
banking system ; so would YOU. Ask us TO-DAY
to explain iu detail.

ducted by Supt. Payson Smith.

j

APPLICATION.

you can rest assured your funds are in absolute safety,
vet immediately and easily available at all times.

in the ! Praise service.Mrs Bessie Smith

residing

civil

Company.

IF YOU BANK WITH US

soon

Washington, from taking

Burglar-proof

ELLSWORTH,

leave for UndDished business
Testimony service.Rev A W Lorimer
Maine to be absent several weeks.
Selection by quartet
1
Representative Burleigh has been un- i Address.Miss
Margaret Koch
That
ible to leave town, if he would.
old
bill
for
the
troublesome
providing
record of temperatures for many years,
Mt. Desert Teachers.
of the next census has struck more i
taking it three times daily—7 a. m„ 12 m. taking
The annual convention of the Mount
of
the
conferees
Gov. BurAs
one
iDd 9 p. m.— furnishes tne following »nags.
Desert Island teachers' association will be
has been tramping around to the j
figures of the 7 a. m. temperature for April, leigh
held Mondav, May 10, at Bomesville. The
committee-room almost daily to
1874, and April. 1906, which are of interest census
talk its provisions over and see what was 1 program arranged by State Supt. Payson
for comparison:
Smith and announced Tuesday is as folto be done with it. Just when it;
1874 1918
1874 1909 ; going
seemed to be plain sailing once more, and lows:
0
25
16
36
1
38
April
April
Forenoon, 10 a. m., devotional exercises;
when the work was apparently done,
2
16
28
17
36
28
greetings, Supt. M. L. Alien; appointment
some western senators “kicked up” be26
28
18
3
28
40
of committees; “Reading in the common
cause there was no provision to prevent
19
30
19
34
4
42
schools.' Miss Lida C. Hughes, of Bar
in
residents of other states,
will

UPON

Union Trust

1

“Uncle Amos” f
Allen has been sticking close to base and
shine of Senate

A

vault of the Union Truat

Praise service.DO Hail
Devotional service.Rev E A Jenkins
Business; reports of officers
Roll-call of societies; reports of societies
Election of officers
Picnic dinner
Afternoon at 1-30.
Praise service.Miss Lena Rich
Children's hour, in charge of Junior superintendent.Mre Elva Hall
Ten minute talas on the best methods of
Sunday school teaching. The beginner's class. Roger Allen; primary class,
Mrs Leila Tripp; Junior class. Rev
Mrs
Msud
Chsrles Hargrove snd
Smith; intermediate class, Mrs Hemsn
W
Richards and Mrs O
Cousins; young
ladies’ class. Mrs A W Lorimer snd E
G Carpenter; young men’s class. Allen
bible
Rev
Milliken; men's
class.
Chsrles P McKoy
snd
E
Rev
A Jenkins
Duet-Miss Edith Hall
“Missions in the Sunday school,’’
Rev Howard Lincoln
Evangelism in the Sunday school.”
Rev A P MacDonald
Question box.. .Rev A P MacDonald

provision.

and one-half

_

a

in tha modern Fire and

Mt. Desert Local Union.
The annual session of the Mt. Desert
Island Local Union, to be held at Salisbury
the cut of the present season that is about j
Cove, was postponed from May 1 until
to be floated down the St. John river. I
8.
An interesting program
Senator Hale has looked op the various : Saturday, May
has been arranged:
of
in
the
situation,
and,
any event,
phases
Morning at 10%
expects to ask the Senate to accept the

forestry

RENTING

SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

It may be open to question, anyway,
whether the present law* will not apply to

The tariff deliberations are keeping
the Maine senator very busy. He is one
of the most constant of senators in his
attendance upon the sesaions of the Senate, and is keeping informed about the
divers developments of the debates. The
wild lands. Hancock county will pay
finance committee continues to hold frefl,S34.73.
quent sessions, w hich make further deE. H. Greely, the veteran Ellsworth mands upon his time. He is managing
j
the fight for duty upon wood pulp and
on his annual
horseman, doubled up
spring sleigh-ride wager this year. The | print paper, and has waged a hot cam1
terms of the standing wager are that he
paign with the aid of numerous lieutenwill have a sleigh-ride after April 1, the ; ants. The campaign has had its dark
|
condition being that there must be snow , days, but is now believed to be looking
! enougfi for him to drive down Main street “Pat a “three-minute clip” or better. Mr.
Two Maine Congressmen—RepresentaGreely had his April sleigh-ride this tives
Swasey and Guernsey—have been
year on April 4, and then he wagered
back to Maine to refresh their
that he would have auother on the same j jogging
minds about the aspect of things at home.
terms before summer. He had it Satur“Uncle John” Swasey has returned, and is !
day morning. Maj 1, coming down Main
street at

BY

and unconscious, remaining in
condition until his death early Sat-

services.

_

public and private grounds”, the law stipulating th <t this shall be a holiday in the public schools, only when observed by the tea chers end
pupils thereof, for the purposes set
aside by the Governor and Council.
This day offersalso an opportunity for

Burglary, Theft and
Fire,

elsewhere.

upon the valuation of eacL lot of
wild land, and the amount thus realized
is f63.945.44. Said amount will be used
wholly, ao far as is necessary, for the protection and prevention of forest fires on

ARBOR DAY,

AGAINST

urday evening.
Mr. Doyle was sixty years of age.
miUman in Ellsworth
j He had worked asHea was
a member of Eso! and elsewhere.
M. He leaves a
teric lodge, F. and
widow and one son—Charles Edward
j
Doyle.
Funeral services were held at his Ellsworth home in the Morrison district yesterday afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam officiating. A delegation from Esoteric
lodge attended, and conducted masonic

mills

FRIDAY. MAY 7, IW9.

Insure Your Valuables

|

admit such lumber free of duty
New Brunswick, unless the same

from

that

j

already determined upon.
to take

DOYLE.
of this

helpless

con-

Senate to

law and committed to the

State treasurer for collection.

computed

t

Doyle,

afternoon, and did not recover consciousness
before bis death, which occurred
Saturday evening.
Mr. Doyle was foreman of Whitcomb,
Haynes & Co.'a mill at Bayside, a^nd
mill
near the
lived in
the
cottage
in
was
mill
while
the
operation.
as
usual
He was apparently as well
Friday morning, and was at the mill
wharf shortly after dinner when he complained of feeling ill. He succeeded in
reaching his home, but soon afterward
suffered the shock which rendered him

are

pressing for like legislation, and there
may be some difficulty in persuading the

island.”

The assessment of the

ions of the

|

E.

(special)—

timber cut in
Aroostook which floats down the St. John
and is sawed into lumber in New Brunswick. The prospects are not altogether
flattering, for now owners of timber on
other rivers along the Canadian border are

district tax has been made up by the State
assessors, in accordance with the provis-

signating

trees

Bucksport,

3

hastening to him to ascertain
duties in the Senate bill are
safe from the assaults which enemies
are making upon the measure, and also, in

tion

ing on the noon train. After dinner be
entered his boat and started on his forty-

A PROCLAMATION.

set

6.30 o’clock for

at

has

tariff

The senator is

writes:
Bucksport correspondent
‘•James Hardy, who comprises one of the
small colony who ma«ce their home on
Eagle island in Penobscot bay, on Friday
morning left the island in his twelve-foot
boat

on

C., May

whether the

_

riving there at 4 o'clock iu the afternoon,
having rowed his boat all the way. After
spending the night with friends he left
on the morning train for Bangor, return-

By the Governor.

They

ure

August.

row

visitors

E.

city, died
suddenly at his summer home near the
Mr.
mill at Trenton Saturday.
baa a number of Maine Bayside
suffered a paralytic shock Friday
errands in recent days. Doyle

D.

Charles

fined to the maximum and minimum feat-

A

day is

Senator Hale

_

The Odd bellow s of Swan’s Island will

copies.

Average for the year of 1908,

which
ing of

Washington,

tish

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

CHARLES

day, will Ik* ob- Senate Still at Work on the Tariff Bill
|
of Maine.
—Census Bill Troublesome.

the schools

by

William

AFTERNOON

AT

This week’s

Friday,

Next

served

JOURNAL

'Stobcrtiflnnmtft.

OBITUARY.

FROM WASHINGTON.

GOSSIP.

i»,

lane.

represent
Permanent position
MAN
Mitchell A Co.. Florists
t44

Main

Davis,

to

us

in this vicinity.
if taken at once.
and Nur^rymen,

8t., Waterwllie, Me.'

loyal N'otitta.
STATE OP
Hancock

MAINE.

—May 4. a. d. 1909
th day of May. a. d. HO*,
n execution dated Apr*l 26. a. d
1909,
issued on a judgment rendered by toe »j*
prente judicial court for the county of Bab-

TAKEN

as.:

lb h iou

s term thereof
begun snd held nn the
second Tuesday or April, a. d 1908. wherein
tne Barrett Manufactaring Company, a corporation existing t>y law And havtug au office
and place of business at Boston, county of
Muffolk. state of Massachusetts. is p.aintiff.
and Albert E. Varnurn. of Penobscot, county
of Hancock. State of Maine, is defendant, for
thirty dollars seventy cents debt or datuAge,
and twelve dollars thir een cents costs of
suit, and will be told at public auctioa 00
Tuesday, the fifteenth day of June, a. d 1#*.
at ten of the clock in the fore neon, at the
office of T H. Smith, in said Bucksport. all
the r ght, title and interest which said Albert
E. Varnurn has or bad ot the third day of December. a. i. 1908, when the same "as attached on the ortcinal writ, in and to the following described real estate situated in said
Penobscot, to wit: A certain lot or pa'celof
land si.uated in said Penobscot, and bounded
as follows:
Beginning at John Ward well's
eas
corner on road leading from castine
to Binehtll; thence southwesterly
on slid
Waidwell’s line to said Wardwell's south
^4r*
corner; thence southeasterlv on A. E
num’s shore lot to W. M hellers' west corner;
thence northeasterly on said Sellers line tos
stone post; thence northeasterly on said Sellers line to a chestnut tree; thence southeasterly on said hellers line to a stone post;
thence northeasterly to above mentioned to
iron rod in ground: thence on said road
northeasterly to first mentioned bound, with
all the buildings thereon.
Fbank C. Pebkins.

cock at

Deputy Sheriff-

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
Charles H. Stanley, of Treof
county of Hancock. State,
Maine, but now of Brooslyn, state ot Se*
York or unkuown. by his mortgage deed*
dated tbe second day ot October, a. d l*4,
and recorded in the Hancock county regisUT
alof deeds, book
page 217. conveyed to
bert J. Carver, bis nelrs and assigns, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in said Tremont,
»e‘
and bounded and descrioed as follow?ginning at a stake and stones at tbe county
road in the south line of Wills Carver’s bom*'
stead lot, thence running southwardly by s»‘a
road ten rods mnd nineteen links to a stake
and stones; thence S. 57 E. ten rods; thence
8.
E. to the eastern line of lot number
nineteen of which the parcel here described i*
a part; thence
following said eastern line
northwardly to the south line of the
homestead aforesaid; thence following s*l<1
south line westward!/ to the place of beginning, containing six acres ana 100 rods more
o®
or less,
together with all the building"
said described lot, being the same premises
conveyed to said Charles H. Stanley by toe
deed ot Marcos Hunter, executor of the iMf
will of tue late Leonard G. Stanley, recorded
in said Hancock registry, book 270. page Hi.
which said mortgage deed, for a valuaole consideration, was assigned to me. the undersigned. by Mildred B. Carver, administratnk
of the estate of ths’late Albert J. Carver,
above nsuned, by her duly executed deed ox
assignment, dated Nov. 12,190t, and recorded
in said registry of deeds, book 403, page *7L
and whereas the coadition of said mortgage
hae been broken, now therefore, by reassn oj
the breach of the condition * hereof I claim »
foreclosure of said mortgage/<>« era H. Brain
Tremont, Me.. April S), 1908.

\irHEREAS
M
moot,

Carvej

_

s

''ch^useting.
FALLS.

ELLSWORTH

at

SIDEWALK
„.EY FOB COMCBBTF.
this vearstbbkt
ON main
bolls of accounts.

°

the north side of Main street
Oak street to the railroad, it was reported that the cost of the work would be
from $800 to f1,000. While the board recognized the generosity of tho improvement society’s offer, the funds were not
considered sufficient this year to undertake the work. The plank sidewalk will
crete walk

to be done

road work

r Tg

lage improvement society to contribute
9200 toward the continuation of the con-

at the ««»" a" present
full board
the city government Mon*®
Mayor Simonton was not
,y yening.
of the meeting, and
at the opening
president of the board,
arrival
until the mayor’s
as follows:
ol accounts were passed

on

from

ba

repaired.

T“V,in„of

n't
iTstockbridge,
Ldded

XlU

^tnfscb*

Killaiu.

41 «-5

Edward Haney,
JH Brown.
Rodney L Salisbury,

30 00
7 00

PA

A

Garland,
Hancock Co Pub Co.
Edward E Babb & Co.

Siuieou
hn0b

fhooibou.e,

American Book Co,
Ginn A Oo»
A M Franks,
F B Aiken.
j A Thompson,
EE Springer.
Mrs H H Emerson.

1

Mary

A

Hodgkin*.

Wallace Raymond.
Wm H Pomroy.
MArtin E Jellison,
N E Tel A Tel Co.
Susie A Wood.

redrP1*

I

lirtschool,

dool.

oitiogeut.

C W Grind*!,
Joseph Morrison.
George L DeWitt.
Thomas E Hale.
Leslie

!

Hancock

Jordan,
Co Pub Co.

James W Lymburner,
Simeon C Fuller,
Samuel E Chapman.
Andrew M Moor,
Arno P Laffln.
Wm O Emery.
William E Whiting.
<: E Pio.
Hamlin Maddocks,
Guy G Raymond.
John O Kief,
George E Fullerton,
Wm W York,
Elizabeth T Cushman.
Dr H L D Woodruff.
Hollis B Estey.
Albert Garland,

;

2

00

gin collecting,

were

appointed:

00
3 00
3 50
8 15
6 84
87 12
18 47
12 50
4

Main

—

.....

--

—

—

exercises

on

Monday, May

Agricultural hall,

North Ellsworth.
Such unusual weather conditions would
naturally affect the attendance at almost
any sort of a function, but a larger attendance was looked for in spite of the drawbacks. But if the gathering lacked numbers
it in no way lacked enthusiasm. The little
company gathered about the stove in the
upper hall, and for an hour in the forenoon and three and a half hours in the
afternoon listened with interest to Prof.
Hitchings’ instructive talk. The practical
demonstrations in nearby orchards had to
be given up because of the weather.
H.
Fremont Maddocks, himself an

orchard

and Union streets and Beal avenue—
Mrs. W. U. Dresser and Mrs. F. L.
Mason.
Oak, Park and Lincoln—Mrs. W. H. Titus.
Western Main (from bridge along the
J
Surry road)—Mrs. F. Carroll Burrill.
Court and Pleasant—Mrs. F. W. Rollins.
#1.379 98
High —Mrs. C. R. Burrill.
STREET COMMISSIONER'S ROLLS.
Pine Mrs. J. H. Brimmer and Mrs. E. E.
08
#857
lifhvaye.
Rowe.
44 48
idewalk*.•
360 60
lock crushing.
Hancock—Mrs. E. K. Hopkins.
#762 11
Franklin—Mrs. Eva M. Sellers.
TEACHERS' SALARY ROLL.
|
Dean—Mrs. E. B. Dennett.
#178 38
High school.
613
50
schools.
■Common
State Mrs. A. M. Hopkins.
I
#791 88
School-Miss Alice H. Scott.
92
Total of all rolls.
Church—Mrs. Henry J. Joy.
from
the
was
received
New
A petition
Qrant-Mrs. L. A. Emery.
for
&
Telegraph Co.,
England Telephone
Cbapel—Miss Mary A. Stockbridge.
end
and
wires
on
the
west
of
location
polls
Maple—Mrs. Robert B. Holmes.
of Main street and the Burry road to the
The annual membership fees are due,
to
the
intention
town
being
line,
Barry
and their prompt payment is requested.
rebuild the line already established there.
The board voted that the proper notice be
Methodist Church OOiclaU.
given fora hearing on the petition at the
The official appointments for the Ellsaldermen’s room Thursday evening, May
worth Methodist Episcopal church for
20. at 7.30 o’clock.
the ensuing year have been completed as
The report of Auditor T. E. Hale, which
follows:
is printed in full elsewhere in this issue,
Rev. H. B.
District Superintendent
was accepted and placed on file.
Haskell.
The finance committee was authorized
Pastor—William Forbes Emery.
to negotiate a temporary loan of f2,500or
Trustees—B. T. Sowle, president; Dr. F.
aa much thereof as necessary.
F. Simonton, secretary and treasurer; C. I.
bill of Michael Bhea for dve loads of
Capt. John O. Kief, Walter A.
Staples,
tocic, |B, was referred to the committee
Bonsey, Charles Fuller, Robert Alexander.
on streets.
Stewards Mrs. Fannie Hopkins, district
Jeremiah Hurley called attention to the
steward; Mrs Florence Blaisdell, treasabase of the dumping privilege on his lot
urer; B. T. Sowle, recording steward; Mrs.
on the 8ta bawl road, truckmen and others
Walter Bonsey, Mrs. M. A. Armstrong,
vho carry rubbish there dumping it
Mrs. John Kief, Mrs. Annie Grant, Mrs.
broadcast over the lot instead of at the
A. P. tchenagucia, Mrs. Woodbury Mcpoint designated. The matter was reMrs. Isabel Wardwell, Mrs. Mary
Cartney,
fowed to the committee on streets.
Card.
One suggestion made for the better
Mrs. John Kief,
Ladies' aid society
control of the matter was to require
Mrs. Fannie Hopkins, vicepresident;
pabl'r truckmen to take out a license,
president; Mrs. Olive Alexander, secrebit no action on this line was taken.
Mrs. W. Bonsey, treasurer.
tary;
Wra- H. H. Rice post O. A. R. was
Calendar society- Mrs. Mary Bonsey,
▼oted the
frtjp use of Hancock hall for the president; Miss Mattie Grant, vice-presi*aion memorial service Bunday eveuing,
Mrs. Nettie Fullerton, secretary;
*»y 39, and for the regular Memorial dent;
Miss Annie Mitchell, treasurer.

|

at

stepson-Willard Bailey,

Eliza.]

11 Ellsworth
“Yes, indeed,” replied
Palls, and be carried north- vour diploma." of
'em-three blocks of
the man; "plenty
westeriy toward the Bangor bridge as stocks
in oil companies, two blocks of
the appropriation would
and mj marriage
mines
in
permit.
stocks
gold
In regard to the
proposition of the Vil- certificate.

be

SERVICEABILITY—made to wear as
as to charm the eye.
Come and see for yourself—you will

glad

you

came.

[Elmer Campbell.)

C. I_MORANG,

April 29, to Mr and
a
daughter. [Ina

Louist.J

MARSHALL—At Seal Harbor. May 1, to Mr
and Mrs David Marshall, a daughter.
RE YNOLDS—At Trenton, A >ril 30, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Reynolds, a son.
ROBERTS—At North Brooklin, April 28, to
Mr and Mrs Byroa H Robeits. a daughter.
STANLEY—At Stonington, April 27, to Mr
and Mrs Stephen E Stanley, a son.
THUULOW—At Long Island, April 28, to Mr
and Mrs James F Tburlow, a son.

iVI •ir»o.

Ellsworth,

MARRIRD.
CHUBCHILL-HOPKIN8
At If Bucksport,
April 28, by Rev E S Barker, Miss Hallie L
Churchill to Raymond L Hopkins, both of
Bucksport.
MORAN—GRANT—At Bar Harbor. M vy 1, by
Rev C F McKoy, Miss Eleanor K Moran to

Real Estate Bargains.

Vernon H Grant, both of Bar Harbor.

DIED.

The following desirable properties may
be bought on very reasonable terms—
regular monthly payments if desired.

BAKER—At North Brooklin, April 27, Mrs
Eliza J Baker, aged 52 years, 7 months, 19

days.

BEAZLEY—At Bucksport, May 2, Aon M,
wife of William Beazley, aged 81 years, 21

ELLSWORTH—Deane street; new house, six rooms and batli; new
Water street store and dwelling.
furnace; nice lawn* stable.
Union river heights; desirable house-lots on a paying basis.

days.

CHATTO—At South Brooksville, April 26,
Lavinia C. widow of Eben C Chatto, aged 75
years, 3 months, 3 days.
DOYLE—At Trenton, May 1, Charles E Doyle,
aged 60 years, 3 months.
EASTMAN—At.East Orland, May 2, Isaac
Eastman, aged 74 years.
GETCHELL-At Orland, May 4, Frederick
Getchell, aged 35 years.
GRAY—At Bluehill, May 3, Mrs Sarah A
(Howard) Gray, aged 84 years.
MARTIN—At Hancock, May 1. Mrs Mamie
Martin, aged 38 years, 11 months. 16 days.
NASON-Af. North Ellsworth, May 3, Hiram
Nason, aged 53 years
ORCUTT—At Franklin, April 18, Laura E,
wife of Otis O Qrjutt, aged 55 years, 8
months, 12 months.
PARKER—At Bluehill, May 1, Mias Lena A
Parker, aged 24 years, 3 months, 13 days.
SINCLAIR—At Ellsworth, May 2. Nellie L,
wife of Charles E Sinclair, aged 38 years, 11
months.
STANLEY—At Northeast Harbor. April 29,
inf Ant child of Mr and Mrs Frank Stanley.
TRACY—At Franklin, April 26, Solomon D
Tiacy, aged 32 years, 6 months, 12 days.
WENTWORH-At Franklin, April 29, George
W Wentworth, aged 41 years, 2 months, 9

was

hall.

To the North Ellsworth farmers’ club is
getting Prof. Hitchings here, and his talk is bound to produce a wide-spread influence for good.
due much credit for

HANCOCK POINT—New summer cottage; living room, 2Ox:!0; hardwood door; fireplace; tiue kitchen and pantry : four chambers
and bath ; hot and cold water ; two piazzas ; tiue view of bay
and mountains, some very tine shore lots in sizes to suit

purchaser.

(iKf&KN hAKK.

Maurice C. Ramsey, formerly organist
and choir-master at St. Saviour’s church,
now of New York city, and Mrs. Rumsey
are receiving congratulations on the birth
of a daughter. The little one has been
christened Agnes Creighton.

a general INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE bu*ln ss. and
the best companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence
solicited.
;

All business entrusted to

will receive the very best attention.

us

The George H. Grant Co.,
ELLSWORTH,

indigestion.

Eleanor Moran
Saturday evening
and Vernon Grant were married at the
home of the bride’s parents, Thomas F.
Moran and wife. The wedding was a very
quiet one, only the relatives of the couple
and a few immediate friends witnessing
the ceremony.

MAINE.

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Model A—M;* xwell Junior—10 horse power,
PRICE $500.

The MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE
PERFECTLY

SIMPLE-SIKPLY PERFECT

The Maxwell is the ideal car for
rough, sandy or hilly roads. Of
proved reliability, and the best
moderate priced car on the market to-day.

S.

|
I

MAYO,

M.

Agent for Hancock County.
MAINE.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR,

Miss

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.
(After charging off rolls and orderB passed April 5,1909.)
Warrants
Total
Appropri- Sundry
fund.
drawn.
credits.
tion.
credits.
Contingent.
*2,191 85
*6,294 88
*294 88
*6,000

Highway.

4 500

4,500

.

1_500

1.500 00

500

500 00

Sidewalk

Bridge.

......

E°ck crushing.
1 000
State road .’7M
City poor..
3550

Sept,

ol

Police.'

department.
City library

53 30

553 01

„**t side road.

590 20

2,000 00
2,855 20

59

54 50

25

#41,478

#2,048

81

r

..

6,895 77

Tot*U...

#17,124 99

rT*?0®
b»ndJl*»t|r»port,
‘Ted
Tot«*,

Total,

was
was

2,093

Harvey Friend,

66

903 78

Jnst
Cures catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
inhaler $1. Extra bottles oOc. Druggists.

ited his father

of Brockton,
last week.

Mass.,

date.

864 99

6,030 78

49

#16,204 50
#*,788 OS
®>®754

T. E. Bale, Auditor.

Sudbury Building,

Boston.

at Haines’.
AutMMkUi Engineer
a*

to tram for
drivers or re-

'pa’rmen. Salary |I?»

to

amuicie
practice,
course 3 weeks. Oldest. Most Reliable School.
Write now for best positions.
POUTUHD AUTO CO., PORTLAND. Mf.

•ao

per

week.

II.

MAf)B

Friday evening.

|

MB

Oriental Rug Works.
Factory rebuilt—brick,
modem

improvements.

Beautiful, cu ly, fluffy Rug* made from old
Woolen, Tape.Htiy. KnuueU or Velvet Carpets.
Carpet* Cleaned Clean. Scud for circular.

ELECTRICAL tSSS.T

OF

Pull Line* ot

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AMO

dance ait the town hall

RLLNWOBTH

AND PICTURES.
wiria, lU Sfplki Ckavtall; Oi.au
ANDREW M. MOON.
Cor. Mata and Water mm (over Moore’* Drun
Store;, Bliaworta. Maine
| Main St.,
KlUworUi

GENERAL CLERICAL WORK,

t

Ulauu

m

per

and up.

L. L. MORRISON, Skowhegsn, Maine.

SCOTT,'

■PBCULTY

Bath Rooms.

day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

PAT, NO WASH

All binds of laundry work done at abort notice
goods called tor and delivered.

Actual

Business Cart).

ALICE

Laundry and

••NO

WEST BN') kiRIDOE.

M

(Positions

Steam

H. B. EBTEY A CO.(

IE A CHAUFFEUR

|

LAMOINE.

for booklet.

European, $1

GLUWOKTH
vis-

Frederick P. Qetchell, aged thirty-five
years, died Tuesday, after a few weeks’ ill- !
Mr. Uetcbell
ness from blood poisoning.
had many friends and was well known
throughout the State. Besides a father,
Preble Qetchell, who is very ill and confined to his bed, he leaves a wife and one
child, also a brother—B. P. Qetbhell, of
Brewer.

a

Send

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

SATURDAY,

on

Men wanted

There will be

Floors, nothing wood'but the doors.
Equipped with its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

WINDSOR HOTEL!

ORLAND.

660 54

pean Plan.

STORER F. CRAFTS. Manager.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

#36,25103

to

AMERICAN SALES CO.,
609

3,600 00
Mrs. B. H. Candage is having her house
2,000 00 painted by George Pillabury, of Bluehill.
2,477 70
Schooner Ben Hur, Capt. Ralph Long, of
n3 50
East Bluehill, is at the landing loading
1,500 00 staves for New York.
CRT;MBS.
257 25
May 3.

50

a lifetime to represent house handling
uuick-selling article every housewife will buy at
sight. No experience necessary. A splendid
opportunity to make big profits. Write quickly
aud get your territory before someone else gets it.

commodore of the Eastern Yacht club.

71
159 50

TREASURER’S REPORT.
Paid ainoe l*st report,
# 125 00
Cash OR band,
5,282 54
#5,367 54

and

time he

The E. 9. Wilson sailed April 29.

#7,272 78

(020

one

1,066 00

COLLECTOR’S ACCOUNTS.
Col. since
Uncollected
last report.
last report.

jJ-’

Boston,

At

144 00

377

81

in

brought up
sixty years old.

473 05

113 50
1,500 00
257 25

#13,526

born and
about

493 53

639

1,08* 28

2,000
2,266

TAX

3, IMS.

2,633 37

f

use of
public shower baths. Nothing to
equal this in New’ England. Rooms with
private baths for fl.50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath for |4.00 per
day and up.
^Dining room and cafe tirst-class. Euro-

Stone

Chance of

one

47

6

00

234 34

Tucker,

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
fl.00 per day and up, which includes free

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

WANTED!

AGENTS

of the well-known
summer visitors, died Saturday at his BosHe was here last season but
ton home.
was in ver> poor health.
About a month
ago he suffered a shock. Mr. Tucker was
Alanson

54 16

527 21

3,800 00

7

aiaca Ian
report,

52

3 goo

’250

®*

1,017

1,200
37
25328
33

1 500

’lo*5..

1,002 00
754 00
3,558 38

500 00

’goo

Electric light.
Eerpt. care cem. lote.

„

606 31

27 21

2 600

Interest.
City water.""

908

6 31

743

1;JU0

Eire

rotala,

91

4,500 00
3,043 91

17 52

500

34

500 00

2,966 72
706 53
3,302 58
2,727 94

500

schools.

45

519 66
591 66
31199
1,197 42
315 97

8 38

600

69 66

23

666 42

4

Teat-book.
^choolbouse.

404 56

335 58

2 00

1000
500
2 300

.

^*ty mcbooth.
High school.

00

Bat.

*4.103
4,095
1,430

>

We do

Nine times in ten stomach derangements are responsible for sallow complexion, dull eyes and thin body.
It is the stomach that supplies
nourishing blood to tbe muscles, tbe
nerves and skin.
If the stomach is
healthy, plenty of nutritions matter
will be absorbed by tbe blood. If it
is not healthy, the food will ferment,
will pass
and, undigested,
along
through the bowels, furnishing so
little nutritious matter that tbe blood
becomes impoverished and the glow
of healtn vanishes.
If you sutler from nervousness, sick
headache, belching of gas, sour taste
in the moatb, heaviness alter eating,
or any other miserable stomach dis
turbanee, you need Mi-o na, and the
sooner you get it the quicker you will
be healthier and happier.
It will relieve any distressed stomach condition almost immediately. It
will care if used according to directions. G. A. Parcher sells it for 50
he thinks
cents a large box, and
enough of it to guarantee it to cure

variety unknow'n; Mrs. J. T. McDonald,
R. Higgins and
oue salmon 3 pounds;
Hiram Patten, one salmon 8 pounds. A
number of salmon have been caught at the
foot of the lake by parties unknown.

complete;

offer

TRY THE MONEY-BACK CURE
FOR INDIGESTION.

pounds; Eric Moore, two saloon, 6
and 6% pounds; Ed Frazier, one salmon 7
pounds, one trout, 4>4; Fred Grace, one
salmon, 5 pounds, one trout, 1% pounds;
R. I. Moore, two salmon, 3 pounds and 4>4
pounds; W’xlliain Drummej^ one flsh,

annex ;

SORRENTO offers every advantage to the summer tourist; communication often by boat and rati; library; church; boating; bathing;
tennis; automobiles; fine roads; nice drives; woods; delightful walks.

ZtoomiacnuntB..

of 8

thirty-six large

rooms; ‘four bath
extra closets and lavatories ; tune fireplaces;
large and pleasant piazzas; electric lights in all rooms; handsome dining-room overlooking bay ;
phi'e glass ; dipautiful
ground A Cottage, twelve rooms and Path : five It replaces ;
and
electric light* ; large piazza ;
mountain view; fine
ay
location. Cottage, eleven rooms and hath; Mint tifei laces;
electrio lights; large piazza; desirable surroui dt ,cS : fine
location. Several hundred beautiful cottage lots in *tze.- to suit
purchaser; miles of shore front reserved for patrons.
moms

days.

The following flsh were taken during
the past week, although none were taken
during the cold, rainy days: Mr. Jenkins
and William Miller, three, one of 7
pounds and two of 6 pounds; Mr. Day,
three, one of 2 pounds, one 10 and one 12
pounds; Mr. Quinn, four salmon, two of 7
pounds and two of 2 pounds, one trout, 5
pounds; Mrs. H. F. Lord, tw'o salmon, one
of 4% pounds and one of 2 pounds; G.
Danico, one of 2 pounds; E. Merrill, one
of 2 pounds; A. E. Higgins, one of 8
pounds; S. S. Jordan, of Hallowell, one of
7% pounds; H. S. Sears, of Augusta, one

0

SORRENTO—New hotel and

WILLEY—At ,Wo«t Suilivao. April 29, Mrs
Meroa Willey, aged about 62 years.
YOUNG—At Ellsworth, April 30, Charles E,
son of Mr and Mrs Otis Young, aged 2 years.

BAR HARBOR.
“1 graduated from the college of experi“Ah," smiled the
ence, yuuug man.”
wise youth, "then I presume you have

April 25, to Mr and
daughter. [Mary

a

INGALLS—At Penobscot,
Mrs Roscoe E Ingalls,

touched upon, and was treated in a most
interesting and instructive way. It was
suggested that an attempt b? made by the
Ellsworth board of trade to secure Prof.
Hitchings for a lecture of the sime sort
some time this spring at Hancock hall.
At noon dinuer was served in the lower

31.

Tne board unanimously voted that the
State road work this year
begin at a point
ta State street near the
John Cook place

well

HADLOCK—At Cranberry Isles, April 25, to
Mr and Mrs George It Hadlock, a son.

with.
Everyone interested in orcharding was
advised to send to the department of agriculture at Washington for farmers’ bulletin No. 283.

subject

women.

STYLE—the latest and most approved
Paris and New York models.
FIT—that glove-like but easy snugness
found only in shoes of the finest workmanship.
COMFORT—choice, carefully chosen
materials and the exact shape your foot
requires take care of that.

BORN.
BATES—At Stonington,
Mrs Ernest L Bates,

\

La France Shoes solve the shoe

problems of

KlUworth Port.
81d May 5. acbs Otronto. Jonesboro, load
laths. New York; Henrietta A Whitney,
staves and heads. New York; Rozella, Southwest Harbor

after it is under way, and what

of the

$3, $3*50 and $4*

of

MARINE LIST

expected of it if properly cultivated.
Bpecial attention was given to
spraying—the way, the how, and the what

phase

SHOE fir WOMEN

Bangor, one
brother and two siBtors—Alfred Smith, of
Trenton; Mrs. Carlton Dow, of Tremont,
and Mrs. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor.

may be

Almost every

La France

Mrs. Mary Bailey died at her home April
27, afters lingering illness, of consumption. She leaves a daughter—Amanda,
who has tenderly cared for her for
many years, and who has the sympathy of
all in her bereavement. She leaves also a

_

CBJohston,
W

department.

orcharding

on

Sbbntticminu.

OK THE RIVER.

Mrs. Mary Webber, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting her son, Benjamin Webber.
Capt. Allen Remick, of Bangor, was a
week-end guest of hiB uncle, W. L.
Remick.

The street commissioner was instructed
to notify the Bar Harbor & Union River enthusiastic orchardist, presided
over
5 00
Power Co. to replace the drinking foun- the little gathering, and after a brief in3 5<f
tain at Ellsworth Falls by a new* one, and troductory address, presented the speaker
48 50
2 75 change the location from east of the rail- of tbe day. Early in his remarks he said
12 50 road, to the west side of the Bangor road. his hearers were free to ask any questions
.34 40
T ao small claims for damage to wagons they liked, and not the least interesting
B>8" due to
alleged defects in highway were feature of the meeting was tbe side-talk
4 00
presented. One was ordered paid, and the brought out by the scores of questions
3 85
which were asked.
other was referred to Aid. Hagao.
28 96
Aid. Hagan, to whom was referred the
Only the briefest summary of what was
10 00
27 73 claim of the Ellsw’orth Real Estate Co. for said can.be reported. Of the hundreds of
12 50 land damages from the new 8hore road bugs, enemies of the orchard, but few—
45 00 crossing the Pond estate, reported that he the worst—could be discussed in detail.
45 00 was unable to come to an agreement with The speaker began at the beginning-the
1C 00
the representative of the company, which kind of soil best adapted for an orchard,
2 26
aaked #400. The board suggested the ad- and advised not buying trees until the
00
4
of calling in a third man to soil was prepared to set them out. Good
22 38 visability
corn land is good orchard land; should be
assess is mages.
5 00
A recess was taken to Thursday evening, prepared at least a year, and better two
1 50
6* 55 May 20.
years, before setting out.
12 00
Buy good trees, of reliable dealers; pay
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT.
70 00
a fair price.
Case of a man who bought
47 00
3,500 trees because he could get them for
17 25
Regular Meeting-List of Solicitors seven cents apiece was cited; not 10 per
6 68
Appointed.
cent lived. Twenty-five cents is a fair
86 25
A regular meeting of the Village imaverage price.
2 21
provement society [the legal title of this
Bet forty trees to the acre; lay out in
2 00
ia Ellsworth Public Improveorganization
18 •#
perfect order; looks better, and leaves the
ment
was
held
and
the
Monday,
Society]
laud handier for cultivation. Then fol15 00
7 85 following solicitors, who will at once be- lowed directions as to how to care for an

I Carter,

Mara

of the Are

MOUTH

BETTER ORCHARDS.

Prof. Hltchlngs Addresses the North
Ellsworth Farmers* Club.
Nineteen courageous individuals, two of
them women, braved the cold and snow
and rain and mud, which were the unusual features of 1900** May day, io order
to hear Prof. E. F. Hitchings, State entomologist of the department of agriculture,
talk

M. 8.8mith, secretary of the hoard of
health, called attention to the condition
of the sewer from High and Spruce streets
in the vicinity of E. Bonsey & Son’s shop
on Water street.
The board thought it
might be possible this year to lay a tile
drain between Franklin and Water streets.
no. 3.
roll op account*
The matter was referred to the street
Amount.
Xante.
I
commissioner.
*n
#45 00
Simeon C Fuller,
A letter from the Maine Commercial
,llCe*
45 00
Edward L Druromey.
Travellers association calling attention to
1 95
!
Andrew M Moor.
!» 75 the law requiring suitable Are escapes on
R Power Co.
delight. B H A U
295 S3 hotels, was referred to the chief engineer
Michael J Drummey.
The

flpt0,
lb0°

FOR

The only moderate oriced hotel of reputation aud consequence m

PHILADELPHIA.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street.

Ellswobth.

COUNTY NEWS.

| COUNTY NEWS.

j

see

May

ited in town recently.
Friends of Mrs. Fred Graves

are

sorry

to

bear that she is in poor health.

in the Union schoolhouse, Miss Rena Springer teacher.
School is in session

Springer,

Edwin

in

employed

who is

Seal Harbor, spent Sunday with his family.
Capt. and Mrs. Rice, of the Franklin
Hoad house, are visiting relatives in Steuof Addison,

wife,
daughter,

their

isiting

are

purchased

A.

three cows

night

At the

a

A full

for members of

liar Harbor

summer

Bangor,

tt, of

Hancock

Point and

colony. C.

has

had

H. Bart-

25-32-horse-

a

engine placed
flirty-foot boat, Portia, which promises
to be a very speedy craft. In the thirty-’
}. ve-foot launch Brownie, owned by Philip
] ivineston, Philadelphia, the company
as
placed a 55-horse-power Brow Del l
iigine, and in the Princeas, owned by
homas Morgan Roach, Boston, a tnirty11 ve- horse-power Trebert engine has been
i stalled. The electric launch and thirtystandard

power

in

his

knockabout owned by A. J. Davis,
and El Placita,
«-wned by members of the Bar Harbor
simmer colony, are beAg fitted out here,
:jot

Duchess, Ventura

besides
nwncd

iarge number
by people in town.
a

of

May 3..

ANON.

FRANKLIN.

EAST
Mrs.

boats

motor

John G. Wentworth is quite ill of

pleurisy.
Hooper has

1 uenmenia and

Mis** Cassie
Bulii\an, where she

has

returned from

been

taching

Levie it ed and

employed.

Hampshire,
Willie,

6on

been away from home all
turned.

George W.
of about^ix

wo

town

forty-one

years.

is

home.

who have

winter, have

re-

in

He bore hu» illness

father died.

homestead

sne

(

burning briskly
was going home

a

There

Miss Nettie Pollard, who has many
friends here, has gone to visit her brother
in Alaska. An interesting letter from her
dated at .Seattle told of her visit to Fred
Wilson, whose boyhood home was at

He also leaves

weeks gunning.

was no

preaching

:

j

eady

Mrs. Oillev, of Southwest
fI>r.
**'-)
housekeeper for C. H. Preble.

since
a

son

his

Albee

has been

is

at

at

home

Vernon

from

Mn. Parker Willey died at the
ho®,
wife have returned ( her son, Ernest
Willey, Wedaesds,
from
Massachusetts, where they spent pneumonia. The
body was taken
the winter.
ryfleld Friday for interment.
Miss Mabel Waite has gone to the PortM,y3
B
land hospital to enter the training school ;
OODLD8BORO.
for nurses.
Mr». A. K. Uuptill, who ha« b»o
Mrs. Annie Sicotte, of Rockland, and
it**
Andrew

Couhig

and

_

are

ing

guests of

j

King's

for

a

few

Work began on sardines in Underwood's
aetory Thursday, April 2). They have
isd plenty of fish so far.
was held in Mount Desert
May night. The weather was bad
regular musicians did not come, so
the benefit of the few who were there

A social dance
tall

\

El-

>nd
or

tne

.ula Richardson

played

until

he crowd broke up.
May 3.

bor.

:

P. M.

Miss Ninetta

WEST TREMONT.

Nellie Gray.
Campbell
Funeral services were held at the Methodist chapel, Rev. Mr. Bromley officiating.
The large attendance and the abundance
of beautiful flowers testified to the esteem
in which Mr. Wentworth was held. Deep
sympathy is felt for the aged mother, who
Mrs.

Mrs. Let hi a
few

Sprague

has been

days with relatives

at

week-end

spending

was

while away from home
lies unconscious.

; Mrs.

Bryant,

visitor

to

of

her

Corea,

was

Philip Moon

a

mill

living at Weal Gouldaboro thaM
own houae
tan
Owing to the illneaa of the teacher,g,
Nutter, there waanoachool in the
pring
department Thuraday, but Friday lo,,
1
her b«*lc at her post.

May

McKinley.
Capt. E. L. Gott
herring in his net

grandmother,

William Stewart.

Tremont and

haa been

have

Bracy

bis horse

off back Crescent beach.

one

day

last week.

Mrs.

Evie Wright and family |m
moved home from Bar Harbor.
Hoad

Commissioner

commenced work

on

E. N. WalU bm

the roads.

Eri Bunker, of Northeast Harbo- ■
with bis brother, W. II. Bunker. !or«

while.

Mrs. Evs McKay and family, of Sooti-

Harbor,

west

have moved

Davis* bouse for the

May

May

Nihil.

3.
_

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs.

Prances Norton went

to

Belfast

(

Monday.
Wallace Stinson and

wife

are

into

Floreniig

summer

3.

Asoy.

OAK POINT
Mrs. Clara Day is boarding withMn.
Edith Leland.
Charles Sargent bss moved to Eden b
be

near

with Mrs. Ida Stinson at Sunset.

to do

some

work.

Chester Grindle had a large shipment
of phosphate arrive last week
He isro*
tag into potato raising quite extensively.
Plctaech.
May 3.

ttonmiscnumtj

,

j

1

Wtnr

to

be strong?

Eat more Quaker Oats. Eat it far
breakfast every day. This advice it!
coming from alt sides as a result of re-

experiments on foods to determine
which are the bast for strength and endurance. It has been
proved that eaten
9f Quaker Oats and such cereals are far
superior in strength and endurance tn
cast

aunt,

j

his work.

Richmond L. March, who ha* b«i
ill through the winter, ia now ahis

spending) very
1

Neal

few

I

John Stanley had the misfortune to log

covery.

his weir

a

Jb

_

Twin daughters were born to Shirk
and wife, May3.

H. Eaton and wife.

the week

catching

S.

OTTER CREEK

A.

soon

Thursday.
family, m

with hu

lieen

McKinnon, who has been with his
Mrs. Eben Dow, for the last two
years, left on Monday for Belfast, where
ready.
Miss Evelyn P. Gott is visiting friends ; in the future he will have a home with his
mother. Mrs Benjamin Young.
at

suddenly ill
Saturday, and now

taken

htrdiow

year, haa moved into hia

Brunni, the Italian who shot Marino
Gottado last week, was arraigned before
Judge Spofrord and whs held in the sum of
*,000 (or hi* appearance at October court
In default of bait, he wa* taken on Friday
to Ellaworth for commitment. Oottado ia
now critically ill at Knox hoapital, Rockland, with the ohancaa againat hia re-

GOIT’8 ISLAND.

William Smith

11, when

with

postponed until

Henry Tracy, who,

Miss Ethel Thnrlow, of this town, who
is attending Gastine normal school, has
been assigned class president for the
graduating exercises.

J. Bunker caught !
Mrs. Charles Webb, of Deenng, came
was a
tire Sunday night about midnight.
His
this week to Ooeanville, and ia planning
; son Lowell, was awakened by the smoke. to occupy the Whitmore house, which her
The fire caught around the chimney and !
Miss Annie Handy has gone to Smithhusbaud purchased two years ago.
ville to spend a few days with her sister. burned out through toe roof.
Fortu- j
Helen Saunders, whose birthday octhe
m'ind
had
died
and
with
nately
out,
J
has
his
moved
family j
Henry Hamilton
curred on Saturday, gave a party to her
the
aid
of
the
dames
were
quick
neighbors
to room* over ibis store for the summer.
little schoolmates. A pleasant afternoon
extinguished.
was
Refreshments
Capt. F. P. Joy has returned from a visit 1
spent with games.
Kin.
Apfril
to his brother, D. W. Joy, of W inter Har30._
were served.

Capt.

waa

grange

George Noyes, jr., and wife are home
Cuba, where they spent the winter.
Mrs. Noyes is visiting her parents, Capt.

1 J.

Harmony

Mra. J. 8. Bragg, ia borne.
Because of the storm of
Wednesday, ^
ujaeting of Pomona grange with

from

entertained for his recovery.

The house of

month in

a

t«r,

ders.

gaest of relatives here.
Marcus Cleaves, of Smithville,
guest at E. W. Cleaves’ on Friday.

Manset.

pesil

fromBoS
and*!!

Two three-masted schooners are at the
Sunday, as the pastor. Rev. C. B.
Billies, of Bar Harbor, was married Satur- J. L. Goss quarry at Crotch islsud to load
day, May 1, and expects to be away for granite for New York.
two weeks. He is greatly missed by all, j
The blacksmiths who have been on a
as he is universally liked and appreciated
strike have settled up. and if
business
for his ability as an excellent speaker.
starts will be all ready for work.
The dance at the lstesford hotel was
Rev. Joseph Jackson and wife, who have
well patronised. Many came from Great been the
guests of S. B. Tborlow and wife,
Cranberry, Southwest and Seal Harbor. have returned to their charge at CheAbout forty couples were on the floor, and j
beague island.

are

a

week.

Miss Mills, of Alameda, Cal.,
P. Mills and wife.

I

Wilson has accepted

Miss

Presque Isle, and will leave soon,
Oapt. Bennis and wife and jjis, ^
Simpson returned Inst week
week.
Fred Bennis, of Chu-ag i,
County Attorney Conary, of Bucksport, end guest of Ins parents. Capt.
™
has spent several days in town the past
BertQii.

i 8.

at the church

*’W|*

recently.

,.

last

PROSPECT HARBOR.

seeks.

a:

wood, and two daughters-Helen and Marvel. Hi* wife died nine months ago. He
is survived by three brothers-Loren, Alvin and Frank, and two sisters—Mrs. Lizand

was

one

at Southwest Harbor.

with

resignation,

the

week, and

caught fire

stated.

a

Linnie

although
times he suffered
His death
greatly.
comes as a grievous loss to bis family.
• nd as a citizen he will be sadly misled.
He leaves an aged mother, who had lived
him

last

house

ghteen,

as

B

Eugene Simpson arrived from
^
bridge, Mass., last week
!
Mrs. George T. Noyes went
to Uh
Sunday, for the summer.

Miss Cynthia B. Rich, mho haa been emGeorge Arey and wife are living in part
Mrs. Charles Pressey and little grandMrs. J. S. Cooaios has been quite ill of j
»f B. W. Stanley's house.
ployed at the home of Postmaster M. R. daughter, of Deer Isle, have been the
gr»Pwill
leave
Rich,
Saturday for McKinley, guests this week of Mrs. William SaunAnna Norwood is working at Oscar
Henry Smith, of Steuben, was a recent where she has employment for the summer. 1
Morrison's

Wentworth, after an illness
months, died April 2«. aged

patience and

Bunker’s

ei

—

Miss Vivian Scammon, who has been
in New

Dr.

McKinley, who is now settled there with
his faintly. When Mr. and Mrs Wilson
after quite a struggle the fiames were sub- accompanied Miss Pollard to the steamdued. The kitchen and end of the ell were ship which was to convey her to an Alaska
considerably damaged. A defective chim- port, they were surprised to find thst a
Mr. Verril, formerly of Bass Harbor, was ] some who had
ney was the cause.
imagined themselves too
X.Y. Z.
May 3.
j employed on the steamer, alto a man from i old to enjoy such sport, grew young again
Gardiner near Miss Pollard's home, both
at the splendid music famished by KelSALISBURY COVE.
of whom were delighted to hear news from I
ley's orchestra, and were none the worse
Miss Beatrice Johnson, of East Sullivan, Maine at first hand.
for it the next day.
Delicious refreshis clerking in the store of L. L. Smith.
The public library association held it* meets were served. There will be another
T. S. Liscomb and wife left Monday annual meeting at the home of the presi- dance at the same
place about May 27, and
morning for a week’s visit with friends ji dent. Dr. R. J. Lemont. This date wu it is hoped it will be as well
patronised.
in Penobscot.
later than the customary time set for the
S.
May 3.
1
Mrs. H. D. Averill and children have yearly meeting, but as it seemed more
returned from Seal Harbor, where they favorable, a vote was passed that hereTREMONT.
have been the guests of Mrs. R. E. Camp- j after the annaai council of the association
Miaa Millie Pierce, of Seal Gove, spent
be held on the first Wednesday of April.
bell at the Glen Cove.
Wednesday with Mias Ida Kellay.
of finances of the library
Special evangelistic meetings were held A good report
Misa Sylvia M. Rich has begun her seaat the Baptist church every evening of last was given, and a vote of thanks passed in son’s work at the William
Underwood
week excepting Satardav. Revs. C. F. Me- j favor of W. L. Underwood, who has again sardine
factory, McKinley.
! made a gift of |25 to the library; also a
and
Carlotte
of
Bar
Koy
Garland,
Harbor,
Mrs. Albie Rich, of New Harbor, spent
vote of thanks to Henry Clark and
assisting Pastor Lorimer. There was a rising
wife for a valuable set of book* recently Monday with Mrs. C. H. Norwood. Mrs.
and
at
each
serinterest
good attendance
donated. During the past year, beside* Rich spent the winter in Stonington with
vice.
keeping up the subscription list of more her daughter.
3.
R.
May
than a doeen popular magazines, about
Fiends of Samuel Norwood, of Lynn,
M KIN LEV.
nas been expended for new books.
Mass., formerly of this place, are pained
! to hear of his serious illness. No hopes
Sprat.
May 3.
Eugene Trask has been on Duck island

large amount of work is bei ng
crew is employed day and
ight, and some fine boats are being fitted

lancock,
•none.

j

Mrs.

; bins has been in the lighthouse service worth get the boat and her tender
t birty-one and one-half years, instead of1 to go into commission.

young man who
late call saw the fire and gave the
alarm. The neighbors came to help and
from

& Co.,

of Foaa Bros.

shop

boat

J.

when

thirty pouuds oi butter.

made

*ie

the

Northeast

at

F. Gott, while scalloping about two
weeks ago, lost his shovel overboard, and
last Friday he caught it in his scallop
dredeed.

Carrie

Mrs.

Mrs. W. H. Grass has recently
separator, and last week from

with

working

ant afternoon.

Mpringer.

the

is

L.

John Wass and

i

Sawyer

1

i*en.

»*ut

summer, with her daughter,
James Scott. She was accompanied

(_W>*»r, of Northeast Harbor, was in
by her ; town Sunday and performed a successful
Harbor.
sister-in-law, Mrs Mary P. Lord, of operation on the throats of Miss Marion
Maurice Thurst in and wife, who have
;
Gardiner, who will remain for a v<sit.
Spurlingand Master Ralph Phippin, both
beer: m Boston several weeks, are at home.
The item in last week's issue telling of having adenoids and one or more of the
A number of the young people gave
tonsils removed.
the coming retirement of Capt. Howard P.
!
Lucy Murphy a surprise party Tuesday Robbins, of Rockland breakwater light- ; Harold
Tracy, of Winter Harbor, chief
evening.
house, after many years of faithful and engineer of the Iduna, Mr. Burnham's
The Christmas club met with Mrs. Bes- efficient service as
keeper, did not give full boat, has arrived to commence his season’s
sie Watson thi9 week and passed a pleas- credit as to
length of service. Capt. Rob- work. He is helping Capt. L. A. Parns- iI
Chester

,rnProved

1.
----
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Wilbur, of Bar Harbor, vis-

*
,1111

sutxiVAN harbor.
Eugene Erann it teaching in
Jied, **
Miaa Harriet
Conners, ot Bostoi

|

Mrs. Bertha

tn^T^I

All are glad
Mr. Manchester so
much
health.
winter.

Jane 1 end 2. Mrs. Jennie Price White
has subscribers at 107 her to Rockland Thursday for repairs.
will be the the principal speaker.
of*e* page*
*o* additional (aunty y«r*
Steamer Rockland is taking her place un- i "*>
Wi’ W***
!
in
Hancock
\etc*
7
county.
p»f»
the
22
i.tTUTJ%
if
post-offices
E.
May 3.
is ready.
Atl the other papers in the County com- til the Vinal Haven
8TONINGTON.
The Union grammar school has been
bined do not reach so many. The AMERISOUTHWEST HARBOR.
ISLES FORD.
CAN is not the only paper printed in ! closed for a week, owing to the resignaMrs. Clayton Gilley, who has been ill, is
Miss Georgia Brown, of Miibridge, is
Mark Perl insky, of Bar Harbor, was in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to | tion of the teacher, who accepted a better spending a few weeks with her sister, town Wednesday and Thursday on busi- improving.
to, but it is the only paper ihat can prop- sitnation in another part of the State.
Mrs. Seth Norwo<xL
ness.
Miss Irene Marks is clerking in the
irly be called a County paper; all the
Capt. Edward Smith, schooner HockaMrs. Lucinda T. Dodge was taken sudR. H idlo’k and wife ars r?csiv
Noyes Central store.
G?org?
circulaThe
local
are
mackerel.
rest
papers.
merely
mock, has gone south netting
Reuben Cousins and wife are occupying
denly seriously ill on Friday, but is some- ing congratulations on the birth of a son
The American, barring the Bar
tion
Jacob Segal has moved bis family into what better at present.
|
the house of F. A. Torrev.
(Elmer Campbell) born April 26.
is
list,
summer
Record's
larger
Harbor
the Herrick cottage, where he will keep
Frank Trund.v and wife, of Sorrento,
Dr. Siorcr. a summer resident, is having
Joshua Davis lodge, I. O. O. F., will give
fftan that of all the other papers printed i
a furnishing goods store.
have been in town a few days, the guests several rooms added to his cottage. Fred a ball Wednesday evening.
in Hancock county.
were
home
Barbour
Cant, and Mrs.
of Henry Gray and wife.
Steel and Francis Bunker are doing the
Fred A. Torrey and wife are visiting
Thursday night and returned Friday
The sad news of the death of Samuel work.
i friends in Boston and vicinity.
steamer
until
the
! morning to Rockland
Norwood in Massachusetts, of quick conEllery Smith is working with Frank 1 It is rumored that the Benvenue coraVinal Haven is ready to take her former
sumption, has recently been received by Stanley, who is busy painting this spring. j>any will open its granite works soon.
NORTH HANCOCK.
his brothar, Nahum Norwood.
j1 place.
Mr. Smith was last year employed by the
Spec.
Mrs. John McGuffy and two children
May 3.
Mrs. M. E. Dresser arrived last week by
government as one of the crew at the lifeMrs. Josh? Googins was in Bangor a lew
arrived from Creetown, Scotland, last
here.
station
l>oat from her home in Orlaud, to spend saving
BASS HARBOR.
days last week.
-m* American

upon the usual diet of
greasy foods.
When all is said and done on the
cereal food question, the fact remains
that for economy and for results in
those who rdly

heavy,

The yacht owned by Herbert White, of
Brookline, Mass., which has wintered in
the harbor here, sailed this week for Lynn,
Mass., where she will go in commission.
Capt. Frank Gross, of Oceanrtlle, sails

The 1. O. R. M. had a candidate ThursMiss Bertha Morrill will leave for
McKinley.
day evening and the Pocahontas furnished Rockland.
Rev. A. B. Carter preached his first ;
Monday, where she has em
one of their delicious suppers.
health and strength, Quaker Oats stands
I ployment.
lermon
here at the Methodist church, i
her.
Mrs. William H. Moore went to West
first of aiL It is the most popular food
U1 are glad to see him back.
Mr*. Mary Lewis, who has been visiting |
20.
H.
Sullivan Sunday to spend the week with
April
in the world among the foods sold is
her sister, Mrs. Maggie Trask, returned
all
his
illness
care
E
twin
to
for
aDd
wife
visited
helpied through
Sunday
Lopaus
ner daughter, Mrs. Harvard Havey, who
DEER ISLE.
NORTH
to
packages.
and
McKinley
to
the
bereaved
Mrs.
Wednesday.
children.
W.
S.
him,
Lopaus' father, Capt.
Norwood, is ill.
1W1 grocers carry Quaker Oats It.
jf Seal Cove, who come home from sea ill
Edward Thompson has gone to join his
R.
A school «f large sea pollock visited the
May 3.
\ Mrs. Emma Upham, »ao ha* been at
lower pool one day this week-a thing sel- yacht.
sells at 10c for the regular size package,
Friday.
».
Mrs.
J.
coombs'
the
repast wees,
SWAN'S ISLAND.
Mrs. Helen Lawson Murphy and chil- turned u> her home iu \\ inter Harbor dom, if ever, seen before.
Capt. F. E. Gray has gone out tisbing in 25c for the large size family package
Miss Gladys Stinson is horns from Ro kiren. who have spent a few weeks with her
Miss Marion Trask, who has been with * the Hazel Bell.
and 30c for the family package contain-'
>unua>.
iaod, where she has had employment ali mother, Mrs. Q. G.
her sister. Mrs. Charles liarding. expects ^
Lawson, returned to
Mrs. W. W. Scott has gone to South i ing a fine piece of china.
The school league bad a pleasant and
winter.
Ro kland to-day.
to return to her home at Atlantic next Boston to live.
protiisbie eteniug with Whittier ThursSteamer Gov. Bodwell broke her »ba t
Thelma.
May 3.
Mi9s Bessie Bridges his returned to her
After « hue program, n social ass Sunday
day.
Tuesday night while docking here. Tie
Arthur Rumill, of Seal Cove, and Simeon home at Swan’s Island.
enjoyed.
d :dham
tug John Morrison, of Rockland, tbv ed
of Southwest
Marshall,
Harbor, came
Mrs. George \V. Alien, who spent the
Mrs. Eliza Powers went to Portlan 1
Alonzo Gray has gone to Bradley.
Friday to put in the foundation for last Wednesday to visit her son Everett
w-inter in Boston, was at ner home at the
j
Miss Bertha Dorr, of East Or land, is
Mrs. William Burnham’s bungalow.
iBccua..
baud'* oue day lajt week. Capt. Allen is
E. W. Hardy has raised his barn three
visiting friends in town.
May
in
about
two
wnen
3._Chips.
expected
weeks,
they
feet, and will build up the ground and
H. P. Burrill and wife went to Old Town
will open their house.
level it off.
EGYPT
Friday to visit relatives.
C.
May 3.
The sidewalk society has been making
Holcie Coombs has gone to Bar Harbor
Bert Yenadestme and wife, of Orono.
repairs on the sidewalk. Charles Gray
WINTER HARBOR.
That is What They Say About are guests of W. W. Black and wife.
to work.
and Delmont Torrey have done the work.
Everett W. Smith came home from
Norris Savage, who has spent the winter
Harold Burrill has accepted a position
Them in Ellsworth, aud It
Mrs. Hannah Holden arrived
home
Holden
has
Saturday.
returned
as foreman on a farm owned
to
his
here,
summer
work
at
by Black
last week from Port Jefferson, N. Y.,
Miss Madge Tracy, of steuben, is at Bar Harbor.
Bros., of Bangor.
Is, Therelore, Reliable.
where she has been tne past winter with
Mrs. Lizzie Burrill and her sister, Miss work at Dr. Smaii's.
L?nora, the little daughter of Leonard
Another proof, more e\ idenee. Ellsworth
her daughter, Mrs. A. L. Haskell.
Gladys Elindge, are visiting their mother. | C. T. Hooper and wife spent Sunday at Clark and wife, who has been very ill of
Capt. F. A. Haskell is home waiting for
testimony to swell the long list of local Mrs. Wentworth Staples.
their old home at South Gouldsboro.
pneumouia, is gaining rapidly.
(
a
wind to sail for New York in the
3.
May
B.
The
friends
of
William
F.
who
Bertron
Rand
is
Jordan
in
many
endorse
the
old
Portland this week,
people
Quaker remT.
schooner L.
Whitmore. Delmont
are
are
to
see
him
at
home
after
to
the
glad
delegate
grand lodge of Masons.
spend- Torrey goes as mate, and Mrs. Torrey is
SEAL HARBOR.
edy, Doan's Kidney Pills. Head this conthe winter in New York and New Jering
here
about your
Joseph L. Smallidge has a crew of men
as a guest.
Mrs. Ed. Dow has returned to her home
going
vincing endorsement of that remarkable
work repairing the coal wharf for the sey.
at
May
for
at Tremont.
made
you.
3._H.
1I summer business.
Willis Billings is boarding his three
preparation:
Made from richest Ohio wheat. si°re^
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
oldest children with his brother,
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Henry
Mrs.
A.
E.
Small
is
in
Portland this
in sealed tanks and cleaned number*
R. T. Young, farmer, Partridge Road, I David Marshall May 1.
Billings, for tb* summer. Mrs. Ed. SavThe infant child of Prank Stanley and less times before
; week, the guest of Miss Clara L. Jones
grinding. Tested
Dr.
of
Bar
Wood,
age is taking care of the youngest child.
wife died suddenly last Thursday mornEllsworth, Me., says: “Before 1 u,ed
Harbor, visited at the Maine general hospital.
every half hour at the mills.
friends here over Sunday.
May 3.
G.
ing. The child not waking at the regular
It makes the whitest, lightest,
Doan’s Kidney Pills in 1902. I had such a
Mrs. idella Hill, who has been visiting
A. E. Clement bought a fine pair of
time, 2 o'clock, Mrs. Stanley got up to most appetizing bread in the
ner daughter, Mrs. Ralph Crane, the
j
MT.
DESERT
FERRY.
past
severe stuck of
backache that I could driving horses last week.
give it its food, and found it dead. Much world.
week, returned to her home in Brooklin
Mrs. W. W. Jellison returned home last
is
felt
for
them
in
their
bereaveMiss
sympathy
of
move
Bar
about. 1 think the trouble
Myra Pease,
scarcely
Harbor, visited Thursday.
Saturday.
ment.
Mrs. Parker over Sunday.
I
B. £. Tracy and family, who have been
was caused by a cold which I had conHarvard Carter is
the grammar
Hon. James Brice, ambassador to the
George L. Stebbins and family, of New tenants in the Bunker and Tracy building school at Hancock. teaching
j
tracted. I heard so many favorable re- York, are at their
United States from Great Britain, will occottage for the season. during the winter, have returned to their
Irving Leland spent Friday night and cupy the James .T. Gardiner cottage this
Malvina.
May 3.
pleaaant home on Grindstone avenue.
ports about Doan’s Kidney Pills that I
summer.
Saturday at F. L. Colby's.
E. B. 3. Morse, of the Eastern
concluded to try them, and procured a box
Steamship
JL^wis Sprat t and family have moved
BEECH HILL.
Bishop Greer, of New York, will have
Co., Bar Harbor, was io town this week to : into the
at Moore's drug store. They brought me
John Richardson is ill.
Joeeph Jellison house.
Vaughan cottage No. 1.
consult with Dr. Small.
While in town
Mr.
of Ellsworth, recently
The base ball team held a benefit dance
Miss Jessie Fullerton is visiting Mrs. ! he was the guest ol Mrs. Jennie
■**
prompt relief, and I continued using them
Kingsley. made Parsons,
ANSTCD * *011 COMPACT.
a short visit with his
Ernest Richardson.
cousin, Mrs. Thursday night at the Neighborhood
The
annual exercises of
David
A.
with increasing benefit.
I have since
Nettie
house.
Higgins.
Albert Burns, wife and daughter Laura ; Weare poet, G. A. R., will be held at
For Sale at Your
Miss Carrie Colby, who has been serirecommended Doan’s Kidney Pills to visited relatives here
The Willing Workers of the Baptist
Sunday.
j Winter Harbor Memorial day. Rev. E.
ill of typhoid fever and
ously
church had an ice-cream social
s.
of
the
pneumonia
Mrs.
Drew,
Lewis
pastor
Friday
Googins and two children,
Baptist church,
many of my triends, and know of several
at the borne of her sister in West Scar- evening at the
of Trenton, visited friends and relatives i will deliver the memorial oration.
parish house.
who have derived the same beneficial reis gaining.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME
boro,
here recently.
The twenty-second annual convection
Clayton, youngest child of Will Jordan
I
c.
from
their
use.”
sults
wife, who has been very ill of pneuMrs. Benjamin Carter has gone to North- of the Woman’s Christian temperance;
DON’T BE
monia, is much improved.
east Harbor to take charge of Atwood's union will be held at the Baptist church.
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
REV.
I.
W.
WILLIAMSON'S
LETTER.
Winter Harbor, Tuesday and Wednesday,
Ansel Manchester and
If
there ia any vitality in the
boarding house.
are
home
family
Rev. I. W. Williamson, of HuDtinctou W
Foster- Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
Tonic will p°*“
from WaterviUe, wtiere
they spent the Rezall “93" Hair
May 3. __
*• to certify that I used
H.
baldnerf
XV "ri£*
Hoarseness, bronchitis sad other throat Folev
grow new hair and cure
a
troublesare quickly cured by Foley's Honey turn andKidney Remedy for nervous exhaussole agents for the United States.
this
preparattoo >
want you to try
kidney trouble, and am free to
Soothes itching skin. Heals cats or burns sud Tar, as It soothes and heals the inflamed
**
desire
a
clear complexion take riak. We’ll return the money y. uje
that it will do all that you claim for it
s Orino Laxative for
and bronchial tubes and the most
ilotnember the name—Doan's—and take without a scar. Cures piles, eczema, calf'I
aatiafleca
constipation and
Foley s Kidney Remedy has restored health I Poley trouble, as
t
it will stimulate these organ* if you are not entirely
Insist upont and
rheum, any itching. Dostn's Ointment. Your obstinate cough disappear-.
to thousands of weak, run-down I
F G. Me
strength
*enai*« Foley's Honey and Tar. people. Contains no harmful
thoroughly cleanse your system, which is \ aiaes, 50o. and U.O0.
i
Bo other.
I
hmT!“*„*he
sells
it.—Adrt.
druggist
drugs and is
o««ds in the spring in order sale and retail druggist, o'
| O. A. Psacasa.
I pleasant to take. O A. Pasoan.
j
1 to feel wefl. O a. Paacnaa.
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Uge to Jodge Magowen, of Washington,
D. C., for the season.

v'"...

Mias Mina Stewart has gone to Boston
and Providence, K. I., for a visit of two
weeks.

Bt’CltSPORT.

Sunday with hia
Jones spent
^ a.
berf.

pyenc*

friend,

viaiting

ia

Terrill

Cspt. R. C. Stewart
Rockland, where he
freight.

'-bridge- Mass.

Havener, of Bears,iioe Crocker
»■A
to attend
town last week
meeting of the Rebekah

Thomas Candage is very ill.
Harvey Wells has rented Mrs. K. R.
Babson’s cottage at Haven, and will move
his family in about June 1.
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*

50

,-

’,***
"

Butterfield,

Mary

who

of her aiater,
illness and death

’’Tbe

tiaa
*b Worthley,
Mass.
e in Lowell,
is
William Forsyth
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srcompanled

Jitson.
ibter. Hope

by

Educational Demands”,

M iss Liva
ter with her

Emery

in

f

May

M Bearley died Sunday evenBesides her

,ej} Mass.

her

Buckaport, and

Beasley,

I..

Edward

Ida lighter,

one

Wallace A. Stevens has
boat, the Black Jot.

Mr-. Thomas H. Bridges, of
who has been with her

R. B. Brown and wife went to Portland
Mr. Brown will attend the
of the Loyal Legion, after which
they will go to Boston for several days.
Miss Georgia Robinson, of Danforth,

mit)'-

Capt.

j

is

credit

id much

due

the

and supper

elecution

I

Friday

Penobscot.
Rebekahs served supper Tuesday, a
large number being present. The members of the committee w-ere Mrs. R. B.
Brown, Mrs. Arthur Morey, Miss Aggie
Perkins, Miss Carrie Parker. During the
evening they conferred the degrees on
Miss Nellie Perkins, Miss .Mary Hooke,
Mrs. George Benjamin and Mrs. E. R.
The

even-

Annabell, (. apt. Arey, steamed
up from Camdeu Thursday evening and
Steamer

placed on
place and Bangor.
Joseph Ray has
will

used to send a representative to the
nasi convention at Silver Bay, N. Y.

the

be

and will
CONVENTION.
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last

the route between this

arrived

start out

soon

from
the

on

He

dry goods cart.
headquarters at the
his

Domansky.
May 3.

Bangor,
have

officers

ent, Sarah

O.

present

Cook,

were:

Brunswick;

resident, Alice G. Priest, Winslow;
i, Mae L. Cash, South Portland;
xf, Grace E. Walton, Belfast,
with Past President Mary A. Burr,

I

Past

ewer;

i,

of

ve

President

Belfast,

Higginr,

of

parents in Seaville.
Mrs. Clara T. Cole returned Tuesday
from a visit to Boston.
Mrs. Emma Sherman,

K.

A

and

Orrington

cial tram.

A reception was held
6.30, after which about 275 sat
a most delicious banquet.
The

to
o

Z was

ailed to order at 8.30.

<

of welcome

s

in

spent the

born

Sunday
in

Mrs. Eliza J.

praise from all present.

consisting

Peterson

and

of vocal solos

by

Mr.

of

Tuesday

illness.

3._J.

—-*t
ton

k H. Condon, of
Stonington,
towQ last week.
Mrs. Florence Blaisdell
Boston Tuesday.

came

was

was

in

Edward Stoue is
steamer J. T. Morse.

in

Ernest Mann has sold
Herrick, of Bluehill.

lieslie

Miss Maud
Willey is at home from Yoners’ N. \where she
spent the winter.
Mrs. Nancy
Mayo na* rented her cot-

® PUN HADE

on

my feet a good deal and
my knee came a swelling as big as
y hst.
It hung down and was as red as
f >t had
been blistered and so sore that I
e

8 seemed to
d at l‘men

around.

Ile

°an
111

°*
s

the

ne

hou

me

pain

was so

faint.

neighbors told

me

about

^in,ment, so 1 got a
ou*

^ tVer

8

The cord of my

stiff and the

that it made

bottle and put
Next morning I could

90 much
better and 1 kept right
,lug the Liniment
night and morning.
^
all the
swelling, and the red-

a°d

F

e

sorene«» have gone, too. 1 shall
"
'thout Sloan’s Liniment in the

a^anr>wui

Stonington

called to

his

to

Bangor SatWilliam.

son

the children

schools.

rec°mmend

it toai1

have

four

where

discontinued, to
Walter Kane and wife,
been

children,

refuse

to

of
the

other
who

let them

three miles, and
have applied to tbe[State. There are two
others out of school, and one the town is
boarding at South^Hurry.
C.
May 3.
walk two and one-half

j

WEST BROOKUN.

Davis,

of

Winchester

long

where she has

Drs.

Brown

Pittsfield,

is

visiting

sister, Mrs. Emma Carter.
Miss Maude Willey, who has spent the
winter in Yonkers, N. Y., is home.
Moulton Cooper, of steamer Pemaquid,
spent a tew days last week with friends in
his

European

8 40

15 25

6 02
6 08

{8 14
6
6
6
6

22
30
33
40

working

is

in

$4.25

one

$8.00

round trip.

way and

Steamer leaves Bar Harbor

1 30 p

at

m

week

days for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor. Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentville, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer leaves Rluehlll at 2 00 p m week days
for South Bluehlll, Stonlngton, North Haven
and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston
for Rockland.

at

5 p

m

week

days

'rrlval of
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m. or
steamer from Boston, dally, exct.
Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and intermediate land-

ings.
F.

S.

t.

MdHSF.

\cen». Bar Harbor.

fiankmg.

Rufus Bridges land Roland Carter have

A
is

when

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
every month? Monthly
and interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

reduce

gonj

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino. President.
For

National Bank Statement.

New'port

-OF THE-

to

Dunham, who is working in Bar
Harbor, was at home over Sunday.
Mrs. Edward Giles has gone to Bangor
to care for her sister, Mary J. Kelli her,

_WASHINGTON,

D.

jg§|

Ofice,

C._

at

Bucksport. in the State .of Maine,
•
at

the cb'se of business,
April 28. 1909.
RESOURCES.

Smith went to Holden Friday
for a load of apple trees, which he will
deliver in Amherst, Aurora and North
Charles

Maria ville.

Schools opened April 26.
Mrs. Maggie
of Mariaville, teaches in district
No. 1, Mrs. Fannie Silsby, of Aurora, No.
2, and Mrs. Avilda Archer, of Amherst, in

Grover,

No. 4.

O.

3.
_

EAST

LAMOINE.

Otis Googins, who has been employed in
Massachusetts the past w inter, is home for

Loans and discounts. $170,032 52
96 60
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured,
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
50,000 00
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
1,500 00
Bonds, securities, etc.
75,567 50
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
250 00
Due from State and Private Banks
and Hankers, Trust Companies,
and Savings Banks.
997 92
Due from approved reserve agents,
15,318 60
Checks and other cash items.
458 83
Notes of other National Banks880 00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
117 15
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz.:
Specie. 12,319 95
14,374 95
Legal-tender notes. 2.055 00
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)..
2,500 00
Total.

summer.

George Wooster and son Frank, of Harrington, were guests of Dyer Young and
wife last week.

Harry McNider and wife were called to
Boston last week by the illness of Mrs.
McNider s mother.

$332.091 07

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in.

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses
and taxes paid.
National Banknotes outstanding..
Due to other national banks.
Individual deposits subject tocheck,

$50,000
10,000

__

NORTH LAMOINE.
has

opened his cottage

Sargentville, where they have em- here for the season.
ployment.
Capt. A. B. Holt and wife spent ThursMrs. Fred Page, of North Sedgwick, day night and Friday at,The Elms.
who has been visiting relatives here, has
Capt. A. B. Holt has sold his find workretured home.
ing span to parties at Northeast Harbor.
B.
3.
Y.
May
May 3.

00
00

12,635 97
49,270 00
46 20
114.812 54
88,818 61
5,289 36
1,22139

Mrs. Moody
and
Miss Htebbins, of Havings deposits.
Demand certificates of deposit.
Springfield, Mass., arrived Friday to Cashier’s checks outstanding.
spend the summer at Luther Gilpatrick’s.
Total.
$532,094
H.
May 3.

Royal

Pauper Notice.
contracted with theCitv of Ellsworth
for those w>
HAVING
support and
need assistance
the
fl\e
to

may
vears

care

during

o

next

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dbcmmey.

1

j
!

9r.vici
Androscoggin

ur

hs. :

—

Couit

iHAinc;.

Supreme

Judicial

Garner & Co
vs.

2 ■•gal Notices.

Edgar Bronk et. al.
the supreme judicial court, begun and
at Auburn, within aud for said county of
held
Petition
for
Bankrupt’*
DUclutrgt*.
Androscoggin, on the third Tuesday of April,
In the matter of
a.d. 1909.
Horatio D. Wakefield,
In Bankruptcy.
Upon the foregoing the court order, that the
)
Bankrupt.
cause the said Edgar Bronk and
plaintiff
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the DisHenrietta F Bronk to be notified of »be pentrict court of the United States for the Dis- j dency of this suit, by publishing three weeks
trict of Maine.
successively iu the Ellsworth American, a
d. wakefield, of Eden, in 1 newspaper printed in Ellsworth, in the counthe county of Hancock, and State of j ty of Hancock, an abstract of the writ and
Maine, in said district, respectfully repredeclaration and this order of court thereon,
sents, that on the 27th day of March, last past, the last publication to be thirty days at least
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the t before the term of said court, to be holden at
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that Ellsworth, aforesaid, on the second Tuesday
he has duly surrendered all his property of October, a. d. 1909, that they may then and
and rights of property, and has fully com- j there in said court appear and show cause, if
plied with all the requirements of said acts any they hare, why judgment should not
and of theord?rsof court touching his bank- I be rendered against land, and against them,
and a writ of possession issue accordingly.
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be deLuciliu* A. Embry,
creed by the court to have a full discharge
Chief Justice Presiding.
from all debts provable against his estate, A true copy of the writ aud order of court
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
Attest: —John F. Knowlton,
thereon.
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Clerk S. J. Court.
Dated this 28th day of April, a. d. 1909.
Horatio D. Wakefield.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
Bankrupt.
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
Irving S. Mitchell,
Order of Notice Thereon.
)
Bankrupt.
District of Maine ss.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the DisOn this 1st day of May, a. d. 1909, on 1
trict of Maine.
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
3.
MITCHELL, of
Eden, in
Ordered by the court, that » hearing be had j
the
of Hancock and State of
upon the same on the 2lst day of May, I Maine, in county
said district, respectfully repa. d. 1909, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that resents, that on the 20th day of February, last
notice thereof be published 'u the Ellsworth past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under
Congress relating to bankAmerican, a newspaper primed in said dis- the Acts of
trict. and that all known cieditors, and other ruptcy: that he has duly surrendered all his
persons in interest, may appear at the said property and rights of property, and has fully
time and place, and show cause, if any they complied with all the requirements of said
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should acts and of the orders of court touching his
bankruptcy.
not be granted.
Wherefore he prays that he may be deAnd it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk Rhall send by mail to ail known creed by the court to have a full discharge
creditors copies of said petition and this order, front all debts provable against his estate
addressed to them at their places of resilience under said bankruptcy acts, exceptsuch debt*
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
as stated.
Dated this 28th day of April, a. d. 1909.
Houorable Clarence Hale,
Witness the
Irving S. Mitchell,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 1st day
Bankrupt.
of May, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
Order of Notice Thereon.
fL. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
District of Mains ss.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
On tht3 1st day of May, a. d. 1909, on
reading he foregotr g petition, it is—
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
W. Heath, then of VeSeba
bad upon the same on
the 21st day of
-\I^HEREAS
rona. county of
Hancock. State of May,
il
a.
d.
before
said
court
1909,
Maine, now’ deceased, by his mortgage deed at
in
said
Portland,
district, at ten
dated the fifteenth day of September, a. d. o'clock
in
the forenoon; and that no1905. and recorded in Hancock county regis- tice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
try of deeds, in book 421. page 551. conveyed American, a newspaper printed in said disto George W. Bassett, of said Verona, a certrict, and that all known creditors, and other
tain lot or paicel of land with the buildings persons in interest, may
appear at the said
standing thereon, situated in said Verona, on time and place, and show cause, if any they
the westerly side of the island and bounded
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
and described as follows, to wit: North by not be grant*d.
land owned or occupied by Louisa Heath,
And it is further ordered by the court, that
east by the county road running through the
the clerk shall send oy mail to all known
western part of said
town, south by land creditors copies of said petition and this orowned or occupied by said Louisa Heath, and der, addressed to them at their places of resiwest by Penobscot river, said lot is seventydence as stated.
four rods in width on said road and the side ;
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
lines running from said county road to Pe- Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
nobscot river and one hundred rods more or at Portland, in said district, on the 1st day of
less in length.
Said premises are now occuMay. a. d. 1909.
pied by me as a homestead and contain fortyJames E. Hewey, Clerk.
[L. S.j
two acres more or less. Said premises are the !
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
same conveyed
to me
(the said Seba W.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
Heath) by Mary W. Heath with other lands
by deed recorded in Hancock registry of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
deeds vol. 182, page 271, and were conveyed to |
said Mary VV. Heath by Henry B. Heath by j "VI THERE Ay Augustus W. Clark, of EllstV
worth, couuty of Hancock, State of
deed recorded in said registry, vol. 153. page
his mortgage dt ed dated the 24th
311. and whereas the said George W. Bassett Maine, by
of November, one thousand eight hunby his deed of assignment dated April 19, 1909. day
and recorded in said Hancock registry of dred and seventy-five, and recorded in the
in book 460, page 293, assigned, trans- Hancock county registry of deeds, volume
j deeds, and
conveved to me, Matilda Heath, 152, page 186. convened to the Hancock County
ferred
Savings Bauk, having its place of business at
of said Wrona, the said mortgage deed, the
said Ellsworth, a certain lot or parcel of land
; note thereby secured, together with all the
interest he had in the premises by virtue of with the buildings thereon situated at Ellsworth aforesaid, and bounded and described
1 said
mortgage; now, therefore, the condition
of said mortgage has been and is now broken, as follows, to wit: Beginning on the north
side of Park street at a stake: thence north It
! 1. the said Maiilda Heath, claim to foreclose
I the same and give this notice for that purpose degrees 40 minutes west, 123 feet to land of
John L. Moore; thence north 65 degrees 20
as provided law.
Matilda Heath,
minues east, lOO^feet to Spring street; thence
By her attorney, T. H. Smith.
on west line of Spring street south 11 degrees
April 22, 1909.
40 minutes east. 127 feet to Park street; thence
following the north line of Park street south
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
66 degrees 30 minutes w est 189^2 feet to place
Viola A. Morse, Lillian Me- of beginning,
“Yl^HEREAS,
containing 87 square rods, more
Rae. Inez Wiuberg and
lt
Lucy A. or less, and whereas the Hancock County SavSprague, all of Rockland, in the county of ings bank by their deed of assignment dated
Knox and State of Maine: Lottie Meservey the4th
day of June, 1881, and recorded in said
and Judson Stinson, both of Portland. Maine;
registry, volume 224, page 24. assigned to me,
Agues Trefetheu, of Peak's Island. Maine, and
Helen L. Clark, of said Ellsworth, said mortEugene Stinson, of Block Island. Rhode gage deed, and whereas the condition of said
Island, by their mortgage deed dated January mortgage has been broken and still remains
4, 1908, recorded Hancock registry of deeds,
so. now. therefore, I, the said Helen L. Clark,
vol. 451, page 407, conveyed to Sarah J. Morse claim a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
and F. F Hone, both of Swan’s Islam!. Hangive this notice for the purpose of forecloscock county. Maine, the following described
Helen L. Clark.
ing the same.
property, viz.:
Dated Ellsworth, Me., April 26, 1909.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated on
Swan’s Island, in said county >f Hancock and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
bounded as follows, viz
Commencing at
"ITTHEREAS Sarah P. Grindle, of Castine
Thomas J Colomy northeast corner at a stake
in the county of Hancock, and State of
and stones and running south 85 west forty
T V
\V
rods to a stake and stones; thence S. 30
Maine, by her mortgage dated the twenty- first
eight rods to a bitch tree; thence N. 4V W. day of April, 1900, and recorded in Hancock
eighteen rods to a stake and stones: thence registry of deeds, vol. 436, page 181, conveyed,
N. 80- \V. thirty-four rods' to a stake and to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, in said counertaia
stones; thence S. 65° E. twenty-three rods to ty of Hancock, and State of Maine, t
E. forty- tract or parcel of land situated in said Casa stake and stones; thence S. 731-.
six rods to a spruce tree on the shore; thence tine, described ab follows: On the northeast
S. 47 W. eight rods to the first mentioned by State street; on the southeast by land of
heirs of the late
bounds containing eight acres more or less.
Melissa
Perkins; ou
Also an undivided one-fourth of a lot of the southwest by land of tbe heiis of the
and on the northlaud situated on said Swan’s Island and late Melissa Perkins,
bounded as follows: Commencing at a spruce west by land of said heirs; being the homestead of said Sarah P. Grindle, containtree at the head of Seal Cove; thence N. 731-20
W. by fence and wall forty-six rods; thence ing two acres more or less with all the buildN. 65 W. twenty-six and one-fourth rods by
ings thereon, and whereas Mid Mary E.
fence and rail; thence N. 71*2° \V. thirty-five
Warren by her deed of assignment dated May
rods to a split rock; thence N. 53 k»'- W. seven- 21,19C6, and recorded in said Ha.icock registeen rods to two spruce trees by the fence;
try of deeds, vol, 45ti, page 199, assigned to me.
thence N. 43 W. ten rods to the shore; thence Celia Alexander, of Castine. in said county
easterly around the shore to Seal Cove Head; of Hancock and Ktate of Maine, said mortthence southerly around the shore to the first1 gage deed, and whereas the condition of said
mentioned bound and containing one hun- mortgage has been broken and still remain*
dred acres more or less.
so, now, therefore, I, the said Celia AlexanAnd whereas the said mortgage has been as- der, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
signed to me by the said Sarah J. Morse and give this notice for the porpose of foreclosing
F. F. Morse, by assignment dated the 17th day the same.
Celia Alexanoeh.
of April, A. D. 1909, recorded Hancock regisBy her attorney, Wm. E. Whiting.
try, book 458, page 336; and whereas the conApril 20,1909.
dition of said mortgage has been broken;
■;
now therefore, the undersigned owner of said
mortgage, hereby claims a foreclosure of said
for
The
Subscribe
American
mortgage by reason of the breach thereof.
Ueo. A. Sprague,
l
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now

employment.

The schools commenced April 26. Mr.
of Franklin, is teaching the
grammar school in the village. All the
other teachers are residents of this town.

eam

Ellsworth Loan and BnildiogAss’n.

lumber.

Blaisdell,

May

Business direct v itk Washington saxes time,
and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

Horatio

Boston

is what your money will
invested m shares of the

Capt. N. J. Kane, in the schooner
Mineola, has gone to Bangor to load lum-

J

DED.1f*mlm™i«*i

PROCURED AND DEFER

draw ing or photo. forexjHirt search and free report.
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade marks,
copyrlghta. etc., )N ALL COUNTRIES.
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Fare Between Bar Harbor and

George Phillips, mail carrier on route
No. 1, is ill. Otis Carter is driving for
him as substitute.

town.

gone to

16 53
7 06
7 18
7 26
|7 33 12 06'
J7 41 12 151
7 44 12 18
7 50 12 25
8 20
8 45
1 05

ROCKLAND, MAINE

J5 32
J5 40
J6 49

and

Clar-nce Lord went to Boston last Thursday to join a yacht, which w ill cruise in

or

James Fogg'and wife, of Naskeag, spent
Sunday iu’towu.
Warren

11 15
11 25
11 10
11 47
11 57,

called

C. E.

refusing to transport
the Rich’s corner district,

18 FAINT.

J»uid hardly getbe

was

illness of

in

^or almost four
years I had a sore on
my leg, says Mrs. Olive
Hurd, of MadiN. H., "and this
spring a doctor healed
UP* I felt fine for
about a month, but

with

was

Miss Clara Dunham has gone to Boston,

Peter

The town is discussing the action of the
superintendent of schools or school board

has

Thomas, of Bangor,

horse to A. B.

family of Mrs. Nancy Bella tty are
grieving over the death of their pet dog.
Junie *as a tiny mite never weighing
more than three pounds, and had been in
But chlorothe family seventeen years.
form brought a merciful end.

school

6 44
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[
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staves and

the

on

The

itmtrUBtnuiHft.
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Kane

urday by the

<

schools.
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May
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Omar Stevens has gone to
engage in shore fishing.

Rockland.

Dedham,

ber for Vinalhaven.

employed

in

Mrs. Henry Allen is
visiting her daugh-

ter

t« 36 111 07

11 00
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Eastern Steamsbin Coipy

M. A. Gasper is running his mill sawing

Milton Winchester is at work at Charles-

home from

Dr.

Milton

ton.

E- K.
Hopkins, of Ellsworth,
town last week.

is in

Charleston.

EAST Sl’KRY.

Marks left Wednesday for Bos-

A

!

SURRY.

E. E. Swett has gone to Bangor to work.

BROOK UN.

public

consultation

May

Hale suffered a painful, and
what might have been a fatal accident in
his mill last week. A slab thrown by the
saw, struck him a glancing blow in the
face, breaking several teeth, flattening his
nose, and cutting his face quite badly.
Xenophon.
May 3.

trio

a

M
10 30
10 37
10 59

M
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9 00
M
12 40
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are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
MORRIS M’DON A LI).
Vice-Prei- ami Gen'l Manager.
General office, Portland, Me.

The funeral

Herbert

Hopkins,
banjo
by Mrs. Whit>Irs. Whitney and Miss W'ardwell,
ma, was much enjoyed,
teen Kebekab lodges of Maine were
nted, and also one from Dixon, 111.
and

8 00

Snow.
after-

rePhilip and F.lmer Pervear left Wednesby Mrs. Dillingham, of Orrington. day to resume their work on one of the
degree staff of Esther lodge, of steamers of the Boston-Nantasket line.
•, then exemplified the degree on
Mrs. Uiantha Sibley arrived from Trecandidates in a manner which mont Sunday, and will keep house this
forth repeated applause and the summer for her
brother, Adelbert Seavey.

)gram

00
M

1 20

Aik for

Catalog

Passengers

by the illness of her sister
Johnson.

of the

one

10

Repairs

A M
4 50
8 25

especially

All regret to learn of the critical illness
of Fred P. Gatchell, of blood poisoning.

,of Riverview lodge, and the

t

Snowman

in

began May 3
Elizabeth Smith, of Danforth,
teacher, assisted by Miss Gertrude Barnard, of Orland.

Mr. and Mrs.

to

Baker died

Dooti, after a long
took place Friday.

The

employed
recently.

with Miss

Wednesday.

Roberts last

who is
home

School in the Hill district

is home.

was

May

ball

Miss Eleanor Gross is in Bremen, where
accepted a position as teacher

tives here.

given by Frances

was

ho has

w

storm the

she has has

Alton Burns, a lieutenant in the Salvation Army of Rockland, is visiting rela-

down

came

visiting

is

Georgia Candage has gone to Naskeag
to work in the factory of A. H. Mayo.

Ike guests of honor,
ge delegation from Brewer, Ban-

ampden

Boston,

daughter

Byron

Brewer,

F.

A.

Miss Violet

Sherman

of the

George V. Gray,
Bangor, has been at
Mrs.

M

cure

aged resident, is very

not held.

called there

Laura

winter in

Past Grand Repro-

and

F.

Leon

Annie

On account

her

Mrs.

assembly

an

ill.

was

A

and

Washington Co R R.
Stops on signal to conductor.
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
g Stops only to leave passengers from points

G.

J. S. Condon,

Hawes house this
fleeting of the Rcbckah i
of the twenty-fifth district, held season.
Riverview Kebekab lodge Friday
Tomson.
May 3.
g, Aprilwas of unusual interest
NORTH BROOK UN.
fasure, as it was not only the first
ig of the kind to be held in the disAdelbert Seavey returned from Stoning>ut was also the fifteenth anniverton Tuesday.
f the institution of Riverview lodge,
district

Freezers,
Stationary
Engines,
Supplies

and
tn. connect with

ni,

ORLAND.

his

Pumps,
Ice Cream
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10 15

J5 39 10 26
J5 47' 10 45

_

road with

will

1005

of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

R.

days spending most of the time at his
farm in Penobscot, returned to New York
Saturday. While here the doctor added
five hundred trees to his orchard at

ing.

Kber, Mrs. Stetson, who assisted them,
t ice dose of the entertainment, which
uenjoyed by a large audience, homeids candy was sold. The proceeds are

RE BEK A

chapel

the

at

P M
5 40
0 05
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to

east

B. Brown has recently purchased the
building on Water street
owned by F. E. Lewis, and formerly occupied by George Moore. Capt. Brown will
open a hardware store.
Dr. Grindle, who has been here several

.Methodist vestry Friday even- are doing some tine work.
feature was
AprilSO. The principal
j Mrs. Coleman Steele and daughter Beatwo-act farce. "Mrs. Oakley’s Tele- I trice, of. Ellsworth Falls, are guests of
of charac- Sewall D. Tapley’s family.
cw; with the following cast
j
bride, Gertrude ! Mrs. Nancy L. Mills, Miss Hattie L.
Mrs. Oakley, a
,
Susie
Buck
her
friend,
;
son; Constance,
Tapley and Domingo Smith all made a
UT.tbe cook. Vera Gray; Emits, the business trip to Belfast last Thursday.
was
furnished
Music
j The Young Men’s
lid, Maud Preble.
league, Jerome P. Taporchestra and quartet. I
P the seminary
ley, jr., chairman, gave an entertainment
well
taken,
lithe part- w ere exceptionally
ntin the

114

9 20

I

recovery.

Jerome P. Tapley, jr., and Harry Stover
are painting the church interior.
They

Women's Christian assoeiaAe Young
an entertainiof the E. M. C. S. gave

p
p.

a

school, has a serious
appendicitis. She was taken to
Bangor Saturday. All hope for a speedy

join

5 30

P M

money

attack of

Albert Wilson went to Bangor Friday to
the yacht Aria for the season.
Mrs. Eben Davis was seriously injured
last week by falling from a hay mow.

Mrs. Beasley
last illness.
nog her
had lived here all her life,
I born here,
from the comtwill he greatly missed

oc

3 55
4 30
4 65
6 20
5 27

an

11 37
111 4*»
111 48
1 Iff 57

M

leaving nusworin nt 7.13 a m and 4.39
arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.62

rains

member of the normal

launched bis

ii

A

BANGOR.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green l.ake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt'n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR

Monday.
meetings

motor

11

A

Mrs. Alice Coombs, after an absence of
weeks, has returned to her work
in the post office. All are glad to see her

Lester.

son

P

10 40

Portland.

several

Mrs. Bertha Darby is in Boston visiting

M

a

Boston.

Miss Katherine Parsons, of Harborside,
spent Sunday with Misses Miriam and
Caroline Walker.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

A

Portland.
12 60
Boston.
5 30
BANUOR TO BAR HARBOR.

summer.

her sis-

M

P M
4 50
7 55

John Thombs left Wednesday for New
York where he will join a yacht for the

Miss Bernice Darby has returned from
Gardiner.

"d apvi-nty-nine years.

she leaves
,'band! William Bearley,
of

a

back.

"hold

Ann

spending

Miss Marjorie Hutchinson, who spent
the winter in Washington, D.
C., is home.

Une Femme.

3.

are

Frank Ladd, of Islesboro, was the guest
of Miss Carrie Crosgrove over
Sunday.

Tibbetts, who spent the winfather, Capt. J. M. Tibbetts,

has gone to South Brewer to visit
ter before going to New York.

The
evening. May 5.
I Wednesday
Mr. Smith
ijfreo to the public.
in the grarna teachers’ meeting
afterrchool building Wednesday
,,tl o’clock.

BAR HARBOR.
Sorrento
Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry.
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt’n June.
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls.
Nicolin.
Oreen Lake
Phillips Lake.
Holden.
Brewer June.
BANGOR, MC.

Herbert Myrick occupied the pulpit at
the Unitarian church Sunday.

factory.

under tbe
will give “n address
on “Some of
of the October club,

A

Mrs. W. A. Walker spent several days
last week in Rockland.

E. W. Wells and E. B. Kane are at home
from South Bluehill, where they have
been employed in A. E. Farnsworth's elara

of

super.ntendent

State

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Andboscoqoij* m.:—7\» the Sheriffe of our r#epective counHee, or either of thetr deputise.
ORBKTINO:
8.]
YI YE command yon fo attach the goods and
VV estate of Edgar Bronk and Henrietta
F. Bronk, both of West Falmouth, in tha
county of Barnstable, and state of Massachusetts. to the value of three thousand five
hundred dollars; and summon the said defendants (if they may be found In your precinct) to appear before our justice of our supreme judicial court, next to be held at Ells*
worth, within and for our said county of Hancock, on the seeond Tuesday of October, a. d
1909. then and there in onr said court te
answer unto Garner aud Co, a corporation
duly established by <aw, and having its office
and regular place of business in New York,
county of New York, and sta»e of New York,
In a plea of land, wherein the plaintiff demands against the skid defendants the possession ot a certain lo> or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon bounced aud described
ns follows, viz.:
All that certain lot or parcel of land, situated and lying near Swan’s
Island, in Casco bay passage, »o called, viz.:
being the island called ORONO. and marked
'■N", on the plan of C. 8. Abbott, and being
one of the islands
conveyed by Charles 8,
Abbott to Jacobs. Reed, by deed dated June
20. a. d 1850. and recorded in Hancock countv
registry of deeds, book li6, page 11, to which
reference is hereby made for a more particular description; said island being afterwards
conveyed by the heirs of said Jacoo 8. Reed
to Garrett Coughlin, by deed duly recoided in
said Hancock county registry, in book 28ft,
page 8, and afterwards conveyed by Garrett
Conghiiu to J. Dunlop Smith and recorded ak
page 437. in book 281, of said registry, and
thereafter conveyed by J. Dunlop Smith to
the Empire Granite Co., as recorded at page
4o8. iu book 281, of said Hancock
county registry; then afterwards convey ed by said Empire Granite Co to Eogar Brouk aud J. Danlop Smith, as recorded in book 311. at page 76,
and at the date of this mortgage being entirely invested in Edgar bronk, he having
piircuased the one-half interest of J. Dunlop
Smith, as appears by the conveyance to
him from said Smith, recorded August 15. 1900,
in book 368, at page 108, of the Hancock county registry of deeds.
Whereupon the plaintiff says that it was
lawfully seized of the demanded premises,
with the appuitenances in its demesne as of
fee simple within
twenty years last passed,
and ought now to be in quiet possession
thereof, but the said defimiaut hath since
unjtif-tly entered and holds the plaintiff out
to the damage ot said plaintiff (as it says) the
sunt ot three thousand five hundred dollars,
which shall then and there be made to appear
Aud have you tnere
wn h other due damages.
this writ with your doings therein.
vv i t ness, Albert R. Savage. Esquire. Justice
of our court at Auburn, the twenty-first day
of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine.
F. X. Bklobaw, Clerk.

|£.

THE OLD RELIABLE

Commencing, April 26, 1900.

Bangor.

C. H. Hooper and wife
few days in Portland.

Lawrence, Mass., is at home, and has
moved hia family into H. 8. Kane's house.

grand-

her

on

C. F. Jones and wife spent several days
last week in Bangor.

in

after

borne

weeks with her daughter,
in Newark, N. J. She

Imrrf Jdson, home
Smith,

to

returned

week in

EifalXcnict*.

ttUbmiwuirnw,
MIANUS MARINE ENGINES

Mrs. A. Ricker spent several days last

Frank and Philip Qilley. of Southwest
Harbor, are doing the plumbing at the
Crawford cottage at West End.
Will Cousins, who has been employed

called

was

*tramto»>>

ant

other pa yet

»oo

P. E. Rea went to Boston Monday
business.

returned from
went for a load of

Mrs. E. I. Hill spent last week at Winter
Harbor, the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Sarah Crane.

County Now,
CA8TINE.

has

Swaaey has returned
a inert
and friend. In
to relatives
0.

Saflraata
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STATE OF MAINE.

County of Hancock ss.: I,
Edward B.
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
swear that the above statement is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
EDWARD B. MOOR, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th
day of April, 1909.
WALTER H. GARDINER,
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
PASCAL P. GILMORE,
)
EDWARD L. BEAZLEY, J Directors.
H. E. SNOW,
—

solemnly

j

—

■

1

■

..

One

of

Attractive Villages
Eggemoggin Reach.
the

of

[From the Lewiston Journal.J

Requirements of the Service—Special

Adaptability.
Thirty-nine young graduates
American

sound,
Borne folks rage of Long
others of the beauties of the Hudson and
remove
when they get down to Maine they
their hats to the charms of the grand Penobscot, but, once let them sail through the
delightful stretch of water on the Hancock
Island

in

the

of nine

lately reforest assistants
and have been

forest schools have

appointments

ceived

forest

as

service

positions for the present field
season.
The new appointees are drawn
from the various forest schools as follows:
Yale, eighteen; Hiltmore, five; Univer-

assigned

to

sity of Minnesota, four; University of
Michigan Agricultural College, three:
Harvard, two; Cornell, one; University
of Iowa, one; and University of Newtbeir
they wiki come upon a delightful, quaint braska, one. They have secured
little village, the beauties of which will appoints as a result of passing the regular

county coast known

a9

Eggemoggin

Reach

again will they raise their voice
in praise of those other-mentioned waterthe Reach
ways. And as they sail through
and

never

once

County Neui

toe additional

The Business Done by the New England Tel. A Tel* Co.
Nearly a million calls a day is the average patronage of the New England Telephone A Telegraph OoM according to the
annual report of Gen. Thomas Sherwin,
its president. The fexact figures given are
approximately, 301,000,000 local calls and
15,800,000 toll calls for the year 1908, and
they emphasize the widespread usefulness
of the telephone and its intimate relation
to the business and social life of the community. It is estimated by careful ob-
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FRAN RUN.
Carroll Dunn and wife left for

West

Sunday.
Mrs. Roland Bunker, who has been seriously ill, is improving.
Edward Bunker,
wife
and
young
daughter left for Kineo Friday.
The snowstorm of April 30 and the allday rain of May 1 were record-breaker*.
Miss Myrtle Scammon, who is teaching
servers that
1,500,000 persona, or about at Gorham, N. H., came home Saturday.
one-third of the population of New EngWalter Wilson is painting the Westland, are in daily touch with telephone Rlaisdell buildings, assisted by Dana Dyer.

toe—

Oh, I wad very learned then—
Hut that was very long ago.
I knew tbe spot upon the hill
Where the checkerberriea could be found;
I knew the rushes near tbe mill
Where pickerel lay that weighed a pound!
I knew the wood—the verv tree
Where lived the poaching, saucy crow.
And all the woods and crows knew me—
But that was very long ago.

And pining for the joys of youth.
I tread the old familiar spot,
Onhr to learn this solemn truth:
addition
i
In
the
under
government.
I have forgotten, am forgot.
these graduates of forest schools,
to
Yet there's the youngster at my knee
fifteen other candidates passed the exKnow'roll the things I used to know
amination.
To think. I once was wise as be!
that was very long ago.
are
llut
new
of'the
appointees
Twenty-two

A

MOTHER’S

LETTER
"
Mrs. Samuelle Vigneau
^
describes the illness and
ery

Goulds boro

thereco^1

of her daughter.

All Mothers Should

Reaj

service.

examination, which is the

Schooner Franconia, at W. B. Blaisdell
The rapid development of the company j A
Co.*s wharf, is loading with curb for
another feature of the report that
Boston.
reply:
craft, or
strikes one as he peruses the
forcibly
“Sargentville.*’
Mrs. C. E. Bromley and infant daughfigures presented. Last year only 13,737
The joys of this delightful place are
ter joined Pastor Bromley at the parsonfetation* were added, owing to a restrictive
enumeare
beauties
beyond
many. Its
policy induced by the unsettled condition* age Wednesday.
ration. It has the ocean at its front
Miss Charlotte Macornber arrived home
For 1909, however, an inof
business.
foron
various
national
hills
in
its
work
and
at
door and the mountains
already
I know *tis folly to complain
I Saturday from Ponce, Porto Rico, where
crease of 25,000 stations is expected.
back yard. More no place can offer. ests, taking part in their administration,
Of whatsoe'er the fates decree,
Considering that the New England Teie- she spent the winter.
Combining tbe splendid air of the sea and seventeen have been assigned to dif- Yet were not wishes all in vain
phone A Telegraph Co. was not organized !j The townspeople learn with regret of
I tell you what my wish would be:
with the invigorating ozone of the hills, ferent projects connected with the techniuntil 1S83, it is interesting to note that ir. ! the
contemplated move to Lawrence,
Sargentville offers good health and long cal study of silviculture. Forest assist- I'd wish to be a hoy again.
Back with the friends 1 used to know
the four northern New England states in i Mass., of Leslie Swan and wife,
life to those who journey to her doors ants are men who have completed their
j
For I was. oh! so happy then—
which it operates, the system of which it !
and their make abode within her walls.
Mrs. Joseph Cole, of Boston, who is
i
preliminary training for the profession of
But that was very long ago.
is the centre had, at the end of 1908, 301,- \
Strictly speaking, Sargentville is but a forestry, as the graduates oi a law or medvisiting her sister, Mrs. Lottie Gay, will
Field.
—Kvgene
a j
S96
connected
therewith,
are
telephones
and
which,
school
have
theirs,
ical
division of the town of Sedgwick,
assist in the care of their mother, Mrs.
completed
number that has since increased to over1
Bunker.
itself, is one of those charming Maine ready to enter on practical work. Until
A NKW MKTAL.
312,000.
in
work
who
seeks
rest
their
one
have
coast towns, where the
gained experience
they
Mrs. Alcy Dyer Macomber and daughFor
the
or more the Massapast
year
a
a
after
winter's
are
summer
necessarily Interesting Kind on Holman Propand recreation of
however, their positions
ter. Miss Julia, who have occupied the
commission
has
been
chusetts
highway
find
and
of
can
it
foot
the
subordinate. They are at the
struggle with the world,
erty Near Tunk Pond.
Bunker cottage some time, are to
!
a
of the affairs of this cora- Eugene
return to the duties of a business life in
ladder, and must prove their fitnes in orHolmanite is a name which will be new making study
move to the C. H.
Sprague rent.
!
inand
its
pany,
only
recently
published
and
fit
to
do
The
der to mount higher.
the fall, invigorated
feeling
government to the geologists and mineralogists, lor
B.
May 3.
From this it appears that the
battle with the world. Sargentville, howthis metal, until within the past month ventory.
pays them $1,000 a year at the start.
value of its property is $46,540,WEST STONINGTON.
On the national forests the forest assistDAUGHTER OF MRS.
ever, has so long been a separate settlehas not been know n to exist in the world. appraisal
SAMUEUEVIGItEJIU
while its total outstanding liabilities
ment; has so long been referred to in that
ant often acts as adviser to the supervisors
Rev. Mr. Hunt preached here Sunday.
This metal was discovered about three S19,
SAMl'ELLE
VIGNKAU, Amin
form
of
bonds
and
is
the
notes
stocks,
distinctive manner which towns acquire in charge, who are western men experi- weeks ago upon Catherine hill, on the
hcr»t. Isle de La Magdalina,Cm
Melinda Sellers, of Stonington, visited
^
that it seems almost impossible to consider enced in all practical matters, but usually
shores of Tunk pond, by B. \V. Hills, an only $38,939,850.
writes:
at Oscar Fifleld’s last week.
|
The report also points out that in the
it as a part of Sedgwick. It must be taken without school training in the science of expert in the
“I write to tell you that I am
employ of C. Vey Holman,
Charles Robbins and wife, of Stonington,
as a separate municipality.
Such, at least, forestry. Or they may be assigned to the of Bangor, and w'ho, using the right of I«st ten years, despite the advance in the
feetly well. I took only three bott;e»
j
at J. I. Stinson’s.
is the feeling of those who go there.
of your Peruna according to
study of some particular problem which the discoverer, has named it in honor of rate of wages and the cost of material. I spent Sunday
yoar aj.
economies
in
and
!
James
Sullivan
and wife have gone to *ice and the
Unlike many, it might be said most of needs to be investigated in the interest of Mr. Holman.
operation
improvements
directions in your
;
book,
in the art have enabled various rate re- ! East port after
the Maine coast towns which are admira- good forest
As forestry
management.
spending the winter here.
This metal is, in reality, natural tin in
and it restored my health.
bly situated for summer business, Sar- means knowing how to get the most out alloy with bismuth. It is found in sheet ductions in consequence of which the re- ! Stephen Stanley and wife are receiving
“It also cured my daughter, who
lsp
gentville is not content to entertain sum- of any given piece of forest land, it calls and ingot formation, bat how great the venue per station has dropped from ! congratulations on the oirth of a son, j years old. She took one bottle
an average of $71.13 to $34.70.
mer guests for three months in the year
for studies and experiments, both scienborn April 27.
ing to directions. I assure you that bo
deposit, is not known, no prospect to asWith reference to the purchase of the j
and lay idle tbe-other nine. Not that the tific and practical, much like those which ! certain this
having been made.
An entertainment and sociable will be doctor is equal to your book and year
town is a hustling metropolis, or a big have to be made in the interest of good
! Bo far as Mr. Hills and Prof Ora W. Northeastern Telephone Co., the Lewiston held in schoolhouse No. 5 Tuesday even- advice. I have recommended your retsAuburn Telephone
the
Co., and
manufacturing centre, but that its people farm management, and the forest assistant Knight, of Bangor, the chemist and mini edy to a number of persons."
ing. Proceeds for the church.
keep doing something the year around, is prepared to do valuable work along this j eralugist, have been able to ascertain, no Cumberland Telephone Co., in Maine, it j
A Woman's Remedy.
Mrs.
John
and
two
children
McGuffy
that stocks and bonds aggregating
and therefore are better off than are many line.
j such a combination ever has been known, appears
Mrs. A. E. Stouffer, Captoma,Kanair,
arrived
from Greet own, Scotland, last
were purchased for $403,000.
of their neighbors in other places where j
There is a growing interest in the pro- and both these
$1,571,000
do
not
hesitate
gentlemen
writes:
week, hbe was met in Boston by her husthe entire dependence is placed upon the I fession of forestry uow, and many young ! to
••The outcome of these enterprises." the
say that outside the collection of Mr.
w ho has been
••Peruna has given me health ami
employed here for the
people who come to town during the sum- I men are asking now to get into it and Holman, there is not a specimen of the j directors say, “furnishes a striking illustra- band,
strength: it is the ivst medicine that\tu
tionof the fruitlessness and waste of estab- past two years. They will go to housemer months.
what it promises. Gifford Pinchott, the metal in
any collector's cabinet. Pure tin I
ever made for women.
My friends say
lishing a second telephone system in a field keeping in the Henry Gross house.
In the town there i9 a prosperous ice government forester, has lately written on has been
found, and tin in alloy with lead where one
they never saw such a change in »
company is already serving the J
May
M.
business, which in the winter time fur- this subject:
ic well known, but never in connection
woman.
I cannot say loo much lor
I public efficiently and fairly. Sooner or later j
nishes employment to a number of men.
“To tie a good forester a man should
with bismuth.
failure and disaster are sore to follow the
SEDGWICK.
Peruna.”
The ice is harvested upon the lake, which combine something of the naturalist with !
Catherine hill has been considerably in undertaking. These companies had been unE. L. Ferguson is teaching at Gray's
is included with the mountains in the a good
de^l of the business man. To know 1 the public eye for the past few years be- successful almost from the start, and had corner.
Kastman, and two sisters—Mrs. Nancy
back yard of the village. This ice is of how to use the forest he must be able to
a
detriment
rather
than
an
i
cause of the discovery of
proved
advantage
deposits of
Mrs. Clara Clapp is visiting her son, E. j Bennett and Mrs. Lydia Rich, all of Hast
the finest quality and finds a ready mar- study it. He must have, therefore, the 1
molybdenite there. Mr. Holman pur- to the communities in which they operated,
Orland. Tbe funeral was held at the
ket at a good price.
power of observation, a fondness for na- chased a large tract of land on the hill j burdening a large number of subscribers w ith F. Clapp.
a duplication of charges for service."
Besides the ice industry there is the ture and the ability to penetrate her sec- !
Miss Susie E. Cole has returned borne home Tuesday afternoon.
from Hon. Harold M. Bewail, of Bath, and
fishing business. While not so extensive : rets. But if he is to succeed he must also ! Linwood Nash, of
Among other statistics of development from Bar Harbor.
Kennebnnkport, soon
PARTRIDGE COVE.
as at other Hancock coast points, it is a 1 have
good practical judgment and the i after he located molybdenite on the pro- during the year appears a statement reMrs. J.E. Wilson, after the winter in
considerable feature of the business of the ability to meet and Handle men.
garding the amount of conduit construcMrs. Ethel Eaton is employed by C. M.
Since that time he has been at wor* tion
returned to her home here SaturBoston,
jperty.
the
which
it
by
company, by
appears
town and helps to buy food and clothes j
Kitt ridge.
“He must be resourceful, able to stand
■
prospecting the hill and preparing to open that it already has, underground, a total day.
for its people, as well as to make it the
by himself, willing to undergo the priva- ! up a mine 4* soon as certain litigation ; of more than 3,000 miles of duet.
Reuel Bartlett and family, of Ellsworth,
At
the
regular meeting of Columbia
contented village that it is.
The financial showing for the year was
lions of rough life and capable of com- ! could be
were in town Hunday.
settled.
This litigation grew
O.
E.
1
the
8.,
degrees will be
Since about the same time that the first manding the respect of rough men, who out
; very satisfactory. The gross revenue was chapter,
of a dispute over the boundaries of
William Eraerv and wife, of Bar Harbor,
$11,259,130.15, an increase of $579,504.39 over worked on one candidate.
summer folks turned their faces towards !
1
quickly recognize virility and genuine- i Mr. Holman's land.
the preceding year. The expenses were
are here for a few weeks.
J. H. Hooper and wife have gone to
Bar Harbor, Sargentville has been a sum- i ness of character, but will not tolerate
an
increase
of
;
$8,698,717.24,
$185,294.60,
j About the same time that the Bangor
James Grant, Wilson Eaton, Lee Smith
mer resort.
People of means, tired of the pretense or the assumption of superiority. gentlemen secured the tract of land from while the net revenue was $2,500,412.91, an *j Haven to make preparations for summer
increase of $3W,209.79.
and Edgar Springer are painting the town
A six per cent. i
guests at the Castle View cottages.
hurly-burly of the city, have journeyed A forester needs a vigorous mind in a Messrs. Bewail and
Nash, a party of New dividend was declared and new capital to
hall.
here and passed their summers, returning
May 3.
H.
vigorous body. He must be of the kind t York gentlemen secured the ownership of the amount of $3,926,600 was issued. As
A.
May 4.
home in the fall healthier and happier than
the
furnishes a pretty good inthat likes to get things done and does 1 another
large tract from Capt. Goodwin, dex telephone
BROOKSVILLE.
of business conditions, the* confidence
ever.
□ot give up when things are not going his of
These gentlemen were inter- with which this
EAST
BLUEHILL.
Bangor.
the
im;
report regards
Chester Staples, of West Sedgw ick, is j
in connection with the summer business
way. He will have to face difficulties and ested in the
molybdenite proposition, aud mediate future would seem to presage a on the road with a ti»h wagon.
Leon Webcott has gone to Madison.
interest of the village, it is interesting to work out problems far from outside help,
!
claimed certain sections of the land belief in a general improvement in industhey
note that it is not a hotel town, neither is
I
affairs.
:
Leach has gone to Lake Moxie to
trial
Harry
Edwin
himself.
He
the
road
Sanborn,
relying solely upon
ought which Mr. Holman had
commissioner,
purchased.
it a cottage settlement. There is no huge to be hard to whip.
teach.
has a crew of men improving the roads.
Uut of these disputes grew a law suit, j
hotel catering to the business of the sum“The professional forester cannot hope w
Mrs. Evelyn Hutchings went to Swan's
James Staples and Charles
hich was pending at the last term of the i
Dahlquist
mer visitor and with few
exceptions the for big fees and certain pleasant surroundIsland to-day.
were guests of their
court
for
!
Saun*
I
Hancock
Ftt
supreme
additional
brother,
held
Harry
tee
other
County New*t
1
county,
page*
summer people who come here have never
ings of life which crown distinguished last month in Ellsworth. The suits were
Mrs. Nellie Ridlon and daughter Leila
ders, of North Brooksville, over Sunday, j
considered it worth while to erect cot- success in some other professions. The
not tried, as the New York parties withThe remains of Lovina, widow* of Eben spent Thursday and Friday in Bangor.
BLIEHILL.
j
4age§, though they continue to return year first prizes which are bestowed upon the drew their claims and
allowed a judgment
Mrs. Charles Youtman, who has tieen in
Miss Alice Hinckley is visiting friends Chatlo, of South.Brooksviile, were brought
after ycaf
I
great lawyer, the eminent physician, are in favor of the
here for interment Wednesday. She leaves South Brooksville some time, is home.
man.
Bangor
in
North
I
the
summer
Sedgwick.
Daring
season, however, not yet open to him. He must be content
While engaged in making a survey of I
four children—Melvin
May
D., Mrs. Ralph
practically every house in the village has without much luxury; he will have to the
George W. Parker arrived from Brock- Condon and
property for the purpose of obtaining Ij
Eva, of South Brooksville, 1
one or two
or
more
boarders.
These spend a good deal of time out of reach of
1.
ton,
Mass.,
May
CAPE ROSIER.
I
and
information to be used in the trial of this
Mrs. A. L. Hudson, of New ton, Mass.
people prefer to come to Sargentville and the ordinary comforts. He must be able
Eugene Sprague, of Vinalhaven, is viscase, Mr. Hills came upon the peculiar !
Henry Gray and family w ill move from
May 3.
A.
live with the people, enjoying the pleasures and
willing to rough it without complaint, new metal. It had ail the
his sister, Mrs. G. W. Parker,
Undercliff Tuesday, May 4.
appearance of j iting
of good Maine home cooking to taking to
sleep on hard beds, eat homely fare, being
BARTLETT S ISLAND
Mountain Rebekah lodge will have a
which had become j
Mrs. M. A. Blake will beat home at
molybdenite,
chances with the concoctions of summer endure
prolonged exertion and get along tarnished. It looked to be a
George Ray was in Ellsworth last week Fairview, for a time, after May 4.
good-sized i; roll-call at the next regular meeting, May
hotel chefs or the cooks which they have with
plain people.
*
on
business.
piece and Mr. Hills thought he would 114. A response from each member is deto gather on the By for their summer
Mrs. V. B. Black, Eugene Jordan and
“On the other hand, if he is at all fitted
knock it off and take it along as a speci- sired.
Irving Closson, of Ellsworth, has em- i wife, and Mrs. Hose Gray will arrive Tuea*
cottages.
for his profession—and a few wevks of
1
men.
When his prospector’s hammer had
The dam at Mayo’s mill gave way April ployraent with George Ray.
For amusement they go yachting and actual forest work or good summer school
day. May 4, from Everett Mass.
been removed, the piece he saw was an |
B29, and no more sawing will be done there
George Bartlett and Samuel Leonard
riding and driving, climb the mountains, work will tell him whether he is or not—
May 3.
1
different
metal.
entirely
it
to
Mr.
Taking
at
The
go fishing, both sea and lake, play golf, there is open to him a very rich reward,
present.
spring sawing was nearly went to Northeast Harbor Tuesday.
HULL'S COVE.
Holman, who has had much experience completed, some200,000having been sawed.
tennis and baseball, and in every
way have life in the open, in the midst of beautiful,
Guy Leonard came home from West !
with metals, they made an examination of j
Mrs. Leland, of Trenton, is visiting her
a first-class outing.
elder
of
healthful and congenial surroundings,
G.
W. j Eden Saturday, and returned Tuesday.
Lena,
daughter
But while the place has no summer hotel, creative work of unmatched usefulness in it. Having no chemicals or apparatus ! Parker and
son. Shepherd.
died
wife,
May 1, at
Wesley Bartlett went to Ellsworth !
with which to make a
there are suspicions that this condition of
proper test, they !! the age of about twenty-four
M. C. Sweet was in East Holden Saturany material field, a place of large re- I
years. Thursday after hay for W. H. Freeman.
were
unable
to
decide
the
what
affairs is soon to change.
definitely
This comes sponsibility and dignity, and with it all a
She will be most pleasantly remembered
day and Sunday on business.
L.
May
stuff
but
felt
sure
was,
that
it
contained
through the recent sale of Byard’s point. fair living.
by her old schoolmates and friends for
Little Pauline Maddocks, who has been
some tin.
The point is an ideal location for a summer
“If the forester’s temperament is scienTRENTON.
! her kindly nature and amiable disposition.
her grandparents here, has re*
visiting
j
Mr.
Holman
at
once
took
the
to
hotel, and since the deal, whereby it tific he will have the joy of the discover
sample
The funeral was held May 3. There were
Mrs. T. T. Leland, w ho has been ill the turned to her home in Blast Holden.
where
Prof.
Bangor,
a
Knight made
changed owners, was consummated there and organizer of knowledge in a rich and
ANSE.
many floral remembrances.
past month, is a little better.
May 3.
has been a presistent rumor that the sale almost virgin field, while if it be practical thorough test, which established the fact
The Odd Fellows’ anniversary was eele- j
Stafford
and
Miss
he
will
have
the
chance
that
of
Mr.
George
in
a
Hills
had
daughter,
discovered
a
metal
meant that a hotel for summer
sharing
people national work of
prime importance to our hitherto unknown. The ow ner of the hill brated by Bluehill lodge Monday evening, | Ruth, spent Sunday at bis farm here.
atrontiBnnnH*.
would be erected there. That the report is
people both now and hereafter.
Mountain Rebekah lodge j
April 26.
May.
wanted
Mr.
May 3.
Hills
to
name
the
well founded seems to be the prayer of all
new metal
furnished the following program: Read-,
Hillsite, but that gentleman insisted that
Sargentville, for they realize that a good
EAST ORLAND.
A Thought for Kvery I>ay.
LIBERAL CA8H
j in?. Miss Rena Johnson: vocal duet, j
it be called Holmanite.
hotel of this character would work to the
THURSDAY.
Misses Nettie Clay, Georgia Conners;
Isaac Eastman died at his home here
For names of persons contemplating or
are
now
to
be
made for the
Prospects
advantage of all.
The kind of world one carries about in !
illustrated story, read by Mrs. Bettel, Sunday morning. May 2, at the age of
to buy life insurance. Information will k*
To write a w ord abont
Sargentville one’s self is the important thing, and the purpose of ascertaining if the metal exists illustrated by Mrs. Annie Veazie and J. B. ■
venty-four years. Mr. Eastman had
in sufficient quantities to make it comand not mention the library of the town
treated confidentially. Address O. F ti.,
j
world outside takes all its grace, color and
Mrs. Mayo and Mrs. j been in poor health for a
number of
would
be
an
mercially valuable, lu its alloy with the ! Bettel; piano duet,
American Office.
unforgivable oversight. value from that.
Florence months. He leaves a
brother-Daniel
bismuth this tin is malleable to a remark- McGouldrick; reading. Miss
This library is one of the
enjoyable
FRIDAY.
Miss Conners; reading, Mrs.
!
Morse;
song,
able
degree. It can be hammered out to a
places of the town, and the summer
Wisdom is oftentimes nearer when we
I A. C. Hinckley; song, J. B. Bettel; reading,
thin foil. When alloyed with
guest who comes to town and doesn’t stoop than when we soar.
lead, tin
Mrs. E. L. Osgood;
becomes
brittle and cannot be pounded Miss Doughty; song,
William Wordsworth.
get acquainted with the library and the
march by Rebekah degree team dressed in
librarian. Miss Martha Currier, who is
! out in this way at all.
SATURDAY.
It is an odd coincidence that since the large pink aprons and white sun bonnets.
the ideal
If honor be your clothing, the suit will
person to have charge
of
Mrs. Twining was accompanist for the
last for a lifetime; but if clothing be your
such a place, certainly fails to
on the hill under the direction
prospecting
does not stimulate. It does not make
get all
it will soon be worn threadbare.
evening. Ice cream, cake, cookies, and
of Mr. Holman and other
the joy of his summer outing that is honor,
parties, nearly coffee were served.
William Arnot.
feel better one
you
then as bad as ever the next. It
rare
metal known to the world has
every
possible.
SUNDAY.
is
a
itnot
May
drink.
No
been
reaction after you
Unlike Bar Harbor and Castine, Sarfound in its granite sides, and now
4._M.
Religion is the consciousness of the
gentviile isn’t “agin” the automobile. fatherhood of God and the brotherhood comes the discovery of a metal the existThere
is
not
a
of
the
alcohol
in
it.
You
have
EDEN.
It welcomes the user of the kerosene of man manifested in peace and good will ence of which never before has been
even
that comes from a
tonic and alterative.
and all work for human welfare.
Irving Leland, of Rumford Fails, is in
cars within its gates and 9eekB to make
known.
—Rev. George E. Littlefield.
We
town.
would ask your doctor about this.
their stay as pleasant as possible. The
the past two years, the hill has
you
During
MONDAY.
auto isn’t
Sherman Salisbury and wife were in
barred from their yet, and
knows. Trust him. Do as he says. !,C. Auer
carefully been examined by some of the
If YOU and I—just you and I—
probably never will be, so long as the
greatest experts in the country, including town calling on friends recently.
.Should laugh instead of worry;
Vhat are Ayer’s Pills? Liver Pills. How
long have they been sold ? Nearly sixty
folks of the place can have their way.
those of the United States geological surIf we should grow—just you and I—
Mrs. George Huntley is spending the
Do doctors recommend them?
years.
Ask your own doctor and find
Kinder and sweeter hearted,
vey, and yet they did not discover this rare week with her mother, Mrs. Allen.
Perhaps, in some near bv-and-bye,
metal. This is accounted for by the fact
Patrick arrived home much the worse
and wife, of Boston, are at
Neville
H.
V.
A good time might get started;
that since its discovery, brief examination
for wear. One eye was closed, his nose
Mrs. George W. Richards’ for a few weeks.
Then what a happy world ’twould be
has shown that where it does crop out it
was broken, and his face looked as
though
For you and me—for you and me.
Oscar Leland left Monday for Hull’s
so nearly resembles tarnished
it had been stung by bees. “Glory be!”
molybdenite
Cove, where be has employment for the
TUESDAY.
that it escapes attention.
exclaimed his
in life’s contest is robust health. For sixty years, the
wife. “Thot Dutchman
To be pure and strong, to be honest and
season.
Some idea of the value of this discovery,
the I
Schwartzheimer
’twas him!” exclaimed
true “L. F. "Atwood’s Bitters have
to be kindly and thoughtful, and if the metal is found to be in
wife
and
visited
their
earnest,
Leland
Otis
large quanj
Patrick. “Shame on ye!” exploded his
health of thousands of families.
You can always
in all to be true—this is the greatest ambi- tities, is had from the statement that the
of
John
Mrs.
Bar
Mitchell,
wife, without sympathy. “A big shapalknown supply of tin in the world will be daughter,
tion in life.
depend on them to promptly relieve constipation,
exhausted in ten years. Tin is one of the Harbor, recently.
peen the loikes of you to get bate up by a
WEDNESDAY.
indigestion and bilious attacks. Try them ; that is
most used of metals, and when the preslittle omadhoun of a Dootchman the size
Nathan Norwood and wife, of SouthThe way to succeed is to forget yester- ent known supply is gone, a deposit of
all we ask. Results will prove convincingenough. A
of him! Why-” “Whist, Nora,” said
west Harbor, visited their sister, Mrs.
metal such as that discovered dn Cathto a dose.
Patrick, “don’t spake disrespectfully of day, keep busy to-day and expect great erine
large bottle for 35c. and only a
hill, will be of the greatest possible Sarah Leland, Monday.
things to-morrow.
value.
V.
May 4.
act

upon them like a great magnet.
they ask its name the captain of the

knew all the birds that came
And nested in oar orchard trees;
For every flower I bad a name—
My friends were woodchucks, toads and
bees;
1 knew what thrived in yonder glen;
What plants would soothe a stone-bruised

I
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